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This thesis investigates approaches for the auralisation of traffic noise in an
outdoor environment. A novel auralisation framework for multiple vehicle
pass-bys using procedural audio methods is proposed. This includes sound
source modelling of single vehicle pass-bys and traffic flow, sound propagation
modelling, and HRTF processing for spatial audio reproduction. Compared to
prior auralisation studies in which sound source recordings have been used, no
pre-recorded sounds are used with a procedural audio approach. Instead, syn-
thetic sounds created by programmatic rules form the basis of the auralisation
framework proposed in this thesis.
Such an auralisation based on procedural audio gives greater freedom and
range in the implementation and integration of vehicle pass-by sounds, with
the advantage of high flexibility and variable computational cost for the al-
gorithms defining the properties of any given audio objects. However, such
synthetic sounds might not be perceived as being plausible when compared
to their recorded counterparts, especially for the case of traffic noise where
it is difficult to imitate the intrinsic rich and varied sound source content by
artificial means. Therefore, two subjective listening tests are implemented to
evaluate the plausibility of the proposed auralisation framework by comparing
procedurally generated vehicle sounds to their counterparts created using a
recording-based granular synthesis method.
Engine sounds, engine plus tyre sounds, and single vehicle pass-by sounds,
all generated using a procedural audio approach, are compared with their
counterparts created using a granular synthesis method, and evaluated in an
ABX listening test. It is found that a similar level of plausibility is achieved by
using either method for the auralisation of single vehicle pass-bys. Based on
this validation, the plausibility of multiple vehicle pass-by sounds with engines
synthesised using a procedural, a mix of procedural and granular, and granular
approaches is evaluated in a MUSHRA test under various traffic flow conditions
regarding different vehicle types, speeds, driving directions, and flow rates. It
is found that a similar level of plausibility is achieved by using either method
under most traffic flow conditions.
These results verify that the auralisation of traffic flow using procedural audio
methods is comparable to recording-based approaches when considering the
plausibility of the results obtained. Such an approach provides a solution for
implementing the auralisation of environmental sounds that is both flexible and
plausible, which is useful for communicating and demonstrating the important
changes in our soundscape to the wider population, leading to a more holistic
understanding of environmental sound.
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We live in a world full of sound, a world in which these sounds may have
both positive and negative impacts on our daily lives. Our vision dominates
our sensory perception of the world, and we can close our eyes if we feel that
visual scenes are not pleasant or comfortable. But we cannot close our ears
to the sounds of our world. Therefore, sounds unconsciously influence our
behaviours, attitudes, and emotions, at all times, no matter what is going on
in our conscious minds. Hearing is one of the most important ways by which we
perceive and recognise the environments we inhabit, and develop impressions
and memories of places, people, and events. Under most circumstances, we
pay peripheral attention to sounds that surround us. For some specific sound-
related events, we may focus all of our attention on these particular events [24],
such as when listening to symphony music in a concert hall. Sometimes, our
thinking or main attention may be interrupted by some other specific sounds,
causing abrupt transitions between peripheral attention and central attention,
which can make us feel disturbed, irritated, or anxious.
In recent decades, there has been increased attention paid to environmen-
tal noise and in particular due to the soaring number of different means of
modern transport in our daily lives such as cars, aircraft, and trains. Here
the term noise can be defined as ‘unwanted sound’, or sound ‘out of place’
[25]. Among noise emitted from various means of transport, the influence and
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treatment of road traffic noise has been widely investigated as it is one of the
most common noise sources in our daily lives. In fact, the noise emitted by
road traffic noise has been acknowledged as a form of environmental pollution
[26].
However, it is still not sufficient to develop a complete and comprehensive
understanding of environmental noise using only traditional sound evaluation
methods such as noise level measurements. Likewise, the most effective way to
treat sources of noise might not be through simply reducing sound levels. This
is because the subjective experience of the content of a sound is significantly
neglected in traditional methods based on noise levels.
A prospective solution to this deficiency is by considering the auralisation
of traffic noise as determined by different traffic flow conditions in an outdoor
acoustic environment. Whereas most existing auralisation techniques are typ-
ically used for the reproduction of room acoustics in a virtual environment,
their application to outdoor environments is less widely practised. Part of the
reason for this may be the incompatibility of recording-based sound source
modelling techniques as used in room acoustics, with the requirement for more
complex, dynamic, and wide-scale outdoor sound scenes. For example, a ‘dry’
music or speech signal recorded in an anechoic chamber (an environment de-
signed to completely absorb sound) is usually used for sound source modelling
in room acoustic applications. It is hard, or even impossible, to record vehicle
pass-by noise in an anechoic environment, particularly for a traffic flow con-
sisting of multiple pass-by vehicles. Therefore, it is vital to obtain the required
source signal for traffic flow sounds via other methods, or in addition to, taking
anechoic recordings.
One potential way is through the use of procedural audio, which is a sound
synthesis technique based purely on codes and algorithms without having an
extensive database of recordings. Procedural audio has been mainly used by
sound designers in video games and animations for creating some ambient
sounds with algorithms. This thesis considers the value of exploring the suit-
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ability and potential of procedural audio for sound source modelling in an
outdoor environment for auralisation purposes.
1.1 Motivation
The most direct motivation behind this study is to develop and apply au-
ralisation techniques for outdoor sound environments. Nowadays, the role of
most acousticians covers both architectural acoustics and environmental sound.
When planning a new building or designing a new room, acousticians can be
involved in the project at very early stages. Auralisation for room acous-
tics has been used at different stages throughout a whole project to support
the acoustic design with audible experiences, being both useful and conve-
nient for internal communication as part of the design process, as well as for
demonstrating to, e.g. stakeholders and the wider public. However, this is
in contrast to what typically happens in projects involving outdoor planning
and development, when considering environmental sound. For most outdoor
projects, the acoustic aspects are often ignored at early stages until acoustic-
related problems become severe and need to be treated with remedial actions.
This is partly due to the lack of tools for auralisation of environmental sounds
for outdoor environments, which may lead to higher communication and dis-
semination costs between acousticians, urban designers, stakeholders, and the
public. Therefore, it is worth seeking the opportunity to translate the workflow
of architectural acoustics into outdoor projects, with the development and ap-
plication of outdoor sound auralisation integrated at early stages of landscape
design.
One motivation for this research relates to the technical challenges as-
sociated with the acoustic modelling and auralisation of sound scenes in an
outdoor environment. As it is difficult, or not cost-effective, to make anechoic
recordings for some environmental sounds in order to build up a source model,
i.e. traffic flow noise emitted by multiple pass-by vehicles, it is necessary to
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seek other methods for sound source modelling for auralisation according to
the nature of the required environmental sound – something that procedural
audio may be able to assist with.
An additional motivation for this study concerns the diverse attitudes
to environmental sounds in different disciplines. In traditional environmental
noise studies, outdoor sounds are often considered as unwanted, and so need
to be suppressed by reducing sound levels towards values that are statisti-
cally acceptable. From the perspective of soundscape studies, the relation-
ship between human and environment is more connected, and environmental
sounds are evaluated from more diverse perspectives, including both positive
effects and negative impacts on people’s lives. From the perspective of sound
designers and artists working with sounds, outdoor sounds, including some
‘unwanted sounds’ (i.e. traffic noise) in other contexts, can be considered as
useful resources for rendering an acoustic design for a virtual environment or
the real world. It is worth exploring the potential for auralisation as a tool for
bridging the gaps between different understandings, and treatment methods,
for environmental sounds from different perspectives and form a more holistic
understanding of how humans interact with outdoor sounds and their sound
environment.
1.2 Statement of Hypothesis
The hypothesis guiding this thesis can be summarised as follows:
The auralisation of traffic flow sounds using a procedural audio ap-
proach is comparable to methods based on recorded or sampled audio
when considering the plausibility of the results obtained.
The key concepts of this hypothesis can be briefly explained as follows to
form a general understanding of what will be included in this thesis and how
they relate to the motivation and justification of this study:
 Auralisation. The general idea of auralisation can be considered as
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the analogue of visualisation but for auditory perception. A widely used
definition of auralisation as proposed by Vörlander, states that: ‘Aural-
isation is the technique for creating audible sound files from numerical
(simulated, measured, synthesised) data.’ [7]
 Traffic Flow sounds. This refers to road traffic noise emitted by mul-
tiple pass-by vehicles. In traditional traffic flow studies, the efficient
movement of multiple vehicles is mainly concerned with reducing traffic
congestion problems. In this study, traffic flow is considered as one of
the most common outdoor sound sources in our daily lives and so needs
to be evaluated and treated to perceptually improve our environment.
 Procedural Audio. In general, procedural audio can be considered as
sound synthesis techniques based purely on algorithms and codes run-
ning in real-time without the use of extensive recorded or sampled audio
database. A more detailed discussion on the concepts and characteristics
of procedural audio can be found in Chapter 4.
 Plausibility. This refers to how an auditioned sound scene agree with
expectations. In terms of auralisation, a ‘plausible’ auralised sound event
or sound scene means that listeners should consider the sound event or
sound scene credible for the real-world circumstance that it proposes to
replicate.
In order to prove or disprove this hypothesis, two steps will be taken in
the thesis. Firstly, a traffic flow auralisation model using procedural audio
approaches will be explored, and secondly, the plausibility of the proposed
auralisation model will be tested via a series of subjective listening tests.
1.3 Structure of Thesis
This thesis starts with an introduction to the fundamental principles of acous-
tics in Chapter 2. It then gives an overview of concepts and methodologies in
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three traditionally distinct areas of acoustics: auralisation, procedural audio,
and environmental sound, in Chapter 3, 4, and 5. In each chapter, a literature
review of some existing research in the relevant area is presented in addition
to some discussion about how they are related to this study, so as to establish
the context within which this thesis is presented. Throughout the literature
review, it is considered reasonable and meaningful to develop an auralisation
framework for some environmental sounds, such as traffic flow noise, using
procedural audio, which has a rational compromise between plausibility, flexi-
bility and interactivity. This leads to the content in Chapter 6, which includes
details regarding the methodologies and key considerations for sound source
modelling, sound propagation modelling, and binaural audio reproduction for
building up an auralisation framework for traffic flow sounds using procedural
audio approaches.
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed auralisation frame-
work in terms of plausibility, two listening tests are conducted in Chapter 7.
These listening tests compare the plausibility of single vehicle pass-by and
traffic flow auralisation implemented using procedural audio, to a granular
synthesis, recording-based audio synthesis model. This helps to develop an un-
derstanding as to what level of plausibility procedural audio techniques might
achieve and whether they might be considered comparable to recording-based
sound synthesis techniques in an auralisation context.
The Chapter 8 provides a summary of the work presented in this thesis
along with the main conclusions that have been drawn. The main contributions
to the relevant fields are then presented, followed by some considerations on
future research topics and directions related to this study.
Chapter 2
Fundamentals of Acoustics
Acoustics is an area that involves the study of all types of mechanical wave
that are transmitted in solids, liquids and gases. For the purposes of aurali-
sation that focuses on the sensation and perception of sound, the interest lies
in airborne sound that is detectable by the human hearing system. When
investigating acoustics problems via auralisation techniques, it is imperative
to understand the properties of sound and sound evaluation methodologies
to inform the design of acoustic models for auralisation. This chapter intro-
duces the fundamental concepts, theories and applications of acoustics related
to auralisation. The sound generation mechanism is first described, followed
by a series of basic properties of sound propagation in air, including the con-
cept and description of longitudinal waves, sound wave phenomena, and the
Doppler effect. As the aim of auralisation lies in creating audible sound, the
mechanism of the human hearing system and the background knowledge of
sound evaluation methodologies is introduced. The purpose of this chapter
is to set a knowledge base and context for the rest of this thesis. More de-
tailed information about the fundamentals in this section can be found in a
series of textbooks on acoustics, psychoacoustics, and auralisation, such as:
[1, 7, 27–30].
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2.1 Sound Generation Mechanisms
Sound is a wave phenomenon in fluid or solid mediums. Waves are caused by
particles vibrating at a rate in a medium while physical force applied. As air is
an elastic medium, when vibration occurs, the displacement of a particle from
its stable equilibrium causes fluctuation to its neighbouring particles, then re-
ciprocated by the other neighbouring particles in the medium, leading to a
density fluctuation in the medium. This kind of density fluctuation causes
time- and space-dependent compression and decompression of the medium,
which forms a ripple effect. The energy will be dissipated by the medium
when vibration is ceased. Compression occurs within the areas of high pres-
sure where particles are more densely packed, while rarefaction decompression
occurs within the areas of low pressure where the particles are more sparsely
distributed, as demonstrated in Fig.2.1. The human hearing system is able to
sense these fluctuations near the ears, and sound can be perceived if the fre-
quencies of vibration fall into a specific range within which the human hearing
system is sensitive (20–20kHz). A wave caused by vibration at these audible
frequencies is called a sound wave.
Figure 2.1: Sound is a pressure wave consisting of regions of compression (C) and
rarefaction (R), reproduced from [3].
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2.2 Sound Propagation in Air
2.2.1 Longitudinal Waves
Sound travels as longitudinal waves in air. Longitudinal waves are waves in
which the displacement of the medium is in the same direction as, or the
opposite direction to, the direction of propagation of the wave. This travelling
pattern can be represented by a 1-D mass spring system, in which particles are
represented by mass, and elastic properties are represented by springs linked
between masses, as shown in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Spring-Mass system representing sound propagation in air. The trans-
portation of energy throughout the medium is represented by compression/rarefaction
of the springs. Reproduced from [4].
The system is static initially. When a force is added to the first mass on
the left, the mass will be displaced towards the right, which causes the spring
linked on the right to compress and the spring linked on the left to stretch. The
compression will transfer kinetic energy to the next mass and the rarefaction
imposed on the first mass restores the mass to its starting position. In other
words, the movement of the first mass causes a rarefaction between the first
two masses as the second mass is compressed on its right hand spring. This
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process will go through every mass-spring block of the system.
It is noted that although the energy in the system is transferred through
the mass-spring blocks by a series of compressions and rarefactions, for each
single mass, the motion pattern is just back and forth between the starting
point and its peak displacement, rather than travelling with the energy flow.
This reveals a key concept of sound waves travelling in air: it is not the trav-
elling of molecules in the air that forms a sound wave, but the transportation
of energy throughout the medium due to the changing inter-molecules forces
causing the pressure fluctuation. The fluctuation is then perceived by the hu-
man hearing system. The distance between the starting point and the peak
displacement is called amplitude. What should be also noticed is that the
shape of the waveform remains the same throughout the propagation process,
if the energy dissipation caused by the medium itself can be neglected. A wave
with such a property is called a travelling wave.
Speed of Sound
The speed of a wave is usually taken as constant in the same medium and is
determined by the density and stiffness of the medium.
Density (kg·m−3) means the mass per unit volume of a substance, which






m is unit mass of the medium (kg).
V is the unit volume of the medium (m−3).
Stiffness refers to the resistance of the medium to a uniform compression,
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in which:
K is bulk modulus (N·m−2) which is used to describe the elasticity of
a substance, i.e. its ability to oppose deformation, and to restore itself to
equilibrium in response to a deformation.
∂p
∂V
is the derivative of pressure with respect to volume.
∂p
∂ρ
is the derivative of pressure with respect to density.
Both the density and the stiffness are properties of the medium. According






According to the theory of thermodynamics and acoustics, air can often be
seen as an ideal gas and follows the ideal gas law [1]. For some extreme cases
such as explosions and supersonic booms with sufficiently large amplitudes,
the ideal gas model is not accurate enough to describe the phenomenon, and
non-linear effects of acoustics must be considered, such as dispersion and shock
waves [1]. However, these extreme circumstances are rarely encountered for
auralisation problems. Therefore, the ideal gas model and linear acoustics is
assumed throughout the rest of this thesis.
According to the ideal gas model, the stiffness denoted by Kair and density
of air denoted by ρ are defined as:






γ is the Adiabatic Gas Constant which describes the relationship between
heat capacity at constant pressure and heat capacity at constant volume for a
gas. For dry air, γ can be seen as a constant value of 1.4 [1].
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p is the air pressure (Pa).
M is the molecular mass of gas (kg·mole−1).
R is a constant number called the gas constant, representing the required
energy per temperature increment per mole for the gas. This value is stan-
dardised by the International System of Units (SI Units) as approximately
8.314J·K−1mole−1 for the ideal gas model.
T is the absolute temperature in Kelvin (K).
Considering Equations 2.3 - Equation 2.5, the speed of sound c(m·s−1)






As can be seen from Equation 2.6, the speed of sound in air depends
primarily on the temperature of the air. For example, at 20 Celsius degrees
the speed of sound can be calculated approximately as 343m/s.
2.2.2 Frequency, Wavelength, and Phase
The motion of a particle, moving back and forth, returns through its equilib-
rium point twice in one complete cycle. The time taken for a complete cycle is
known as the period, denoted by T . According to the definition of frequency
in Hertz (Hz) and period in seconds (s), these two factors are reciprocal with
each other, as f = 1/T .
Since waves propagate at a specific rate in the same medium, we sometimes
talk about space and time in a comparable way, which leads to the concept of
wavelength. Wavelength is defined as how long the wave transports within one
period, denoted by λ. Wavelength can be measured between the closest two
points with the same displacement moving in the same direction. Combining
the definition of speed of sound and period above, the relationship between
distance and time for a wave function can be found as:





Therefore, for air at a specific temperature, the wavelength of a sound
is proportional to its period, and inversely to its frequency. For example, at
20 degrees Celsius the wavelength of a 100Hz sine wave can be calculated
approximately as 3.43m.
Phase is used to describe the location of a point within a wave cycle in a
repetitive waveform. It can be measured in distance, time, or more often de-
grees or radius. Usually, no useful information can be obtained with measured
phase of only one single wave, but it is of high interest to compare the phase
difference between two waves. The phase difference is defined as (donating G
and F for the two waves):
φ(t) = φG(t)− φF (t) (2.8)
When the phase difference equals zero at the time t, the two waves are in
phase which means they perfectly match in terms of peaks, valleys, and zeros.
When the positive part of one wave coincides with the negative part of another
wave, they are out of phase.
Wave Function in Time and Space
With the definition of amplitude, frequency, wavelength, and phase above, a
1-D wave function can be expressed mathematically as:
y(x, t) = Asin(ωt± kx) (2.9)
in which:
A is the amplitude of the wave.
ω is the angular frequency of the wave, defined as ω = 2πf .
k is the wave number, defined as k = 1/λ.
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The negative sign is used when a wave goes in the positive x direction and
the positive sign is used for a wave traveling in the negative x direction.
Wave Superposition
Wave superposition means to add together waves travelling through the same
medium simultaneously. The net displacement of the medium at any point
in space/time is the sum of the individual wave displacements for that point.
Superposition of two waves with the same frequency and amplitude may lead to
constructive interference if the waves are in phase, or destructive interference
if the waves are out of phase. Mathemetically, the resulting wave function can
be written as:
y(x, t) = Asin(ωt± kx) + Asin(ωt± kx+ φ)
= 2Acos(φ/2)sin(ωt± kx+ φ/2)
(2.10)
There will be constructive interference if φ = 0, while destructive interfer-
ence will occur if φ = π and the two waves will be cancelled with each other.
These effects are demonstrated in Fig 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Diagram of (a) destructive interference; (b) constructive interference.
2.2.3 Sound Levels and Inverse Square Law
The most used sound level metric is sound pressure level (SPL). Sound pressure
p represents a force per unit area in N/m2 or Pa caused by sound waves. It is
a scalar property that does not consider the direction of the wave. It is usually
not convenient to directly use sound pressure in Pa as a metric to evaluate
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the energy of the sound, as it has a quite wide range of variation up to 106Pa.
Therefore, SPL which is a sound pressure ratio in decibles (dB) scale, is more





in which pref = 2× 10−5Pa is the threshold of the human hearing system
in terms of sound pressure.
Another sound level metric is sound intensity level (SIL). Intensity is
defined as the power per unit area carried by a wave. Power is the rate at






in which P is the sound power in Watts, A is the unit area that the
sound power goes through. Both I and A are vectors, meaning that they have
both direction and magnitude. For sound waves in air, a more commonly used








ρ is the density of air.
c is the speed of sound.








Sound intensity can be also denoted with a level using a decibel scale for
convenience, which is SIL, defined as:





where Iref = 10
−12 W/m2 is the threshold of the human hearing system
in terms of sound intensity.
When considering sound propagation in three dimensions as a spherical
wave in a free field (free propagation in all directions), the sound intensity in
any radial direction from the source (which is considered at the centre of the
sphere) can be expressed as a function of distance:






in which r is the distance from the spherical centre along the radial direc-
tion. This equation indicates that for a spherical wave in a free field, sound
intensity ‖I‖ is inversely proportional to the square of the distance from the
source r. This corresponds to the idea of inverse square law, and can be used
to explain why a sound source is perceived as being louder when close by and
quieter when far away, while the sound power of the source keeps the same. For
a spherical wave that propagates a long distance, the wavefronts are similar
to plane waves, for which the relationship between sound intensity and sound
pressure is similar to I ∼ p2, and the inverse square law can be expressed as
p ∼ 1/r.
2.2.4 Reflection and Absorption
When waves travel to a boundary between two mediums, only part of the en-
ergy can be transmitted from the original medium to the other, with the other
part returning to the original medium. This phenomenon is called reflection.
The portion of energy transmitted and reflected, and the pattern of the waves
that return depend on the properties of the two mediums.
In terms of the direction of sound wave reflection, the basic law is Snell’s
law [1], which is the same as the law of light reflection, saying that, for specular
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Figure 2.4: Sound wave reflections: (a) Specular reflection happens on a smooth
surface; (b) Non-specular reflection happens on a rough surface.
reflection, the angle at which the wave is incident on the surface equals the
angle at which it is reflected. When a sound wave in air travels to a boundary
that is extremely smooth, the reflection can be considered as being specular.
If the boundary is rough with minor irregularities in geometry, the resultant
reflection will not be perfectly specular because of the diffusion caused by the
roughness of the surface, as demonstrated in Figure 2.4.
When a sound wave in air is incident upon a new boundary, the portion
of energy transmitted and reflected for the incident sound depends on the
property of the new boundary and the incident angle of the sound wave. In
acoustics, this property can be described by a metric called acoustic impedance,
denoted by Z, which is defined as the ratio between the pressure p and the





Here both p and u are complex numbers including magnitude and phase
values, therefore Z is also a complex number. Acoustic impedance is an inher-
ent property of the medium. For sound propagation in air as plane waves, the
acoustic impedance can be calculated as [1]:
Z = ρc (2.18)
where ρ is the density of air, and c is the speed of sound in air.
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When waves travel through two different mediums, the velocity and lo-
cal pressure on the boundary must be continuous [1]. The proportion of re-
flected sound energy relative to the transmitted sound energy can be derived
if the acoustic impedance of both mediums are known. Reflection occurs when
there is a mismatch in the impedances between two mediums separated by
the boundary. This can be further explained via a 1-D single frequency wave
model, as shown in Fig 2.5. The pressure and the velocity of the 1-D incident
wave can be expressed as:
Figure 2.5: A 1-D single frequency wave interacting with boundary with reflection
energy and transmission energy.






When the wave is incident upon the boundary, some of the energy will be
transmitted into the new medium, while the rest of energy will be reflected.
The amplitude of the reflected wave will be smaller than the incident wave.
The reduction of amplitude is described by a factor R called the reflection co-
efficient, −1 < R < 1. Under phase-preserving absorbing boundary conditions
(the phase of the incident wave is identical to that of the reflected wave when
reflection occurs), the reflected pressure pr and velocity vr can be expressed
as:
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pr(x, t) = RA0e
i(ωt−kx) (2.21)




The minus symbol in Equation 2.22 indicates a reversal in propagation
direction. According to the definitions above, the acoustic impedance Zb of





According to Equation 2.23, some extreme cases of acoustic impedance
can be defined as follows:
 R = -1, Zb = 0: Soft boundary from which an incident wave will be fully
reflected. The phase of the outgoing wave will be inverted due to the
negative reflection coefficient.
 R = 0, Zb = ρc: A completely absorbing boundary surface. The wave will
fully transmit to the new medium as the acoustic impedance is identical
to air.
 R = 1, Zb = ∞: Rigid boundary which is fully reflective and preserving
phase. The reflected wave will differ from the incident wave only respect
to a reversed velocity component.
In fact, as −1 < R < 1, the wave will be reflected with some phase change
when it transmits through two different mediums. The transmitted wave will
not come back to the air. In other words, it is absorbed by the new medium. A
more commonly used metric related to sound reflection is the sound absorption
coefficient. The sound absorption coefficient is the measurement of the ratio
between the sound intensity of the reflected waves and the normal incident
waves. As the reflection coefficient is defined based on amplitude, recalling the
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definition of sound intensity in Equation 2.13, the incident/reflected pressures
in Equation 2.19 and Equation 2.21, the relationship between sound absorption
coefficient and reflection coefficient can be simplified as:
α = 1−R2 (2.24)
The sound absorption coefficient is an inherent property of the material
and structure relative to the frequency of incident sound. In practice, the
values of sound absorption coefficient are often presented in octave or one-third
octave bands. It is widely used in room acoustics to control the reverberation
time of a space. Some examples of sound absorption coefficients in octave
bands for some typical materials are listed in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Absorption coefficients for some typical materials, reproduced from [1]
Material
Absorption coefficients in octave bands
125Hz 250Hz 500Hz 1000Hz 2000Hz
Wooden Floor 0.15 0.11 0.10 0.07 0.06
Marble 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02
Heavy curtain 0.15 0.35 0.55 0.75 0.70
Painted Concrete 0.10 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.09
Brick 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.05
Ordinary Window Glass 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.07
Acoustic Ceiling, suspended 0.5 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.7
2.2.5 Scattering and Diffraction
Scattering
In practice, it is difficult or even impossible to find an ideal smooth surface.
Thus, when an incident wave travels to a boundary, the reflected wave will be
at an angle which is different from the angle of incidence, as shown in Figure
2.4(b). This phenomenon is called scattering. Scattering occurs because of the
irregularities in the geometry of a surface. The degree of deviation depends on
the dimension relationship between the wavelength and the degree of surface
irregularity.
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Figure 2.6: An example of the scattering effect for different wavelengths for a
surface with same degree of irregularity. (a) λ1 >> d, specular reflection. (b) λ2 ' d,
diffusion. (c) λ3 << d, specular reflections respect to the surface irregularities.
Figure 2.6 shows an example of the scattering effect for different wave-
lengths in terms of the same surface irregularity. The wavelength is denoted
by λ, and the irregularity dimension is denoted by d. If the wavelength is
much larger than the irregularity dimension (e.g. low frequency waves), the
irregularity can be ignored and the reflection will be specular respect to the
surface. If the wavelength has a similar dimension to the irregularity, the re-
flection will be complex and potentially be distributed over a range of different
directions, which is called diffusion. If the wavelength is much smaller than
the irregularity dimension (e.g. high frequency waves), a series of specular
reflections will occur but potentially based on the surface irregularities rather
than from the surface.
Diffraction
When a sound wave encounters an obstacle in the medium, a bending effect of
waves around the corners of the obstacle can be found, which is called diffrac-
tion. The diffracting object will become a secondary source of the propagation
wave. In practical situations, diffraction often make a listener perceive the
sound coming from the direction of the corner itself rather than the original
source direction. Low frequencies will bend more obviously than high frequen-
cies for this situation.
Figure 2.7 shows a 2-D example of a car sound diffracted by a wall corner.
In this example, the listener receives two sounds from the car: one transmitted
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Figure 2.7: An example of a car sound diffracted by a wall corner. Without diffrac-
tion, the path A would continue straight as A → B only. The paths A → C, A → D,
and A → E represent the bending effect for high frequencies, mid frequencies, and
low frequencies in the sound wave, respectively, due to diffraction. The path A → F
represents sound transmission through the wall.
through the wall denoted by path F, and one diffracted around the corner via
path A → E. Without diffraction, the path A would continue straight as A →
B only. The paths A → C, A → D, and A → E represent the bending effect
for high frequencies, mid frequencies, and low frequencies in the sound wave,
respectively, due to diffraction.
Figure 2.8: Example of Doppler effect: a car is moving towards a static listener,
leading to an increase in the frequency of the sound source as perceived by the listener.
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2.2.6 Doppler Effect
When a sound source is moving relative to a listener, the source frequency
content as perceived by the listener will be shifted up or down compared to
the emitted frequencies, according to the source velocity relative to the listener.
This phenomenon is called Doppler effect. The relationship between observed








c is the speed of sound in air.
vr is the speed of the receiver in vector.
vs is the speed vector of the source in vector.
The symbol plus is used when the source is moving towards the listener,
while the symbol minus is used when the source is moving away from the lis-
tener. Figure 2.8 shows an example of a car moving towards a static listener.
As can be seen from this figure, the wavelength is ‘squashed’ along the mov-
ing direction when the car travels towards the listener, leading to a positive
frequency shift as perceived by the listener.
2.3 Sound Perception and Evaluation
2.3.1 The Human Hearing System
The human hearing system is responsible for detecting vibrations and the local
fluctuations in the air pressure near the ears, and transducing these signals
into nerve impulses that can be perceived by the brain. It is usually the
case for a normal person that two ears can work together and simultaneously
to receive sounds, which is described by the term binaural. In order to better
investigate how sounds are perceived and evaluated by a person, it is necessary
to understand the human hearing system from an anatomical perspective.
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The ear is formed of three sections, which are the outer ear, middle ear,
and inner ear. Figure 2.9 demonstrates the structure of these sections.
Figure 2.9: The anatomy of the ear indicating the outer ear, middle ear, and inner
ear, reproduced from [5].
The outer ear consists of the external pinna and the outer ear canal.
Their main function is to funnel sound towards the middle ear. There are
some convex and concave shapes around pinna, which can enhance particular
frequencies and aid with sound localisation [31].
The middle ear consists of the eardrum (also called tympanic membrane)
and three small bones: the malleus, incus, and stapes, which are known as the
ossicles as a whole. The eardrum is the interface between the outer ear and the
middle ear acting to transform the airborne incoming vibrations. The ossicles
receive the vibrations from the eardrum, and then transmit the vibrations
mechanically to the cochlea via the oval window.
The cochlea is a coiled structure comprised of three chambers (called scala
tympani, scala mediums or cochlear duct, and scala tympani, respectively), sit-
uated in the inner ear, as shown in Figure 2.10. Two of the fluid-filled chambers
(scala tympani filled with perilymph, and scala mediums filled with endolymph)
are separated by a stiff structural element called the basilar membrane that
runs along the coil of the cochlea. The basilar membrane is tapered in shape, so
that it can resonate at different frequencies at different points along its length,
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Figure 2.10: The cross section diagram of cochlea, reproduced from [6].
ranging from 20Hz at the apex to 20kHz at the base. These resonances activate
the Organ of Corti which a set of hair-like cells called stereocilia, situated along
the length of basilar membrane. These cells can transduce the resonances of
the basilar membrane into neural impulses, so that the vestibulocochlear nerve
will be triggered by these impulses and can send the information of sound to
the brain.
2.3.2 Sound Evaluation in Psychoacosutics
Critical Bands
As the basilar membrane can vibrate at different points along its length when
activated by input sounds with different frequencies, it is possible to distin-
guish two components that are of similar amplitude and similar frequencies
depending on the extent to which the two displacements on the basilar mem-
brane can be clearly separated. Critical bands are used to describe the ability
to discriminate two simultaneous pure tones with similar frequencies. When
the frequency difference is sufficiently small such that they are within the cor-
responding critical band, the sensation will be of one tone with ‘beats’ or a
‘rough’ effect rather than two tones [29]. If the frequency difference is large
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and beyond the corresponding critical band, the sensation will be two separate
tones. This ability varies according to the frequencies of the two sounds con-
sidered, even though the frequency difference between them is identical. For
example, it is possible to separate a 440Hz pure tone and a 410Hz pure tone
simultaneously as two tones, but a 1230Hz pure tone and a 1200Hz pure tone
heard simultaneously will be perceived as one tone with a sense of ‘roughness’.
Glasberg and Moore [32] proposed an equation that defines a filter with an
ideal rectangular frequency response passing the same power as corresponding
to auditory filter, which is a direct measurement of the critical bandwidth in
quantity, known as equivalent rectangualr bandwidth (ERB), expressed as:
ERB = 24.4× [(4.37× fc) + 1] (2.26)
in which:
fc is the cutoff frequency of the filter in kHz (0.1kHz< fc <10kHz).
ERB is the equivalent rectangular bandwidth in Hz.
Another division of critical bands is proposed by Zwicker [29] known as
the Bark scale, in which human hearing range in terms of frequency is divided
into 24 bands, and each band is referred to as a Bark. In the Bark scale,
the bandwidths of the critical bands are small (around 100Hz) for frequencies
below 500Hz, and then rise up at an approximate rate for higher frequencies.
Loudness
In Section 2.2, the concepts of sound pressure level and sound intensity level
using a dB scale have been introduced. These metrics can be used to describe
the amplitude and energy of a sound wave, but they can not depict exactly the
loudness of sound perceived by the human hearing system. In fact, an ear is
a pressure sensitive organ that performs as a ‘filter’, dividing the sound signal
into a set of overlapping frequency bands. The sensitivity of our hearing system
varies for different frequency bands. This sensitivity can be demonstrated
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by considering two similar frequencies, and the sensation of how loud these
frequencies are. For example, a sound wave with a lower SPL(dB) within a
given frequency band might be perceived as being louder than a sound wave
with a higher SPL(dB) within another frequency band.
Figure 2.11: Equal loudness contours, reproduced from [7].
Figure 2.11 shows the equal loudness contours for human ears. In this
figure, the contours represent the relationship between the measured SPLs
and the perceived loudness. The unit of loudness is denoted as phon, which
is a subjective scale matching the SPL of a given sound with its perceived
loudness. A pure tone at 1kHz is used as a benchmark for these contours.
That is, for a pure tone at 1kHz the SPL values is identical to the phon values.
The contour 0 phon (the dashed line in Figure 2.11) represents the SPL(dB)
hearing threshold for human ears at each frequency.
Another unit of subjective impression of loudness is sone which creates a
linear scale rather than a dB scale. One sone is defined as the loudness of a 1
kHz pure tone at 40 dB sound pressure level. The loudness in phon (LN) and
sone (N) can be approximated by the following equations [29]:
For loudness above 40 phone or 1 sone:
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N = 20.1LN−4 (2.27)
LN = 40 + 10log2N (2.28)




)2.86 − 0.005 (2.29)
LN = 40(N + 0.005)
0.35 (2.30)
As the objective values of SPL and SIL do not correspond to the perceived
loudness at some frequencies, a series of filters based on the equal loudness
contours have been developed in order to approximately account for the ears’
sensitivity to different frequencies. Some widely used filters including A-filter,
B-filter, and C-filter, etc. SPL weighted with the A-filter is denoted as dB(A),
the B-filter as dB(B), and C-filter as dB(C), respectively. These filters have
been standardised by International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) in IEC
61672: 2013 [33], as shown in Figure 2.12 (in practice the B-filter has been
removed from the standard because it is no longer in common use currently).
Because of the nonlinear behaviour of the hearing system, it is not feasible to
use a single filter to describe the subjective loudness appropriately at all sound
levels. For example, dB(A) is the most reliable approximation for normal sound
levels in our daily lives, while dB(C) can be more accurate when the sound is
very loud, e.g. over 100dB [1].
Auditory Masking
In our daily lives, it is usually the case that we receive a variety of sounds com-
ing from multiple directions at different times, and hear them together. Some-
times it can be very difficult, or impossible, to distinguish a specific sound from
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Figure 2.12: A-, B-, and C-weighted sound pressure level filters, reproduced from
[1].
the whole. This phenomenon is called auditory masking. Auditory masking
can happen either in the frequency domain or in the time domain.
Auditory masking in the frequency domain is called simultaneous masking,
and refers to when a sound is made partly or completely inaudible by another
sound during the same time period. The sound that masks another sound is
called a masker. For example, a 950Hz pure tone with 60dB in SIL will be
fully masked by a 1000Hz pure tone with 80dB in SIL, while a 1050Hz pure
tone with 70dB in SIL can be partially masked by the same masker [34]. It
is found that low frequency sounds are better maskers for higher frequency
sounds, while higher frequencies are much poorer maskers of low frequencies
[35]. One of the recent overviews of the characteristics of auditory masking
can be found in the paper written by Moore et al. [36].
Auditory masking in the time domain is called nonsimultaneous masking,
which refers to when a sound is masked by a masker presented just before or
after the masker. There are two types of non-simultaneous masking: 1) pre-
masking (also called backward masking) is when a quiet sound immediately
preceding a loud sound is not heard; and 2) post-masking (also called forward
masking) is when a quiet sound following the masker sound is not detectable.
According to the study in [30], the characteristics of pre-masking and the rea-
sons for this phenomenon are still poorly understood. Some properties of the
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post-masking phenomenon regarding the relationship between the sound levels,
frequencies, and masking duration have been discovered, which are detailed in
[30]. In general, the effective time duration for post-masking (at least 50ms) is
longer than that of pre-masking (less than 50ms), and the effectiveness of the
post-masking relies on the relationship between the maskers and the masked
sounds in terms of the loudness, frequency, and time interval.
Sound Quality
So far, there has been no formal definition of the concept of sound quality.
Generally, it refers to the concept of the audible experience of a product for a
use when compared with users’ expectations. As expectations may vary a lot
from person to person, the ultimate goal of sound quality studies is to change
the perceived sound of a product to improve customer satisfaction and thereby
make the product more competitive on the market. According to studies in
marketing, sound quality has a strong relationship with some non-auditory
concepts, such as luxury, sporty, safety, etc.[37]. In some industries, such as
automobile and consumer electronics, sound quality has been integrated as
part of the design and evaluation process for product suitability. For example,
some car manufacturers have realised that the engine sound is an important
part of the overall impression of a car [37]. Sound quality for an engine does not
always mean quieter. Some customers are fond of a quiet driving environment,
while some others prefer a tone of engine roar which makes them feel ‘sportier’
or more ‘luxurious’. Consequently, some automobile companies have used
loudspeakers in the cabin with audio signal processing techniques to create a
‘fake engine sound’ for some vehicle models to enhance the user experience in
terms of overall sound quality and the interaction with pedestrians [38]. These
artificial engine noises can also be used to identify a vehicle model. In the case
of electric cars, these sound are mandatory for the safety of pedestrians [39].
There are a variety of methods for sound quality testing. These methods
can be divided into two categories, which are subjective listening tests and
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objective metrics tests. The aim of these tests is to provide guidance for the
product design. For a subjective listening test, it is essential to design the
test process centred around a given context carefully in order to prevent re-
sults being biased. As it is impossible to remove all of the contextual impacts,
defining and controlling the uncertainties appropriately for the research ques-
tions proposed is crucial. Some well-documented guidance for designing and
conducting listening tests can be found in [28, 29].
Although subjective listening test is a reliable method to get user opin-
ion/comment data directly, it is often time-consuming to carry out and can be
challenging to assemble a statistically significant sample of users from across
the whole population. Therefore, some researchers aim to discover objective
metrics that directly relate to subjective evaluation. It is much more con-
venient to evaluate sound quality based on calculating objective metrics, if
there are appropriate ones available. One of the most used metrics is A/B/C-
weighted sound pressure levels as introduced previously in this section. Some
other metrics that are in use for sound quality evaluation (mainly in the au-
tomobile industry, and partly in the domestic appliance industry, soundscape
studies, etc.) include loudness (which has also been discussed in this section),
sharpness, roughness, and fluctuation strength, etc. [29]. What should be
noted is that it is not always possible to find appropriate metrics that cor-
relate with the results of a subjective listening test. Even for some metrics
that have been proved to correlate well with subjective responses for a given
context, they might not be such useful in a different context.
2.3.3 Spatial Hearing
So far, all sound perception and evaluation fundamentals that have been intro-
duced are based on ‘single ear’. Albeit most experiments behind these findings
are conducted binaurally, the stimuli in the two ears are considered as being
the same, so the perceived differences between the two ears are discarded. In
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this subsection, the perceived difference between two ears is discussed, which
is important for our spatial experience of sound perception.
Spatial hearing largely depends on the time and level differences between
sound arriving at two ears. These differences are mainly due to the difference
in the relative positions of the left/right ear to the source, and also the spectral
variations caused by the shape of outer ear (pinna), head, and torso [40].
Figure 2.13: A spatial hearing diagram showing the positions of head, ears, and
the sound source, reproduced from [8]. The sound source is denoted by S. The centre
point between the two ears in the head is situated at point O. The source direction
is expressed by angle θ for the azimuth, and φ for the elevation, respectively. B is
the ear on the side closer to the source. A is the ear farther away from the source.
A diagram of a human head with two ears and a sound source some
distance away from the subject is shown in Figure 2.13. The sound source is
denoted by S. The centre point between the two ears in the head is situated
at point O. The head is facing towards straight ahead, in parallel with the
horizontal plane and the medium plane. The source direction is expressed by
angle θ for the azimuth, and φ for the elevation, respectively. The ipsilateral
ear, denoted as B, is the ear on the side closer to the source. The contralateral
ear, denoted as A, is the ear farther away from the source. As can be seen from
the figure, a sound travels a longer distance to the contralateral ear than to the
ipsilateral ear (SA > SB), and the head occlusion is not symmetrical to the
two ears. Both of these phenomena bring subtle differences in terms of arriving
time and sound levels at the two ears. The two most used metrics to describe
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these differences are Interaural Time Difference (ITD) and Interaural Level
Difference (ILD). Both ITD and ILD are imoportant for sound localisation, but
their effectiveness varies according to the frequency of the sound. It has been
found that ILD is more reliable for sound localisation for higher frequencies
(above 1.5kHz), while ITD plays a better role for lower frequencies (below
1.5kHz) [29]. Apart from ITD and ILD, sound localisation is also influenced
by the outer ear, head, and torso, because the spectral information of a sound
is changed in a directional dependent manner by these structures to some
extent.
Sound localisation on the vertical plane is much weaker compared with
that on the horizontal plane. According to some relevant studies [31, 41], it has
been concluded that the ability for vertical localisation primarily relies on pinna
cues which will bring more ambiguity compared to horizontal localisation cues.
In the real environment, vertical localisation is usually realised by turning and
tilting head, in order to obtain horizontal cues that help the brain to make
more precise localisation in the three dimensional space [31, 41].
Apart from sound localisation, our spatial experience of sound perception
may also support the analysis of some other auditory cues. One important
phenomenon is the binaural masking level difference (BMLD), which can be
stated as: ‘whenever the phase or level differences of a signal at the two ears are
not the same as those of a masker, our ability to detect the signal is improved
relative to the case where the signal and masker have the same phase and
level relationships at the two ears [30]’. In other words, if a sound signal and
a masker are located at different directions, it is easier for us to detect the
signal in binaural listening conditions. There have been several studies on the
measurement of the improvement of ability of detection for the BMLD [36, 42–
44], and it is found that the threshold of signal detection from noise can be
decreased by 3–15dB for the binaural listening when compared to mono hearing
conditions [30]. Although the BMLD appears to be related to the well-known
‘cocktail party effect’ [45], this phenomenon has not been fully understood, and
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needs to be further investigated. It is claimed that such binaural processing
is not always effective in terms of the improvement of detecting signal from
maskers, and in some situations it appears to play little role [30].
2.4 Summary
This section has discussed the fundamentals of acoustics for auralisation and
has provided a context for the further chapters of this thesis. This context
includes the basic knowledge of sound generation mechanisms, the basic prop-
erties of sound waves, and the concepts of sound perception and sound evalu-
ation methods. It is helpful to be familiar with this content to form a suitable
knowledge level for this thesis. The acoustic concepts reviewed and discussed
in this chapter will be utilised in the following chapters as background knowl-
edge for the further discussion on the relevant fields, including auralisation,
procedural audio, and environmental sounds. The next chapter will focus on
the fundamentals of auralisation, including a series of sound source and prop-
agation modelling methods, and some spatial audio reproduction techniques.
Chapter 3
Auralisation
Before discussing auralisation techniques, it is important to define the meaning
of this term. Auralisation can be considered as the analogue of visualisation
but for auditory perception. The first definition of the term ‘auralisation’ was
proposed by M. Kleiner et al. [46] in 1993 as follows:
Auralisation is the process of rendering audible, by physical or math-
ematical modelling, the sound field of a source in a space, in such
a way as to simulate the binaural listening experience at a given
position in the modelled space.
The authors pointed out the listening experience of the target-oriented
tasks and three key aspects when doing auralisation. Firstly, audio signals
must be generated throughout the process using physical or mathematical
methods; secondly, the source must be represented in the context of a specific
acoustic environment, providing audible clues as to the nature of the space
it occupies; and thirdly, the binaural auditory perception at specific locations
should be considered. Before this definition, most of the studies related to
acoustic modelling focused on only parts of these three aspects, evaluating
the results with objective metrics (e.g. SPLs) rather than binaural auditory
perception. It is the concept of auralisation that links these aspects together
from a holistic perspective with a clear goal for listening experience.
From a historical point of view, auralisation techniques have developed
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from ‘physical’ into ‘digital’. The first auralisation model was developed by
Spandock et al. in the 1930s [47]. Though the specific term had not appeared
during that time, the motivation was the same, which was finding a way to un-
derstand how a room would sound like without actually being inside it. They
first built a 1:5 scale model of the studied room, and implemented a series of
controlled acoustic experiments in both scale model and full-sized room. Both
the scale model and the full-size room were sonified by speech signals, and bin-
aural recordings were played back to compare speech intelligibility. A series of
scale modelling work has been reported in the field of architectural acoustics
during the following decades, with different scaling factors, materials, and im-
pulse response processing methods utilised [47–49]. This ‘physical’ auralisation
technique by scale model has not been widely applied in the industry, mainly
because it is too expensive and time-consuming to build a scale model and
conduct acoustic experiments (taking 11-32 weeks typically [50]) for auralisa-
tion applications. Moreover, it is difficult to simulate air absorption effects in
a scale model, and/or impossible to find appropriate transducers in terms of
size and directivity patterns suitable for a specific scale factor. These inherent
deficiencies impede the development and implementation of auralisation using
physical models in a wide context.
Compared to ‘physical’ auralisation by scale modelling, ‘digital’ auralisa-
tion has unique advantages in terms of saving time and costs. With the rapid
development in the hardware and software for digital signal processing, it takes
just hours or even minutes to build a computational model for auralisation
and conduct acoustic analysis. The theoretical basis for digital auralisation
can be traced back to the 1960–70s, when Schroeder proposed a methodology
to simulate room acoustic properties for subjective evaluation before a space
is constructed [51, 52]. One of the first digital auralisation systems was imple-
mented by Pösselt et al. [53], in which an image source model based on purely
specular reflection was applied for a rectangular room. There has been fast
development of digital auralisation based on computational acoustics since the
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early 1990s, especially with the launch of commercial software for industrial
applications in architectural acoustics, e.g. ODEON [54], CATT [55], and
EASE [56], etc. These commercial tools utilised geometrical acoustic meth-
ods (GAMs) including ray-tracing and image source algorithms to simulate
acoustic phenomena in rooms. The wide application of GAMs has illustrated
that these models are computationally efficient, offering acceptable results of
accuracy for commercial usage in practice.
With the rapid development of computational power and resources in re-
cent years, there have been studies trying to integrate auralisation with other
techniques for broader applicability, such as Virtual Reality (VR) and Aug-
mented Reality (AR). Some real-time auralisation tools [57–60] have been pro-
posed, from which some methodologies can be taken for reference when creating
interactive audio cues in a virtual environment. In order to enhance the user
experience of VR/AR, the auralisation should be dynamic and immersive, sat-
isfying conditions for an unbroken and unconscious feeling of the surroundings.
This is not an easy task, and will be further discussed in Section 3.2.
As the development of ‘digital’ auralisation is much faster than ‘physical’
auralisation, some recent definitions concentrate mainly on the digital part of
auralisation. One of the most used definitions, proposed by Vörlander, states
as follows [7]:
Auralisation is the technique for creating audible sound files from
numerical (simulated, measured, synthesised) data.
This definition will be used for the rest of this thesis. This chapter will
now consider existing methods for building an auralisation framework and some
relevant applications of these auralisation models, based on the fundamentals
of acoustics discussed in Chapter 2. Although primarily used in architectural
acoustics for producing the audible sensation of being inside a specific room,
the application of auralisation is being extended into other fields, such as evalu-
ation of road traffic noise, and VR/AR applications with specific considerations
on spatial audio perception and real-time performance.
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3.1 Auralisation Framework Elements
3.1.1 Introduction to acoustic systems
The principle of auralisation has been proposed by Vörlander [7], which in-
cludes three basic aspects within an auralisation framework: sound generation,
sound transmission, and audio reproduction, as shown in Figure 3.1. In this
figure, each element is represented by a block. For each block, some typical
examples of key factors to be considered are listed. The arrows between blocks
represent the signal flow within the framework. Here signal flow refers to a
series of steps that the sound signals go through in order to be perceived with
altered characteristics. For airborne sounds, signal flow can be modelled as
a Linear Time-Invariant (LTI) system, and the back arrow between sound
generation and transmission blocks can be ignored because the properties of
sound wave propagation depend on the medium and boundary conditions for
any kind of source.
Properties of Linear Time-Invariant System
For any LTI system for airborne sounds, there are two basic properties: lin-
earity and time-invariance.
Figure 3.1: Auralisation Framework reproduced from [7].
Linearity means that the operations of scaling and summing to the input
signal will lead to the corresponding linear combination for the output signal.
For example, if the input signal x1(t) produces the output signal y1(t) and
the input signal x2(t) produces the output signal y2(t), the input x1(t) + x2(t)
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produces the output y1(t)+y2(t), and the input a1x1(t)+a1x2(t) produces the
output a1y1(t) + a1y2(t) for the scale factors a1 and a2. Mathematically, the









T represents the transformation of a signal fed into a system. T [xi(t)] =
yi(t), xi(t) is the input signal with the index number i, yi(t) is the output
signal, and ai is the scale factor of the signal with the index number i.
Time-invariance implies that the system alters an input signal the same
way no matter when the input signal is applied. Mathematically, for any time
shift t0, this property can be expressed as:
T [x(t− t0)] = y(t− t0) (3.2)
In addition to linearity and time-invariance, LTI systems also typically
have other properties such as stability, casuality, and invertibility etc.
Impulse Response in the Time Domain
With the concepts of linearity and time-invariance defined, an LTI system can
be described with respect to its reaction to an analytic input signal in the time
domain, called the system impulse response and denoted by h(t). The output
signal of an LTI system can be obtained by convolving the input signal with
the system impulse response. Mathematically, for a continuous-time system,
the convolution integral of an LTI system can be expressed as:
y(t) = T [x(t)] =
∫ ∞
−∞
x(τ)h(t− τ)dτ = x(t) ∗ h(t) (3.3)
in which h(t) is the impulse response of the system, and the operation *
represents the convolution integral.
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The impulse response is defined as the output signal of the system when
a Dirac delta function is fed in as a impulse signal. The Dirac delta function,
denoted by δ, is defined as zero for everywhere except for at the origin point
where it is positive infinite, mathematically expressed as:
δ(x) =

+∞, x = 0
0, x 6= 0
(3.4)
This is an idealised function with the property that integral over the entire
range of x equals to one:
∫ ∞
−∞
δ(x) dx = 1 (3.5)
Another important property of the Dirac delta function is that if a signal
is convolved with it, the output signal is identical to the input signal:
x(t) ∗ δ(t) =
∫ ∞
−∞
x(τ)δ(t− τ)dτ = x(t) (3.6)
Stationary Transfer Function in the Frequency Domain
Apart from the impulse response h(t), the transformation property of an LTI
system can be also represented in the frequency domain by a stationary trans-
fer function denoted by H(f), which is the Fourier transform of the impulse
response, h(t). For continuous-time systems, this is expressed as:




where ω = 2πf .
According to the Fourier inversion theorem, it is also possible to recon-
struct the impulse response in the time domain via inverse transform. For
continuous-time systems, the inverse transform is defined as:
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As Fourier theory states that any complex periodic waveform can be ex-
pressed as the sum of an infinite number of individual frequency components,
it is possible to break down the input signal x(t) and the output signal y(t) into
their constituent sinusoids, X(ω) and Y (ω), respectively. For continuous-time
systems:




















For the Dirac delta function, the Fourier transform equals one for any fre-
quency. In other words, the Dirac delta function has a flat frequency response:
X(ω) = F [X(t)] =
∫ ∞
−∞
δ(t)e−jωtdt = 1 (3.13)
If the input signal and the output signal are known or can be measured,





If the transfer function is known for an LTI system, the output signal can
be calculated by:
Y (ω) = X(ω) ·H(ω) (3.15)
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As can be seen from Equation 3.15, the relationship between the input
signal and the output signal can be described by multiplication in the frequency
domain, which is equivalent to the convolution in the time domain. In practice,
convolution in the time domain is often implemented in the frequency domain
as multiplication, in order to save computation time.
Discrete-Time Representation
So far, the properties of an acoustic system and its description in the time and
frequency domains have been discussed. All the discussion above is based on
continuous-time systems. To process signals digitally, it is necessary to con-
vert continuous analogue signals into discrete-time signals. This is achieved by
digitisation of the amplitude and time of a continuous signal. The amplitude
is quantised by a binary scale, which is called bit depth. The resolution of
amplitude using n bits means that the full amplitude scale can be represented
by 2n possible values. For example, 16-bit resolution has 216=65536 possible
values between -32768 and +32767 for the full amplitude scale. The discreti-
sation of time is called the sampling process, which refers to measuring the
values of the continuous-time signal regularly at specific time intervals. The
time interval between two samples is called the sampling period, denoted by T .
The sampling rate (in Hz), denoted by fs, is the number of samples obtained





According to the sampling theory, the sampling rate should be at least
twice the highest frequency of the continuous-time signal to enable accurate
representation and reproduction of the information [61]. For sound signals
covering the entire human hearing range between 20–20kHz, the typical sample
rates are set at 44.1kHz for CD audio, or 48kHz for professional digital video
equipment.
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With the concepts of bit depth and sampling above, the digitisation of
a continuous-time signal x(t) can be described as the measurement of the
instantaneous amplitude value for each sample at the time nT (n = 0, 1, 2, · · · ,
and T = 1/fs). Compared to continuous-time LTI systems, the definition
and properties of discrete-time LTI systems are similar, although the form
of expression is somehow different. For example, the Fourier transform for a






−jωktn , k = 0, 1, 2, · · · , N − 1 (3.17)
in which:
N is the number of samples.
x[tn] is the input signal amplitude at n
th sampling instant tn, tn = nT .
T is the sampling period.
X[ωk] is the spectrum of the input signal x[t];
ωk is the k
th frequency sample, ωk =
2π
NT







jωktn , n = 0, 1, 2, · · · , N − 1 (3.18)
The concepts and properties of discrete-time signals will be utilised through-
out this thesis, as the auralisation framework is based on acoustic models with
digital signal processing techniques and data stored in digital forms. The rest
of this section will discuss each element following the signal flow throughout
an auralisation framework, including sound generation, transmission, and re-
production.
3.1.2 Sound Source Modelling
The aim of sound source modelling is to obtain a ‘dry’ sound that can be fed
into the signal flow blocks in the following steps. Here a ‘dry’ sound can be
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considered as a source signal free of reverberation and other cues introduced
by the sound transmission process [7]. From the perspective of auralisation,
source modelling methods can be categorised into two types: recording based
source modelling and sound synthesis techniques. For recording based source
modelling, recordings in an anechoic chamber are often used in order to achieve
‘dry’ sound conditions. In order to catch the spatial properties of a sound
source, efforts should be applied on capturing the directivity patterns correctly
for the given recorded sources. This is often not an easy task as directivity
patterns for some sources are not constant. For example, the radiation patterns
of a violin vary significantly according to the frequency content of the tones
played [9]. At frequencies below 600Hz, a violin radiates omnidirectionally.
Above 600Hz, certain trends are apparent up to 1600Hz in the horizontal plane
and 1400Hz in the longitudinal plane as shown in Figure 3.2. The directivity
patterns become complex and vary significantly for frequencies above these
regions.
Apart from directivity patterns, another challenge for recording based
source modelling is the simultaneous capture of multiple sources, e.g. sym-
phonic music. Although in theory it is possible to record an ensemble by
instruments one-by-one, and synchronize different takes and parts later to
combine as an ensemble [62], this is a tedious process which is time-consuming
and not cost-effective. An alternative to this one-by-one method is an or-
chestral recording made with an orchestra in an anechoic chamber [7]. The
microphones are located near the instruments or instrument groups in order
for the least cross talk possible. However, there is a loss of versatility and
flexibility compared to the one-by-one based method because the recordings
are taken from the ensemble as a whole. In addition most anechoic chambers
are too small for taking orchestral recording of a large ensemble.
For sound synthesis techniques, the plausibility are more concerned than
the directivity patterns as the timbre may vary a lot when different sound
synthesis methods are used. Here the term plausibility can be considered as the
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Figure 3.2: Directivity trends of a violin in the longitudinal plane, reproduced from
[9].
agreement of the heard scene with a listener’s expectations [63] or compatibility
with an external reference (e.g. a playback recording or a real sound) [64]. A
‘plausible’ auralisation means that people should consider the sound scene
credible for the real-world circumstance in which the sound event happens. A
detailed overview of some typical sound synthesis techniques will be presented
in Chapter 4. Generally, synthetic sounds can be useful or even indispensable
under some circumstances, particularly when it is difficult to obtain anechoic
recordings, e.g. moving sources in an outdoor environment, walking sounds on
different surface materials, gunshot sounds from different weapons, etc. When
sound synthesis techniques are applied, it is useful to evaluate the plausibility
of the synthesised sounds to satisfy the expectations of most users, although
the expectation may vary significantly from person to person. This is similar
to the concept of sound quality evaluation introduced in Chapter 2, which can
be conducted by subjective listening tests, or calculation of objective metrics
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if there are suitable ones available.
3.1.3 Sound Propagation Modelling
Upon obtaining appropriate source models as excitation signals, the next step
is to find a proper method to represent the sound propagation effects within
the space to be auralised. As discussed in Section 3.1.1, the signal flow for the
auralisation of airborne sounds can be modelled as an LTI acoustic system,
which can be described with respect to the system’s impulse response. There-
fore, one approach of sound propagation modelling is to obtain appropriate
impulse responses ensuring faithful recreation of the acoustic characteristics
inherent to the environment.
The most straightforward way to achieve this is to take measurements
of the impulse responses in the target space. There are numerous studies on
specific measurement techniques in terms of the excitation signals, source spec-
ifications, and receiver specifications used, including mono-recording, stereo-
recording, and multi-channel recordings such as sound field microphones [65].
However, it is not always possible or economically feasible to make accurate
impulse response measurements for all environments. For instance, it is im-
possible to take recordings in a space still at the design stages, or a heritage
space that was different from its past configurations at some point. Hence, it
is necessary to use numerical methods to simulate the impulse responses based
on known information about the space.
There is a wide range of different numerical methods, all of which have pros
and cons. Generally, these methods can be divided into two categories, which
are geometrical acoustic models (GAMs) and wave-based models. A brief
overview of some typical approaches within these two categories are presented
in this chapter. Such an overview can provide useful cues and theoretical
background knowledge for the design and development of appropriate sound
propagation models for the traffic noise auralisation framework proposed in
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Chapter 6.
Geometrical Acoustic Models
In geometrical acoustics, sound is assumed to propagate as rays. This can
be analogous to light being modelled as rays in an optical system. As geo-
metrical acoustics does not describe wave phenomena such as diffraction and
interference, these wave effects are often neglected or compensated partially in
additional processing steps. This assumption can be considered valid at high
frequencies where the wavelengths of sound are sufficiently small compared
to the surface dimensions and the overall dimensions of the space [66]. At
lower frequencies, GAMs may cause relatively large errors because of the lack
of wave phenomena. The threshold of the frequency above which GAMs are









fschoroeder is the Schoroeder frequency in Hz.
T60 is the reverberation time of the space in seconds.
V is the volume of the space in cubic metres.
For common room-based listening environments, fschoroeder often falls into
the range 100–200Hz. Thus, GAMs are often used for modelling the room
propagation effects in mid- and high-frequency range above this lower bound-
ary of 200Hz.
There are a wide range of modelling techniques based on geometrical
acoustics, either reflection-path-based, such as image source [67], ray tracing
[68], and beam tracing method [69], or surface-based such as radiosity [70], and
acoustic radiance transfer [71], etc. A complete overview of different geometri-
cal acoustics can be found in [66]. In the context of the development of sound
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propagation models for traffic noise auralisation as part of this thesis, two of
the most widely used geometrical acoustics methods will be further discussed
– image source and ray tracing.
In an image source model, sound reflections are treated as emitting from
phantom ‘image sources’ which are the mirror positions of the original sound
source against all the surfaces in a model. The image source representing
the sound reflected specularly against a single boundary is called a 1st-order
image source. Then these image sources are reflected against all the surfaces,
resulting in 2nd-order image sources, 3rd-order, etc. The energy decay of each
order image source is determined by the distance between the image source
and the receiver, and also the boundary conditions of the interacting surfaces
in the model. This process is repeated until a termination condition is met,
e.g. up to the threshold of reflection order, or the threshold of energy decay.
The impulse response can be obtained by summing all the impulsive signals
emitted from each source with appropriate time delay and energy attenuation
with respect to the distance between the sources and the receiver. Figure
3.3 illustrates an example of this process in a 2-D rectangular space. In this
figure, the original source is denoted by S, and the receiver is denoted by R.
The boundaries are marked in bold. The dashed lines represent the reflected
sounds from the 1st- to 3rd- order image sources. The reflection order related
to each space is denoted by shade where white denotes 0th order and dark
grey denotes 4th order. Further examples of valid image source positions are
denoted by black crosses [4].
In practice, image source methods are usually used to simulate early re-
flections within a space with simple geometry, such as a rectangular room.
This is because the computation time goes up exponentially with the increase
of image source order. In other words, the complexity of an image source al-
gorithm is O(Nk) where N is the number of boundaries and k represents the
kth-order image source. Therefore, it is difficult to find all the possible image
sources if the image source order is too high or the space shape is too complex
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Figure 3.3: Interpretation of the Image Source Method in a rectangular 2-D space,
reproduced from [4]. Source and receiver positions are marked as S and R. Exam-
ples of 1st – 3rd order reflections are given alongside their respective image sources
denoted as S’, S”, and S”’. Higher order image sources are denoted ‘×’.
in geometry. For some cases when the space is simple in geometry and low-
order early reflections are of high interest, it is viable to use the image source
algorithms computing at interactive rates, allowing alteration in the acoustic
model in real-time [72].
In a ray tracing model, sound emitting from a source is assumed to be
bunches of sound rays with initial energy travelling in straight lines towards
various directions. When a ray hits a boundary, it loses some energy according
to the boundary conditions, and is then reflected specularly. The receiver is
represented by a spherical space called receiver volume. If a ray passes through
the receiver volume, the energy and time-delay of that ray will be stored. This
process will cease when a termination condition is met, e.g. threshold of energy
decay of the ray before arriving at the receiver volume. The impulse response
can be obtained by summing up all the data in the receiver volume. Figure
3.4 illustrates an example of this process in a 2-D space. In this figure, sound
rays are emitted from the source towards various directions. The dashed lines
represent the reflected sound rays with different energy marked with different
thickness. The thicker the dashed line is, the more energy it represents. The
receiver volume is represented by a round circle in the 2-D space, which cor-
responds to a sphere in the 3-D space. As can be seen from this figure, the
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accuracy of ray tracing depends on two main factors. First, as there is limited
number of total rays emitted from the source, the number should be sufficient
that most of the reflections from effective directions can intersect with the re-
ceiver volume; second, the receiver volume should be set appropriately so as
not to underestimate or overestimate the ray intersections.
Figure 3.4: Interpretation of the ray tracing in a 2-D space.
Compared to the image source, ray tracing is less accurate in general,
primarily because it is a stochastic process rather than deterministic. For the
image source, in theory it is possible to find all exact specular reflections for a
given set of source, receiver, and boundary positions. For ray tracing, however,
it is random according to the direction of rays, which means that every time the
algorithm runs, the rays emit to different directions. Some valid rays might not
cross the receiver volume in a specific execution, leading to an underestimation
of the result. Although the accuracy of ray tracing methods can be improved
by increasing the number of rays and setting the receiver volume appropriately,
there is a lack of general guidance for fine tuning such methods [73]. The main
strength of ray tracing is that the computation time for high order reflections
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is much shorter than the image source as the complexity increase is generally
linear with the number of rays utilised once the energy decay threshold of the
sound rays is determined.
Since both of these GAMs have their pros and cons, it is sensible to com-
bine them together in order to take advantage of their relative strengths. This
inspires the development of hybrid methods, which make a distinct improve-
ment over the traditional GAMs. The most common hybrid method based
in geometrical acoustics is a combination of image source for early reflections
and ray tracing for late reflections. This has been applied in some commer-
cial acoustic simulation and auralisation software, such as ODEON [54] and
CATT-Acoustic [55].
As GAMs treat sound waves as rays with energy carried, the phase in-
formation and wave effects of sound waves are not considered. These effects
can be crucial for some cases, particularly for low frequency sounds. For these
cases, models that can better describe the physical phenomena are required,
which belong to the category of wave-based models.
Wave-based Models
Wave-based models aims to find a mathematical solution to the wave equation
across a region of space. The wave equation considers a description of waves
as derived from classical mechanics or fluid dynamics, expressed as:
∂2p(t, x1, x2, · · · , xn)
∂t2
= c2∇2p(t, x1, x2, · · · , xn) (3.20)
in which:
p is the air pressure.
c is the speed of sound.





+ · · · + ∂2
∂x2n
, x1, x2, · · · , xn
and where n is the number of dimensions considered (generally n = 3).
Hence, the linear wave equation in three-dimensions is defined as:
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∂2p(t, x1, x2, · · · , xn)
∂t2
= c2
∂2p(t, x1, x2, · · · , xn)
∂x2
(3.21)
As the solution to the wave equation is across the whole region of space,
the wave phenomena such as diffraction and interference can be preserved
inherently and expressed by the solution. Therefore, the results can be the-
oretically correct throughout the whole frequency range, which is superior to
geometrical acoustics methods which are acceptable only for mid- and high-
frequencies. Nevertheless, the computational cost is usually much higher for
wave-based methods when compared to GAMs. The computational cost de-
pends on the size and density of meshes and nodes used to discretise the
space, and the numerical method used to solve the wave equation at these
meshes. In theory, the higher target frequency that is required to be solved,
the denser the meshes will be needed to obtain that solution. Thus, wave-based
methods are often used for modelling low frequencies with feasible cost [74].
For some cases when wave phenomena for mid- or high-frequencies are also of
high interest (e.g. acoustic diffusers for high frequencies), wave-based methods
are also indispensable in order to simulate these particular wave phenomena.
Some popular wave-based methods include Finite Element Method (FEM),
Boundary Element Method (BEM), Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD),
and Pseudo-Spectral Time-Domain (PSTD), etc. Some detailed overview of
wave-based methods for room auralisation and urban sound auralisation can
be found in [74, 75]. In order to understand more clearly the strengths and
weakness of wave-based methods versus geometrical acoustics methods, three
typical wave-based methods, FEM, BEM, and FDTD will be further discussed
in terms of their concepts and characteristics in this section.
The Finite Element Method (FEM) is an approach to generate discrete
algorithms for partial differential equations [76]. The idea is to breakdown the
whole space into a series of discrete elements with finite size. Each element
is modelled as a damped mass-spring system. The neighbouring elements are
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concatenated with each other by nodes. In this way, it is possible to model
acoustic pressure in a sound field as the displacement of the interconnected
masses from the corresponding equilibrium positions. Figure 3.5 illustrates
the idea of FEM in a 2-D space, in which F is the driving force applied to the
system, m is the mass of an element, bi is the damping factor, and ki is the
stiffness of spring.
Figure 3.5: Interpretation of FEM with damped mass-spring systems in a 2-D
space, cited and reproduced from [5]. Each element is modelled as a damped mass-
spring system shown as the right part in the figure. Elements are connected at nodes
and can be programmed to respond under different loading conditions shown as the
left part in the figure. F is the force applied to system, mi is the mass of an element,
bi is the damping constant, and ki is the spring constant.
Mathematically, the solution to the wave equation by FEM modelling can
be expressed as:
x = (K + jωb−Mω2) \ F(ω) (3.22)
in which:
\ represents the pseudo-inverse in matrix calculation.
x represents the multidimensional air pressure matrix.
K represents the stiffness matrix.
b represents the damping matrix.
M represents the mass matrix.
F represents the driving force matrix in respect of ω in the frequency
domain.
As can be seen from the equation 3.22, FEM solves the wave equation
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based on a single frequency. In order to get the complete spectral response in
the frequency domain, this process should be repeated throughout the target
discrete frequency range. The threshold of the solution in the frequency do-
main depends mainly on the density of the nodes. For simulation of higher
frequencies, the node density should be high enough to represent all the geo-
metrical details. In practical situations, FEM is usually used for simulation of
low frequencies in small rooms so that the results can be obtained after taking
reasonable computation time [77, 78].
The Boundary Element Method (BEM) aims to solve the wave equation
formulated in boundary integral equations form, which is a numerical tool for
the analysis of boundary value problems for partial differential equations. The
key idea of BEM is that the simulated acoustic field can be represented by
superposition of fields due to elementary sources located on the boundaries of
the space [79]. An integral equation taking the values of variables specified for
each of these boundary elements represents an exact solution to the govern-
ing wave equation. Once the integral equation is obtained, in post-processing
stages, the initial wave equation can be used to calculate the solution at any
desired point in the simulation domain [79]. In acoustics, the traditional ap-
proach is to numerically approximate the Kirchoff-Helmholtz (K-H) integral










x is the observed location, and xs is the unit source location.
c(x) is a constant at location x.
p(x) is the complex pressure amplitude at location x.
ρ is the density of air.
ω is the angular frequency in the frequency domain.
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vn(xs) is the normal surface velocity at location xs.
G(xs|x) is the free space Green’s function relating locations x and xs.
The terminolology ∂
∂n
represents the partial derivative of the function with
respect to the unit outward normal at the point xs on the boundary.
Figure 3.6: Interpretation of BEM with discretised boundary elements and nodes
in a 2-D space.
Compared to FEM, the number of elements can be significantly reduced
as only the boundaries in the simulation domain are discretised rather than the
whole space, as shown in Figure 3.6, which leads to reduced computation time
and memory requirement. However, the matrices used in BEM are usually
dense and not symmetrical, for which the computation costs are still consid-
erable [81]. As the common rule of thumb is to use at least six elements per
wavelength for a BEM model, the frequency threshold of the solution depends
on the size of the elements [82].
The Finite-Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method models the simu-
lation domain as a grid of interconnected nodes. While FEM solves the wave
equation at a specific frequency, FDTD may perform across a wide range of
frequencies in a single simulation. The main idea of FDTD is using forward,
backward, or centered finite difference approximations to represent the deriva-
tives of a function. Recalling the 3-D wave equation 3.21, when the finite
difference approximations applied, the FDTD method can be expressed as [4]:
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pnl+1,m,q − 2pnl,m,q + pnl−1,m,q
h2
+
pnl,m+1,q − 2pnl,m,q + pnl,m−1,q
h2
+





T is the sampling period representing a small step in the time domain.
h is the spatial sampling distance representing a small step along the
x-axis.
n, l, and q are integers that describe the position of the system in discrete-





l,m,q are the air pressure at the location [l,m, q] for the





l−1,m,q are the air pressure for the current time step
at the location [l + 1,m, q], [l,m, q], and [l − 1,m, q], respectively.
pnl,m+1,q and p
n
l−1,m,q are the air pressure for the current time step at the
location [l,m+ 1, q] and [l,m− 1, q], respectively.
pnl,m,q+1 and p
n
l,m,q−1 are the air pressure for the current time step at the
location [l,m, q + 1] and [l,m, q − 1], respectively.
The calculation process of FDTD is recursive. For each step, the terms of
the next time are unknown, while the terms of the current and previous steps
are obtained during the calculation process. As a wave-based method, FDTD
shares the same limitations as the other wave-based methods, e.g. require-
ment of extensive computational resources, the trade-off between the density
of nodes and frequency resolution, and error caused by numerical dispersion,
etc. [83]
Apart from these three typical wave-based methods, there are a variety
of other wave-based approaches for acoustics, such as Pseudo-Spectral Time-
Domain (PSTD) [84], Digital Waveguide Mesh (DWM) [85], and Functional
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Transform Method (FTM) [86], etc. An overview of some state-of-art applica-
tion of wave-based methods for auralisation studies will be presented in Section
3.2. As each method has its advantages and disadvantages, there is no ‘one
size fits all’ solution for specific wave-based methods. With respect to aurali-
sation, wave-based methods are indispensable when the accurate perception of
low frequency sounds are of high interest, e.g. auralisation of public transport
buses and lorries in narrow city streets with high realism. The considerable
computation issue of wave-based methods can be partly solved by using par-
allel GPU and CPU programming [87], but there are still developments to
overcome to make wave-based methods more feasible and cost-effective.
3.1.4 Spatial Audio Reproduction
After modelling sound sources and sound propagation effects, the next stage
in an auralisation framework is to reproduce the simulated data in an appro-
priate audible way. In order to get more authentic listening experience, it is
imperative to use spatial audio techniques so that natural directional cues can
be reproduced, which correspond to our own auditory experience in our daily
lives. Two different types of spatial audio rendering and reproduction tech-
niques can be considered, which are loudspeaker array systems and binaural
audio techniques using headphones.
Loudspeaker Array Systems
Loudspeaker array systems for spatial audio rendering can be categorised into
two general types. Some loudspeaker array systems aim to recreate the whole
target sound field within a space so that listeners can move and rotate their
heads freely within the sound field. An alternative to the complete sound field
reconstruction is to render the sound field accurately only around the listening
position called the ‘sweet spot’.
Systems aiming at recreating the whole target sound field within a space
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are usually based on wave field synthesis (WFS) [88] methods. The theo-
retical background of this concept is the Kirchoff-Helmholtz (K-H) integral
expressed as Equation 3.23. According to the K-H integral equation, complex
wave fields in a volume can be decomposed into simple wave functions such as
plane or spherical waves emitted from a surface. The decomposition process
is achieved by analysing the signals from a spatially distributed microphone
array measurement using the spatial Fourier transform. Figure 3.7 illustrates
the concept of WFS, in which the sound field generated from the virtual guitar
sound source is decomposed and substituted by a linear loudspeaker array.
Figure 3.7: Illustration of wave field synthesis, reproduced from [10]. The sound
field generated from the virtual guitar sound source is decomposed and substituted by
a linear loudspeaker array.
The higher the spatial sampling of the microphone array, the more precise
the reconstructed wave field can be. Unfortunately, this is not always feasible
in practice, as too many loudspeakers might be needed, and such arrays are
also limited by the physical size of the loudspeakers used. For practical use,
the spatial resolution is often simplified according to the characteristics of hu-
man hearing. For example, as the human hearing system is more sensitive to
sounds on the horizontal plane compared to the vertical plane, it is rational
and feasible to use 2-D loudspeaker arrays based on cylindrical waves decom-
position to provide essential spatial information [89]. Amplitude corrections
for the loudspeaker array are always needed when decomposing the 3-D en-
vironment into 2-D cylindrical waves as the distance law is modified during
the process. Although simplified this way with compromise in spatial resolu-
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tion, the number of loudspeakers can be still very high, e.g. 500 loudspeakers
required for a 30m3 room for precisely reconstructing the sound field up to
10kHz with cylindrical waves [7].
Compared with WFS, loudspeaker array systems that work for a ‘sweet
spot’ are more feasible and cost-effective as fewer loudspeakers are needed.
One of the popular techniques belonging to this category is Ambisonics [90].
Ambisonics is a sound capture/rendering method based on a spherical har-
monic decomposition of a sound field. The simplest form of Ambisonics is
called B-Format spatial audio which encodes an audio signal into the 1st-order
spherical harmonics [90].
Figure 3.8: Interpretation of the directivity patterns for B-Format channels X (left-
right), Y (front-rear), Z(up-down), and W (omnidirectional), reproduced from [11].
B-Format spatial audio consists of four channels denoted as X, Y, Z, and
W. The first three channels refer to the pressure gradient orientated in the
directions of left-right, front-rear, and up-down, respectively, while W refers
to the pressure recorded in an omnidirectional channel. Figure 3.8 illustrates
the directivity patterns of B-format decomposition. For a source signal S
encoded into B-Format, which is located at horizontal angle θ and elevation
angle φ on a unit sphere, the gains for each channel can be expressed as:








Higher order Ambisonics uses higher orders of spherical harmonics and
require more channels. Once the encoded signals are obtained, they can be
decoded to a specific loudspeaker array. For each loudspeaker, all the channels
are summed with different gain and phase according to the direction of the
loudspeaker. The loudspeaker array is often arranged evenly on a spherical
surface to eliminate the localisation trade-off caused by differences in distance
and spatial density of loudspeakers. Compared to WFS, Ambisonics is more
viable and cost-effective as fewer loudspeakers are required. However, as the
sound reconstruction is theoretically accurate only at the ‘sweet spot’, there is
limitation with respect to free movement of the listener or catering for multiple
listeners. Although the ‘sweet spot’ can be expanded by increasing the order
of the system or optimising the decoding scheme [91], this inherent drawback
impedes the widespread use of Ambisonics. Currently, one of the most pop-
ular applications of Ambisonics is to provide spatial cues and a suitable test
environment to improve binaural audio rendering techniques, which means to
mix and present the Ambisonic signals on headphones to get a similar audio
perception as would be heard via actual Ambisonics loudspeaker array.
Binaural Audio Techniques
The theoretical background to binaural audio is that if sound pressure varia-
tions at the eardrums can be properly captured and reproduced, the resulting
sound will be perceived to be as authentic as the corresponding actual sound
event. In order to achieve the best possible sense of authenticity, binaural
recordings can be implemented using an individual or on a dummy head. A
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dummy head is designed to replicate an average-sized human head with two
ears, a nose, a mouth and upper torso, with tiny microphones located in the
ear canals, as shown in Figure 3.9. As head shape and size vary for different
individuals, it is impossible to use dummy head recordings to reproduce the
exact binaural listening experience for a specific person. Instead, it can be
used to capture a general binaural effect that is assumed to be acceptable for
most people.
Figure 3.9: Example dummy heads demonstrated in Laboratory on Acoustics in
RWTH Aachen University (picture taken by the author).
In terms of signal processing, these binaural offsets are described as the
Head-Related-Transfer-Function (HRTF), which is the Fourier transform of
the measured Head-Related Impulse Response (HRIR) at the ear drum for the
excitation placed at the source under anechoic conditions. There are various
open source HRTF databases online, such as the KEMAR HRTF database
[92], the CIPIC HRTF database [93], the FABIAN HRTF database [94], and
the SADIE II datebase [95], etc. These HRTF databases are measured based
on a sound source at a fixed distance from the dummy head (within 1 to 2
metres). With a database of HRTFs, sound incidence from a specific direction
can be simulated by convolving a mono source s(t) with a pair of HRIRs:
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pleft(t) = s(t) ∗ HRIRleft(t)
pright(t) = s(t) ∗ HRIRright(t)
(3.26)
Binaural audio techniques are rendered over headphones. Although more
accessible and more cost-effective than loudspeaker arrays for users, there are
some inherent issues for headphone systems that should be taken into account.
Firstly, wearing comfort is an important factor for the quality of hearing ex-
perience. It might be uncomfortable/unnatural for some listeners with sounds
played via headphones. It has been reported that wearing headphones for
too long may cause health problems, such as transient sensorineural hearing
loss [96]. Secondly, the localisation might be perceived as ‘in-head’ when non-
personalised HRTFs are used. This is because the HRTFs data measured from
a dummy head may not suited well for some individuals, which degrades the
perceived authenticity. ‘In-head’ problems can be partly solved by using indi-
vidualised HRTF databases [7], although this is difficult to implement as it is
usually time-consuming and difficult to obtain individualised HRTFs via on-
site measurement for a group of subjects. Thirdly, commercial headphones are
often equalised with respect to a reference sound field, which could be a free-
field, a diffused field, or an artificial sound field defined by the manufacturer
specifically for a given headphone model [97]. As there is not a standardised
reference sound field for headphone equalisation, the perceived quality of sound
may vary more or less depending on the brand of headphone or equalisation
used for a given binaural listening experience.
3.2 Applications of Auralisation
As the term auralisation was first proposed by Kleiner in 1993 in the context
of room acoustics [46], there is no doubt that auralisation has been widely used
in this field, particularly for rooms where the acoustics are of high interest,
e.g. concert halls and opera houses. With the rapid development of relevant
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modelling techniques and computing power in recent years, the application
of auralisation is extending towards other fields, such as environmental sound
outdoors, and real-time applications associated with Virtual Reality (VR) and
Augmented Reality (AR) systems for creating interactive and immersive vir-
tual environments.
3.2.1 Auralisation of Room Acoustics
For auralisation of room acoustics, sound sources are typically set as ‘dry’ mu-
sic and/or speech signals recorded in an anechoic chamber. Emphasis is put on
capturing or modelling apparent spatial room impulse responses, and convolv-
ing them with these ‘dry’ signals to produce an authentic audible experience of
being virtually inside the auralised room. GAMs are often implemented to nu-
merically simulate these spatial impulse responses. With commercial software
based on such methods, e.g. ODEON, CATT-Acoustics, and EASE, etc., it is
convenient to build up a model for complicated geometries. One of the typical
applications of such a model in practice is to investigate and demonstrate the
acoustic implications caused by proposed renovations and modifications to an
architectural design [98], and/or to examine and optimise the effect of pub-
lic address (PA) systems with respect to different loudspeaker positions [99]
within the space. In the context of archaeology, auralisation of room acous-
tics can be used to represent, understand and experience past environments,
showing how sound contributed to events and activities within historic spaces,
which may reveal some aspects of human culture with audible cues [85, 100].
Auralisation of room acoustics is still an active research area, with con-
sistent emergence of more efficient methods for different applications. Some
state of the art developments pertaining to room acoustics auralisation can be
categorised as follows:
 Application of wave-based methods combined with geometrical acoustics
methods: Some recently published hybrid methods that combine wave-
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based methods for low-frequencies and geometrical acoustics for mid-
and high-frequency sound simulation can be found in [4, 101, 102]. To
extend the frequency range of wave-based methods, the technique to ex-
trapolate spatial impulse responses to cover higher frequencies proposed
by Southern et al. [103] can be considered.
 Source directivity patterns incorporating wave-based methods: Some
frameworks that incorporate source directivity patterns for different wave-
based methods for auralisation have been published recently, including
directivity encoding schemes for BEM [104], FDTD [105, 106], and PSTD
[107], etc.
 Perceptive and objective evaluation of auralisation models: Brinkmann
et al.[108] did round robin tests to evaluate the state of the art of room
acoustic modelling software both in the physical and perceptual realms.
They found that most simulations using the GAMs generate obvious er-
rors once the assumptions of geometrical acoustics are no longer met,
and the difference between simulated and measured impulse responses
for the same scene was clearly audible. A potential solution to this issue
is calibrating the GAMs according to the on-site measurements at differ-
ent points, from which the simulated binaural room impulse responses
(BRIRs) were reported to be perceptually equivalent to the measured
BRIRs [109].
3.2.2 Auralisation of Road Traffic Noise
Compared to its wide range of applications in room acoustics, auralisation
for outdoor environmental sound is relatively less common. There are several
reasons for this. Firstly, the range of sound sources for outdoor auralisation is
richer than that of indoors which mainly consists of speech and music. It can
be more difficult or even impossible to get anechoic recordings for some outdoor
sounds, e.g. a bird chirping, or noise emitted by a flying aeroplane. Secondly,
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outdoor sound propagation effects are potentially more complex than those
found indoors due to a series of extra considerations such as air turbulence by
wind, meteorological effects, and ground effects for different types of terrains,
etc. [75]. Thirdly, it can be more difficult to get outdoor recordings with a
sufficient signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for post-processing because of wind noise
and/or some uncontrollable situations in an outdoor environment (e.g. it is
difficult to obtain the impulse response of a street with vehicles passing by and
many people present during the day-time).
On the other hand, the demand for more powerful tools that can be used
for outdoor sound auralisation is increasing, especially in relation to urban
soundscapes which refer to the holistic acoustic environment as perceived by
humans in situ. The auralisation of urban soundscapes not only makes it
possible to support urban planning and environmental noise assessment, but
also might better enable the public’s engagement on topics relating to a better
understanding of human-environment relationships. Conventionally, environ-
mental sound is usually evaluated quantitatively via objective metrics such
as SPLs. Although these metrics can be used to describe the time-varying
and/or time-averaged characteristics of sound levels with different resolution
in the time-frequency domain, and can be visualised as noise maps, bringing a
more direct impression, it is difficult to translate these numerical descriptions
of a given environment in sound levels, or colours on a noise map, into an
audible experience. The accurate evaluation of comfort or annoyance levels
regarding the content of the sound is even more challenging. To tackle this
issue, studies on the auralisation of environmental sounds and/or the overall
acoustic environment of an outdoor space can be considered. This includes the
auralisation of jet aircraft [110], railway noise [111], urban streets [112, 113],
and forests [114, 115], etc. One of the most demanding auralisation targets re-
lated to environmental sound is traffic noise, as road traffic is a common noise
source in our daily lives, a potential threat to public health, and although
managed by mitigation to reduce overall SPLs, if at all, there is insufficient
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consideration on related correlation with perceived annoyance [116].
Road traffic noise is the combination of noise generated by a flow of one or
more vehicles. The noise levels become high, having complex patterns of varia-
tion, when there is a large volume of traffic and different driving conditions. So
far, there are no standardised methods for traffic noise auralisation, and the re-
sultant modelled scenes may vary significantly, depending on the methods and
algorithms utilised. Some specific considerations should be taken pertaining
to moving sources representing vehicle pass-bys, and the relevant sound prop-
agation in an outdoor environment which may cause specific and noticeable
audible effects. As it is difficult to get anechoic recordings of a vehicle pass-by
sound, synthetic methods should be taken into account for source models.
Sound source modelling
Some of the recently published synthetic source models for traffic noise aurali-
sation can be categorised as micro-, meso-, and macro-scopic models according
to the level of detail required to auralise traffic flow scenes.
1) Micro-scopic models
Micro-scopic models focus on the sound emitted from each vehicle from a
low-level perspective. Flow noise is simulated by calculating the emission from
each vehicle for small time blocks, and these sounds are summed together
according to the distribution of vehicles over a specific period of time. The
low-level perspective here means that, for each vehicle, the rolling noise and
the propulsion noise are calculated separately, and each noise is determined
by multiple parameters such as gear setting, engine order, engine speed, tyre
structure, and the mechanical impedance of road surface, etc. An advantage
of Micro-scopic models is that it is possible to allow full control of the signal
characteristics. However, it is usually very computationally demanding and
time-consuming to run a micro-scope model, limiting its suitability for real-
time applications. Moreover, it may be troublesome to get access to the full
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range of parameters required to run a micro-scope model.
For example, Maillard and Jagla [112] proposed a method of synthesising
engine sound and tyre noise using a granular synthesis technique. Grains are
extracted from the analysis of a recorded engine sound signal corresponding
to continuously varying engine speeds, and tyre noise recordings are obtained
using the Close-Proximity Method (CPX), a standard measurement method for
noise levels emitted from a passenger car tyre when rolling over a road surface.
Each grain is assigned with a vehicle speed or engine speed as the first control
parameter, in addition to engine load as a second control parameter. This
method is computationally effective for real-time usage of engine sound and
tyre/road noise synthesis, but its flexibility in terms of synthesising different
types of vehicle sound is relatively limited as it is difficult or impossible to take
recordings of all the vehicles required.
Another example of such a micro-scopic model for engine sound synthesis
is proposed by Piernen et al [117] in which the engine sound is synthesised
by a spectral modelling synthesis (SMS) approach. The time-varying charac-
teristics of the tonal signal and the stochastic signal are assigned with control
parameters including engine speed, engine load, engine order, gear setting, and
emission angle, etc. They took a series of in-situ measurements for a specific
vehicle with different engine conditions in terms of engine speed, engine load,
and emission angle, and used the spectral information in these recordings to
extract about 180 input parameters to generate the engine sound using the
SMS model. Although the SMS model gives full control of the signal char-
acteristics, it is based on recordings of a specific vehicle model, with limited
flexibility when synthesising sounds emitted from different engines.
Hoffman [118] proposed a micro-scopic model for tyre rolling sound syn-
thesis based on the physical behaviour of the tyre. In this model, tyre sounds
are synthesised by an established model (SPERoN) which is a combination of
a physical model and a statistical model. The physical model calculates the
contact forces of the tyre-road contact according to the design structure and
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material of a tyre, while the statistical model is established by implementing
multivariate linear regression analysis to a series of pass-by recordings, in order
to predict the spectrum of tyre noise in respect of airflow-related mechanisms,
tyre friction, and tyre cavity, etc. Although it is claimed that the perception
of simulated and recorded signals correlate well when compared in listening
tests, it is difficult to get all the required data for running this model be-
cause most are unpublished or undocumented, such as tyre vibration patterns,
airflow-related mechanisms, tyre friction, and tyre cavity patterns, etc. More-
over, as the main purpose of this model is to support tyre design instead of
auralisation, it is computationally demanding and time-consuming to run such
a model based on the physical behaviour of the tyres, limiting its application
in a wide range of auralisation contexts.
2) Meso-scopic models
Meso-scopic models focus on the sound emitted from each vehicle from
a high-level perspective. The status of each single vehicle is determined by
some empirical equations rather than a large number of low-level parameters.
These empirical equations are derived from large measurement datasets and
statistical analysis, and make use of high level parameters (e.g. vehicle cate-
gory, vehicle speed) to describe the status of each single vehicle. Hence, the
output sounds generated by Meso-scopic models do not exactly correspond
to a specific vehicle sound, but provide an approximation in sound power
levels and perceived plausibility. Some factors that influence the source tim-
bre, such as acceleration/deceleration, driving patterns, road type, and road
surface conditions, can be partly compensated or corrected by involving addi-
tional empirical equations. Compared with Micro-scopic models, Meso-scopic
models have limited flexibility, relying on the effectiveness of derived empirical
equations and measurement datasets. However, these models are less compu-
tationally demanding, and are less time-consuming to generate, which opens
up the possibility of real-time applications with fewer parameters required.
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One typical example is the Harmonoise model [119] for sound source mod-
elling. In the Harmonoise model, the SPLs of tyre rolling sound are given as
functions of frequency, vehicle speed, and vehicle category. There are five
main categories of vehicles defined in the Harmonoise tyre noise model (light
vehicles, medium-sized vehicles, heavy vehicles, other heavy vehicles, and two
wheelers). An empirical equation representing the near field SPL of tyre/road
noise for each vehicle category with regression parameters is presented as:




in which vref is the reference speed set as 70km/h, and v is the vehi-
cle speed considered as a constant value, validated within the range of 30–
130km/h. The regression parameters at and bt are given in one-third octave
bands for the frequency range 25Hz to 10kHz. The energy of the total tyre
noise is considered to be allocated to two point sources for light vehicles, which
are located at 0.01m and 0.3m/0.75m above the ground, respectively. Some
other influencing factors, such as the road surface material and wetness, the
road age, the source directivity patterns, and the acceleration/deceleration
status, etc., are treated as additional corrections (∆Li, i=1,2,3...) to the ref-
erence condition. Although the Harmonoise tyre noise model was originally
developed for predicting the spectra of long-term time-averaged sound pres-
sure levels, the idea of this engineering model (using an empirical equation
with regression parameters) has been implemented in some relevant auralisa-
tion studies for tyre noise synthesis for pass-by vehicles, such as [117, 120]. It
is mainly used because the timbre of tyre rolling noise can be generally consid-
ered as broadband noise, if the minor tonal part caused by tyre resonances can
be neglected. Therefore, it is feasible and convenient to create an audible sense
of tyre noise for vehicle pass-bys based on empirical equations. The regression
parameters at and bt and the additional corrections (∆Li, i=1,2,3...) can be
achieved or selected by different methods, e.g. derived from different sets of
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in-situ recordings corresponding to different pass-by conditions, which makes
the model quite flexible.
3) Macro-scopic models
Macro-scopic models do not focus on the sound emitted from single vehi-
cles. Instead, a traffic lane is treated as a linear source without considering the
specific conditions of each vehicle. The sound signal of the linear source is sim-
ulated by filtered broadband noise with modulation transfer functions (MTFs)
[121] to generate rippled spectra, so as to create the perception of fluctuation
due to each vehicle pass-by. Compared to micro- and meso-scopic models,
macro-scopic models can dramatically save computational power and time at
the sacrifice of plausibility and flexibility. Therefore, these models are mainly
used for background traffic noise, e.g. road traffic far away from a listener.
For example, in [122], an approach that considers the traffic as accumulated
noise is used and individual pass-by events, e.g. Doppler effect, are not mod-
elled explicitly for each vehicle. A combination of MTFs and pitch shifting
algorithms as used to simulate fluctuations due to traffic flow inhomogeneities.
This auralisation has been validated by testing against mixed outputs from a
previously developed and validated demonstrator.
Sound propagation modelling
In terms of sound propagation models for traffic noise auralisation, it is often
more difficult to take measurements of impulse responses in an outdoor envi-
ronment. Therefore, numerical methods are usually used to simulate outdoor
impulse responses representing the acoustic characteristics inherent to the en-
vironment. Most of the existing numerical methods used in room acoustics
can be applied with modification for the characteristics of the outdoor envi-
ronment. GAMs or wave-based models are used in some studies to investigate
outdoor sound propagation in an urban environment, such as image models
for urban squares [123] and street canyons [124], ray-tracing models for ur-
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ban squares [125], PSTD models for urban streets [126, 127], and a digital
waveguide mesh (DWM) model for a forest [128], etc.
Apart from the numerical simulation of impulse responses, there are also
some engineering models that use empirical equations derived from statistical
analysis of recorded datasets for predicting sound levels in an outdoor environ-
ment. These engineering models focus on the variation of sound levels in terms
of different outdoor environments from a point-to-point propagation perspec-
tive, and establish a series of empirical equations to approximately predict a
variety of sound propagation effects, such as reflection, scattering, ground ef-
fects, vegetation influences, meteorological effects, etc. Some typical examples
of these engineering models include ISO 9613-2 [129], NORD2000 [130], and
HARMONOISE [131], etc. Although these models are for the approximation
of sound propagation effects under different scenes, and in theory less phys-
ically accurate than numerical simulations of the corresponding environment
impulse responses, there are fewer computational resources required for the
calculation of the empirical equations than the implementation of a numerical
simulation. Therefore, these engineering models are specifically suitable for
predicting large-scale outdoor sound propagation, e.g. generating a noise map
for a city.
3.2.3 Auralisation for Virtual Reality and Augmented
Reality
Virtual reality (VR) refers to a computer-generated simulation in which a per-
son can interact within an artificial three-dimensional environment using elec-
tronic devices, such as special goggles with a screen or gloves fitted with sensors
[132]. In this simulated virtual environment, the user is able to have a realistic-
feeling experience. Augmented reality (AR) is based on the perception of a
real-world environment, which can be defined as a real-time direct or indirect
view of a physical real world environment that has been enhanced/augmented
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by adding virtual computer generated information to it [133]. A combina-
tion of VR/AR is called mixed reality (MR) which can used to enhance the
digital interaction experience of the virtual/real world [134]. Currently, the
simulated visual experience of being physically present in a VR environment
can be commonly achieved via VR headsets by rendering high resolution, 360
degree stereoscopic visual scenes. Auralisation can be used as a powerful tool
to create audible cues to enhance the sensation of ‘presence’ in a virtual envi-
ronment and the plausibility of the virtual objects created within it. Two basic
requirements for rendering the auditory environment for a VR/AR system are
dynamic and immersive presentation. In other words, the system should fa-
cilitate user interaction in real-time without notable artificial auditory effects.
However, this is not an easy task because of the limitation on computation
power and the availability of data to render complex audiovisual scenes.
In order to achieve dynamic auditory rendering, the signal delivered to
the VR/AR audio system should be processed ‘in near real-time’. This will
correspond to the acceptable limits for latency and update rate for the sys-
tem. The higher the update rate and the lower the limit for latency is, the
smoother and more continuous the perception of the auditory scene rendering
will be. Nevertheless, a high update rate means that very little time can be
allocated for acoustic simulations of sound sources, propagation effects, and
spatial audio rendering, limiting the capability of rendering complex acoustic
scenes. Therefore, the acceptable limits for latency and update rates are often
contradictory to each other in practice, with a compromise between the com-
plexity of the auralisation models and the sensation of the dynamics of the
scene. Information from psychoacoustics are widely used for reference when
setting specific limits of latency and update rates. For example, an update
rate of 60Hz and total delays of 50ms are considered acceptable for rendering
moving sound sources in a virtual environment [7]. Here total delay includes
the acoustic simulation and signal processing time for running the auralisation
model, in addition to the latency caused by hardware communication such as
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the VR headset, the sound card, etc.
Immersion for auditory environment rendering is also a complicated prob-
lem. Theoretically, acoustic rendering of faithful physical models for an envi-
ronment should correspond flawlessly to a real-word scenario, and the listeners
can therefore respond naturally to what is presented to them. However, it is
often difficult or impossible to render a complete physically-based auralisation
framework in real-time because of the limitations on computation time and
dynamic rendering, as well as the availability of resources for setting up these
physically-based models with sufficient data and storage space. Therefore,
in practice, the audio capabilities of VR systems aim to create a perceptu-
ally plausible auditory experience, rather than one that is considered as being
physically accurate [135]. This aim also corresponds well with AR systems
as there is no absolutely physically accurate acoustic properties for a virtual
object which does not exist in real-world. Unfortunately, there is still a lack
of study on how to evaluate the plausibility of an auralised auditory scene in
VR/AR, or to judge whether an auralised scene is acceptable/unacceptable.
Knowledge from psychoacoustics can be used for reference to determine what
information might be included for the inputs and outputs, and what can be
fairly discarded, but this can provide only general ideas rather than specific
guidelines for implementation of an auralisation framework to a specific acous-
tic problem. In fact, one of the greatest difficulties for acousticians and audio
engineers is to establish a hard line between the subjective evaluation and the
objective physical characteristics of a sound or sound environment. Gener-
ally, the evaluation of auralisation plausibility can be divided into two aspects,
which are the perceived accuracy of spatial cues, and the perceived realism of
timbre and sound quality.
In normal-hearing individuals, the vast majority of spatial information
is derived from ITD, ILD, and the spectral differences between the acoustic
signals that arrive at each ear, as discussed in Chapter 2. As sound localisation
on the vertical plane is much weaker compared with that on the horizontal
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plane, some spatial information in the vertical plane can be ignored to simplify
the spatial audio rendering process for the applications where the motion of
the sound emitter in the vertical plane is not of high interest. In fact, for some
HRTF database measurement, the spatial resolution is not evenly distributed
across the whole azimuth and elevation range. For some directions where the
human auditory system is not as sensitive to directional cues, the measurement
points are set more sparsely to simplify the measurement process and the
database [92]. When rendering a sound from a direction which is not included
in the HRTF database, a series of HRTF interpolation techniques [136–138]
can be used to simulate the impulse response pairs of the target direction,
or the information from neighbouring directions may be used directly as an
approximation of the target direction. It is still an open question on how to
evaluate the perceived difference and the degree of acceptance between such
different approximation methods.
The perceived realism of timbre and sound quality is dependent on com-
plicated factors, and there are two main difficulties for quantitative evaluation.
Firstly, the perceived realism of timbre and sound quality may be related to
not only auditory perception, but also other perception aspects, e.g. visual,
haptic, etc. For example, Viollon et al. [139] found that when people hear
natural sounds (e.g. singing birds) with associated visual scenes (e.g. woods)
presented, the sounds will be rated as more pleasant than the same sound
presented without visual scenes. Maffei et al. [140] showed that the per-
ceived loudness and annoyance level for transparent noise barriers is lower
than that for opaque barriers. They also found that the impact of the per-
ception of a sound event may be influenced by changing the colour of a vi-
sual component, with no associated change in any related acoustic property
[141]. These findings reveal that human perception is multisensory by its na-
ture and that the environment is perceived and represented holistically [142].
Therefore, a holistic approach from different perspectives is required for stan-
dardising the evaluation of perceived quality of sound. Secondly, there is a
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lack of objective metrics to describe the perceived quality of sound. The most
commonly used method for perceived quality of sound is using rating scales
with a series of adjective pairs assigned to the characteristics of the sound,
e.g. pleasant–annoying, bright–dull, natural–artificial, etc. This is called the
semantic differential (SD) method which has been used in several acoustic
studies [17, 143, 144]. However, there are no standard methods for selecting
the adjective pairs, and the descriptive words may vary for different auralised
sounds or a sound auralised by different methods, making it hard to compare
the quality of sound auralised by different auralisation models. Moreover, these
terms may have different meanings for different people based on their own ex-
perience and cultural backgrounds. Similar to the concept of product sound
quality introduced in Chapter 2, an alternative to the SD method is based on
objective metric calculation to describe characteristics of sound plausibility.
However, there have been no such standardised metrics so far. Thus, it is still
worthwhile to investigate the relationship between different objective metrics
and subjective responses in terms of plausibility.
In summary, auralisation can be used as a powerful tool for VR/AR sys-
tems by creating auditory cues that enhance the user experience. When de-
signing and implementing an auralisation framework, specific considerations
should be taken on the balance between the physical accuracy, perceptual
plausibility, and available computational resources, according to the applica-
tion of the auralisation framework. There is also still a lack of guidance on
how to evaluate the plausibility of such auralised sounds. While subjective
evaluation can be used to provide useful information, it is also worthwhile to
explore objective metrics in a wider context.
3.3 Summary
This chapter has covered the fundamentals of auralisation, including the back-
ground theory of treating airborne sound auralisation problems as LTI systems,
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and the three basic elements within an auralisation framework consisting of
sound source modelling, sound propagation modelling, and spatial audio re-
production, in addition to some considerations on applications of auralisation
in room acoustics, road traffic noise, and with VR/AR systems. These content
in the relevant fields are conducive to develop a holistic understanding of what
can be achieved with auralisation and what are involved within its concept.
After an overview of auralisation techniques applied in room acoustics and
outdoor environments, it is found that auralisation is less commonly used in
outdoor environments, although there is increasing demands for such tools for
outdoor scenes. As discussed in Chapter 1, the most direct motivation behind
this study is to develop and apply auralisation techniques for outdoor sound
environments. Traffic flow noise, which is a common sound source in an urban
environment, has been chosen as the target sound scene to be auralised to
explore the potential solutions for the auralisation of outdoor sounds. As dis-
cussed in this chapter, it is found that there have been no standardised methods
for traffic noise auralisation, and the resultant outcomes may vary significantly
when different auralisation frameworks are used. After an overview of some
of the recently published synthetic source models for traffic noise auralisation,
these models are categorised into micro-, meso-, and macro-scopic models. Af-
ter an overview of the most used sound propagation modelling methods, it
is found that apart from the GAMs and wave-based models, there have been
some engineering models that are worth considering to approximate outdoor
sound propagation effects. These engineering models are less computational
demanding compared with GAMs or wave-based methods. Although auralisa-
tion can be used as a powerful tool for VR/AR systems, after an overview of
its current application, it is found that there is still a lack of guidance on how
to evaluate the plausibility of the associated auralised sounds. Some subjective
evaluation methods can be taken for reference when implementing auralisation
in VR/AR systems.
The next chapter will focus on the the concepts and techniques of proce-
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dural audio, which can be used for sound source modelling in an auralisation
framework for the cases in which it is difficult or impossible to take anechoic
recordings. These techniques will be helpful for the development of the traffic
flow auralisation framework proposed in Chapter 6, where the sound prop-
agation model and binaural sound reproduction techniques discussed in this
chapter will also be implemented.
Chapter 4
Procedural Audio
Having established the theoretical background of auralisation in Chapter 3
covering the three main aspects including sound source modelling, sound prop-
agation modelling, and sound reproduction techniques, this chapter will now
focus on some specific sound source modelling cases in which it is difficult or
impossible to obtain anechoic recordings for auralisation purposes. In fact, this
is a common situation encountered for auralisation of environmental sounds,
such as the wind blowing, birds chirping, and fire crackling, etc. Under these
circumstances, it is necessary to find solutions to acquire ‘dry’ source signals
to be fed into the sound propagation and reproduction blocks, according to the
specific requirement of the auralisation scenes. Procedural audio, which can
be concisely understood as programmatic and data-driven synthetic sound sig-
nals created in real-time, provides potential towards this goal. However, there
will always be compromises between the realism, flexibility, and computational
resources when implementing procedural audio methods. It is crucial to get
a balance between these contradictory features to tailor reasonable and fea-
sible solutions for a specific auralisation scene. This chapter will first give
an introduction to the concepts and definition of procedural audio, together
with the characteristics of this technique and the main advantages and dis-
advantages compared with sample-based audio in which recordings are always
needed as the input signals. Then an overview of some sound synthesis tech-
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niques following the idea of procedural audio will be presented, followed by
a brief introduction to some applications of procedural audio in video games
and soundscape studies to demonstrate what can be achieved and where the
limitations are for the widespread application of procedural audio.
4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 Definition of Procedural Audio
So far, there has been no formal definition of the term procedural audio, al-
though the idea of procedural has been widely utilised in the audio engineering
field, ‘relating to or comprising memory or knowledge concerned with how to
manipulate symbols, concepts, and rules to accomplish a task or solve a prob-
lem’ [145]. Regarding auralisation, the ‘problem’ here can be considered as
producing audible sounds that fit one or more constraints including plausibil-
ity, flexibility, and real-time performance, etc. One of the earliest definitions
of this term is proposed by Farnell [146], stated as:
“Procedural audio is sound qua process, as opposed to sound qua product.
Behind this statement lies a veritable adventure into semiotics, mathematics,
computer science, signal processing and music. Let us reformulate our defini-
tion in verbose but more precise modern terms before moving on. Procedural
audio is non-linear, often synthetic sound, created in real time according to a
set of programmatic rules and live input.”
The context above might be somehow abstract and confusing at first.
Here, in order to clearly understand what the term means, it is better to first
recognise what kind of audio techniques do not correspond to this concept.
Playback recordings of a sound source directly as part of an audible scene
or sound environment does not correspond to the idea of procedural audio.
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In fact, when considering auralisation for the use of rooms acoustics, anechoic
recordings of music or speech are very commonly as sound sources because they
are the typical sound sources heard in rooms in everyday life. With appropriate
use of recording techniques, it is possible to capture all the required features of
a sound source in the recorded files, which leads to a high realism when played
back. Each time a recording is used, the same audio content in the same order
(from start to end) at a fixed rate (identical to the sampling rate) will be
replayed and/or fed into the steps that follow in terms of sound propagation
and spatial audio reproduction for auralisation. Hence, these recordings are
treated as assets, or in other words, ‘sound qua product’ instead of ‘sound qua
process’ according to the definition above.
Sounds produced by Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) [147]
can be considered as procedural audio under some circumstances based on the
nature of how the sounds are actually generated. With a MIDI sequencer, no
actual recordings are transmitted. Instead, information pertaining to the no-
tation, pitch, velocity, and vibrato, etc., is used. A database of recorded short
clips of samples of the target sound source is indispensable which can be then
rearranged at playback in a specific order according to the information stored
in the music sequencer. If the playback order is fixed, for example, a melody
written by a human composer in which the timbre, the velocity, and the loud-
ness of the notes have been determined, it is not an example of procedural
audio. If the playback order is variable according to some descriptive rules
written in code, e.g. a melody written by algorithmic mathematical method
running in real-time, this can be considered as procedural audio because it
is driven by a set of programmatic rules with live input to produce sounds.
The output sounds then change according to the variation of the driving pa-
rameters. This is similar for some other sample-based audio techniques using
short sound clips, e.g. granular synthesis [148], in which recorded samples are
split into small pieces lasting typically 10–50ms called ‘grains’; multiple grains
may be layered on top of each other, and may play at different speeds, phases,
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volume, and frequency, among other parameters. If the grains are played in a
fixed order, it is, again, not considered as a procedural audio method. If the
grains can be manipulated individually and rearranged with different orders,
loops, and layers, etc., according to a series of algorithms for specific appli-
cations, this does follow the concept of procedural audio, but with recordings
involved. In fact, in some research these sample-based audio techniques are
referred to as dynamic sound techniques which are strictly distinguished from
procedural audio because recordings are always required to run such models
[149]. This thesis will follow this concept and will clearly distinguish dynamic
sound techniques with procedural audio. In other words, any recording-based
method, such as granular synthesis, is not considered as procedural audio in
this thesis.
4.1.2 Characteristics of Procedural Audio
The main characteristics of procedural audio have been summarised in its
definition according to Farnell [13], including the terms non-linear, synthetic,
real-time, and programmatic and live input, etc. Here non-linear means the
sequenced sound can be played in any order, e.g. it can jump between samples,
move at different rates or in different directions, rather than in a fixed order
from the beginning to the end at a fixed playback rate. It is therefore possible
to change the order, pitch, and/or timbre of the output sound by tuning the
algorithm. This non-linearity brings the possibility for procedural audio to
adapt to a variety of application scenarios in which interactive and flexible
sounds are required according to the decisions, actions, and responses of the
listener.
The interactivity and flexibility feature is further enhanced by utilising
synthetic sounds with dynamic waveforms, spectrum, and amplitude charac-
teristics, either produced by ‘true synthesis’ (created entirely from nothing
but time dependent equations and input parameters) or ‘analysis and synthe-
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sis’ (created according to equations and data extracted from usually spectral
analysis of relevant recordings). Although a synthetic sound might not be per-
ceived being as realistic as its recorded counterpart, due to it not always being
possible to find a synthesis method suitable for imitating the full characteris-
tics of a target sound source, more freedom and a greater range of potential
sounds can be obtained by procedural audio methods. These sounds can then
be implemented and integrated into the wider context of an auralised scene or
environment.
Real-time refers to the acceptable limits of latency between the actual
start of the rendered audio material and hearing the resultant sound. The
limits may vary according to a listener’s expectation in terms of application,
from several milliseconds in the case of a single sinusoidal sound synthesis to a
couple of seconds for the case of algorithmic composition [13]. It is worth noting
that some algorithms are designed to render audio in an offline mode, which
means the audio system takes a relatively long time to process and produce a
sound with a significant audible latency. Although these sounds have some of
the features described above such as being data-driven and flexibile, and may
be used for auralisation purposes in some cases, they do not strictly belong
to the range of procedural audio techniques because of their non-real-time
performance.
Programmatic rules (algorithms in code) and live inputs (driving param-
eters) are vital for procedural audio methods. Algorithms should be designed
according to a simplification of the specific properties and behaviours of the
target sound source. Some of the most widely used algorithm design methods
for procedural audio will be introduced in Section 4.2. Live inputs can be
categorised by different level of details. High-level input parameters are often
designed to be manipulated and decided by the listener so as to enhance the
experience of interactivity, while low-level input data can be extracted from
the relevant algorithms to make the system more autonomous. For instance,
when generating the noise of a fan via procedural audio, the high-level input
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parameter might be set as the speed of the motor blades which can then be
adjusted by the user. Other inputs, such as the volume level of fan noise, and
the filter coefficients used to process the audio signals to get different spec-
tra corresponding to different rotation speeds, should be treated as low-level
parameters which are integrated into the algorithm.
4.1.3 Comparison with Sample-based Audio
In sample-based audio (also called recording-based audio in some research)
techniques, actual recordings are indispensable as key assets for rendering
sound sources. From the perspective of auralisation, if the acoustic scene
is complex where multiple sound sources are included, recordings of each sin-
gle source would be required, which is usually managed by a large database
consisting of audio files. In contrast, the core assets for procedural audio are
the algorithms and code which can be executed to render the resulting sounds
in real-time.
Compared to sample-based audio, the requirement of the computation
memory and storage space for procedural audio can be significantly reduced
when rendering complex sound scenes, while the CPU workload may increase
according to the complexity of the algorithms used. This is because a specific
audio file needs a fixed storage space on the disk and has a fixed cost of memory
when it is loaded, no matter what the sound represents and how complex the
content is. For procedural audio, in contrast, it is algorithms consisting of
several lines of codes that are stored and loaded in the memory instead of
specific audio files, and a series of sounds can be obtained by running the
algorithms with different input data. The more complex the algorithm is,
the more computational resources are required. This is so called variable cost
which is one of the advantages of procedural audio compared to sample-based
audio techniques. With variable cost, it is possible to render complex sound
scenes under resource-limited conditions, e.g. mobile platforms or wearable
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devices. In order to take the most advantage of variability, knowledge from
psychoacoustics is often taken for reference when simplifying an algorithm.
For example, peripheral sounds, or sound levels below the masking threshold
as introduced in Chapter 2, can be reasonably removed as part of a series
of simplifications to tune the algorithm to save computational cost. This is
generally not feasible for sample-based audio which has a fixed cost in terms
of memory and CPU workload when replayed.
Another unique advantage of procedural audio compared with sample-
based audio is its variety and flexibility. Here variety and flexibility imply
the potential for sound variation in terms of its timbre, frequency, and level,
etc., so as to adapt to different scenes in practical applications. Recordings
are often played precisely the same way as recorded. Even though they can
be lightly modified via some signal processing techniques such as resampling,
pitch shifting, and filtering, the potential dynamic range and flexibility is much
more limited than procedural audio methods. For example, the sound of flying
bullets that might be heard in a game can be synthesised by procedural audio
with a physical-based synthesis model [150]. It is possible to create a series of
gunshot sounds which adapt to a variety of different shotgun models by tuning
the descriptive parameters of the gunshot structure. To achieve a similar effect
using sample-based audio techniques, a series of recordings of different gunshot
models are required, which is difficult to implement and will occupy much more
storage space than a piece of code in the physical-based synthesis procedural
audio model.
Nevertheless, procedural audio is not a one-size-fits-all solution for sound
source modelling problems. Indeed, there are areas where it may fail and can
never replace recorded sound. Firstly, there are aesthetic issues with procedu-
ral audio. When using models and algorithms to create sounds, it is necessary
to make appropriate pre-assumptions to simplify the target sound source or
sound event for practical implementation, with considerations on the limita-
tions of computational resources. As some details are neglected or not fully
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reproduced due to simplification, it is often considered that sounds created us-
ing procedural audio methods are not always plausible, or authentic enough,
when compared to their counterpart recordings from the political perspective,
even though these synthetic sounds might be highly realistic from the techni-
cal perspective [146]. Here the words ‘realistic’, ‘authentic’, and ‘plausible’ are
descriptive adjectives that indicate the properties of a sound in a virtual scene
such that people might consider the sound credibly associated with the real-
world circumstance that gives rise to its occurrence. It is usually considered
that there are fewer plausibility issues for playback recordings if all the proper-
ties of the sound can be inherently captured and replayed, when compared to
synthetic sounds using procedural audio techniques. Furthermore, the metrics
and thresholds for evaluating whether a synthetic sound is plausible are not
well defined, and depend heavily on the content of the sound and its function
in a sound environment. For example, peripheral sounds can be recognised
with time-averaged statistics and so they might be still considered plausible
although with the lack of details presented [151]; the noise masking effect may
have a significant impact on the subjective evaluation of a sound scene, so
a sound scene evaluated as highly plausible may be poorly rated in terms of
plausibility when it is masked by a noise masker, and vice versa [152]. Knowl-
edge from psychoacoustics can provide some cues for adjusting dynamic level
of details to simplify the procedural audio algorithms to plausibly generate the
target sounds.
Secondly, the advantage of variable cost may sometimes become a dilemma
as it is not always possible to predict the required computational resources at
early design stages. It is sometimes the case that the complexity of an algo-
rithm is beyond the allocated resources. There are two general ideas to tackle
this issue. One is to develop some less computational complex alternatives
in advance. If the original algorithm has run out of allocated resources, the
algorithm can switch to a simplified version, sacrificing plausibility to some
extent. Another solution is to include a pre-computation stage, with compu-
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tation processes with high complexity prepared at a ‘warm up’ stage before
running the whole algorithm. This is a compromise of real-time performance
of the whole sound scene.
4.2 Sound Synthesis Methods for Procedural
Audio
As algorithms are the core assets for procedural audio models, this section will
give an overview of some popular sound synthesis methods based on which
specific algorithms can be developed as relevant to the context of the thesis.
Each synthesis method has its pros and cons, and can be suitable for specific
application scenarios. In order to implement a procedural audio model, it is
necessary to choose appropriate sound synthesis methods and integrate them
accordingly to develop a variety of algorithms for creating different sound
sources capable of adapting to different acoustic scenes.
4.2.1 Additive Synthesis
Additive synthesis is a method that adds together, generally, sine waves or
other sinusoidal components of different frequencies and levels to produce a fi-
nal sound [153]. The theoretical background of additive synthesis is the Fourier
Series, which says that in theory any periodic wave can be described by spec-
ifying the frequency and amplitude of a series of sine waves. These sine waves
are called partials in an additive synthesis model. The amplitudes and fre-
quencies of these partials are considered to vary continuously and slowly so
that short-time Fourier analysis can be utilised to determine the amplitude












Ai(t) is the amplitude of the i
th partial over time t.
θi(t) is the phase of the i
th partial over time t.
ωi(t) is the radian frequency of the i
th partial at timet = t.
φi(0) is the phase offset of the i
th partial at time t = 0.
As can be seen from the mathematical definition above, each partial rep-
resents a component with one single frequency and phase, having a start and
end time independent from others. For generating sounds with rich frequency
content, a vast number of partials are required. The more partials involved,
the more computational resources an additive synthesis algorithm requires. In
practical applications, additive synthesis is often used for synthesising sounds
with much related to harmonics, e.g. musical instruments, for which the per-
ceived timbre is primarily dependent on the relationships between the fre-
quency of the harmonics and their evolution over time.
4.2.2 Subtractive Synthesis
Subtractive synthesis is a method in which an audio signal is attenuated by
filters to remove certain frequencies in order to obtain the desired timbre of the
sound [153]. It can be seen as analogy to a sculpting process – starting with a
huge hunk of rock, chiselling away gradually, revealing the sculpture expected.
The fundamental frequency of the source is first tuned to the desired pitch, and
the filter is designed to reproduce the spectral envelope of the target sound. By
implementing time-varying low-pass, high-pass, band-pass, or notch filters with
different cut-off frequencies and filter coefficients, numerous sounds and sound
effects can be obtained. Mathematically, a subtractive synthesis algorithm can
be expressed as:





Where x(τ) is the input audio signal, h(t, τ) is the impulse reponse of
the filter at time t, and y(t) is the output signal. In practical applications,
subtractive synthesis is often used for synthesising musical instruments [154],
or as a sub-process combined with other synthesis methods for generating non-
music sounds.
4.2.3 Spectral Modelling Synthesis
Spectral modelling synthesis (SMS) is a combination of additive synthesis and
subtractive synthesis. It models time-varying spectra as: 1) a collection of
sinusoids controlled through time by piecewise linear amplitude and frequency
envelopes (referred to as the deterministic part), and 2) a time-varying filtered
noise component (referred to as the stochastic part) [155]. By combining the
mathematical definition of additive synthesis in Equation 4.1 and subtractive









Where representation of all the symbols is the same as in Equations 4.1–
4.3. The first part of Equation 4.4 represents additive synthesis for rendering
the tonal part of a sound, while the second part is responsible for the noisy
part of a sound. White noise is usually used for x(τ).
Whether a synthetic sound produced by an SMS algorithm is plausible or
not depends primarily on how the additive synthesis and subtractive synthesis
algorithms are designed. Figure 4.1 shows the flow chart of an SMS algorithm.
As can be seen from this figure, an input signal marked as ‘Original Sound’ is
used. Therefore, SMS is an ‘analysis and synthesis’ method which generates
sounds according to equations and data extracted from the analysis of relevant
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recordings, rather than a ‘true synthesis’ method. The original sound signal
is fed and analysed by a short-time Fourier transform (STFT), and processed
by some algorithms for sinusoidal peak detection, peak tracking, and spectral
envelop modelling (e.g. the YIN algorithm [156]), so as to provide useful time-
varying cues for the additive synthesis and subtractive synthesis in the steps
that follow. In order for real-time implementation of the SMS algorithm, it is
necessary to involve a pre-computation stage in which several recordings are
analysed in advance to extract and store the useful information in a lookup
table for running the additive synthesis and subtractive synthesis interactively
in real-time after this pre-computation stage.
Figure 4.1: The flow chart of an Spectral Modelling Synthesis (SMS) algorithm,
reproduced from [12].
4.2.4 Physical Modelling Synthesis
Physical modelling synthesis is a method that generates sounds by comput-
ing mathematical models derived from physical objects and phenomena [153].
This method can emulate the subtle variation of the object behaviour accord-
ing to physical laws, leading to astonishing realism if the physical behaviour
is manipulated to a sufficient level of detail. This is, however, very hard or
infeasible for implementation under many circumstances as huge amounts of
low-level physics, acoustics and mathematical parameters are needed to be
defined. It can be difficult or not cost-effective to get all the required input
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parameters. Moreover, the computation process may take a very long time
if the solver to the physical model is too sophisticated. Therefore, physical
modelling synthesis is suitable for the cases in which physical laws are rela-
tively simple and the equations for description of the physical phenomena can
be established accordingly, while ‘cheap’ solutions to these equations can be
achieved in terms of computational power and memory requirements.
The following context shows a typical example of an early physical mod-
elling synthesis algorithm called the digital waveguide for synthesising plucked
strings or struck strings [157], in order to illustrate how to develop a physical
modelling synthesis algorithm from real physical phenomena. The theoretical
background is wave propagation across a damped vibrating string.
Figure 4.2 shows a lossless vibrating string with stiffness K and unit mass
ε. Recalling the 1-D wave Equation 3.21 in Chapter 3, the physical behaviour
of the string can be expressed as:










K/ε is the speed of wave transmission across the string.
This equation can be solved using the travelling wave solution to the 1-D wave
equation [12], defined as:
y(t, x) = yr(t− x/c) + yl(t+ x/c) (4.6)
Where yl and yr are arbitrary twice-differentiable functions denoting wave
movement to the left and right, respectively. For discrete-time signals, this
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continuous travelling wave solution can be expressed as:
y[nT,mX] = yr[nT −mX/c] + yl[nT +mX/c]
= yr[nT −mT ] + yl[nT +mT ]
(4.7)
Where X is the spatial sampling interval, x = mX; T is the time sampling
interval, t = nT such that X = cT . Equation 4.7 can be further simplified as:
y[n,m] = y+[n−m] + y−[n+m] (4.8)
Where y+ and y− are new notation for these travelling waves for con-
venience. This implies that the original wave function can be expressed by
summing two parallel digital delay lines representing the left-going and right-
going travelling wave components. Figure 4.3 shows an example of an ideal
plucked string which has been sampled and decomposed into two travelling
waves. Here ‘ideal’ means an initial string displacement and a zero initial ve-
locity which fully determines the resulting motion in the absence of further
excitation. The amplitude of each travelling wave delay line is half the am-
plitude of the initial string displacement and the sum of the upper and lower
delay lines give the actual displacement value.
Figure 4.3: Illustration of a plucked string decomposed of two travelling waves,
reproduced from [12].
While damping factors are considered, such as the frictional force which
can be approximated as proportional to the particle velocity in the string and
independent of frequency, the wave equation becomes:











where µ is the first-order damping factor derived from experimental values.
The travelling wave solution to this damped system becomes:
y(t, x) = e−(µ/2ε)xyr(t− x/c) + e(µ/2ε)xyl(t+ x/c) (4.10)
This solution can be discretised as:
y(n,m) = g−my+[n−m] + gmy−[n+m] (4.11)
Figure 4.4 demonstrates the digital simulation diagram of the damped
plucked string. As can be seen from this figure, the loss factors g for each
sample have been pushed through to a single point (the ‘Nut’ end in this
figure). By doing so, the output displacement at any position along the string
will not correspond exactly to the sum of the upper and lower delay lines.
In other words, the output becomes ‘non-physical’. However, this actually
has little change on the output value. The physical accuracy will not be
compromised because the N round-off errors per period arising from repeated
multiplication by g have been replaced by a single round-off error per period
in the multiplication by gN [12].
Figure 4.4: Digital simulation diagram of a damped plucked string with rigid ter-
mination boundary condition, reproduced from [12].
The two reflecting terminations (gain factors of -1) may be commuted
so as to cancel them. Then the right-going delay may be combined with the
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left-going delay to give a single, length N , delay line, as shown in Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5: Combining the right-going delay with the left-going delay in Figure 4.4,
reproduced from [12].
In real vibrating strings, damping typically increases with frequency. When















where µ is the first-order damping factor and µ3 is the third-order damping
factor , both derived from experimental values.
The loss factors g should be digital filters having gains which decrease with
frequency. A simple first-order low-pass filter ican be used as an approximation
to this ideal behaviour, for which the signal flow is shown in Figure 4.6 and
corresponding transfer function is expressed as:
G(z) = 0.5 + 0.5z−1 (4.13)
Figure 4.6: Illustration of the digital waveguide algorithm including an N sample
delay line and a first order low-pass filter, reproduced from [12].
This implementation of the digital waveguide solution to the 1-D wave
equation is also known as the Karplus-Strong algorithm [157] used for plucked
string sound synthesis. Other FIR loss-filters under the stability constraint
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can also be utilised to make the algorithm more adaptive [158].
As can be seen from this example, there are a lot of low-level details re-
quired when establishing a physical modelling synthesis model. In some cases,
the physical system can be sufficiently simplified without significant loss of tim-
bre quality, so as for a computationally efficient implementation. The simplifi-
cations should be tailored according to the specific requirements and assump-
tions regarding different physical phenomena. For example, the mechanism
of footsteps sounds can be simplified as the result of multiple micro-impact
sounds between a shoe and the floor [159], water sounds can be considered as
the sum of multiple submerged oscillating bubbles [160], and gunshot sounds
can be simplified as a Friedlander wave plus a shock wave [150], etc.
4.2.5 Wavetable Synthesis
Wavetable synthesis is similar to additive synthesis, but uses more complex
source waves than pure sine waves, such as square waves, sawtooth waves, or
samples produced by real musical instruments taken from recordings. These
complex waveforms are stored as ‘cells’ in a lookup table. The synth scrolls
through the cells in the table one-by-one to output the sample as a sound. The
continuous transition between two cells is realised by interpolation between
their shapes or cross-fading [161]. Different pitches are created by speeding up
or slowing down the table lookup rate.
Wavetable synthesis is convenient and cost-effective for practical use.
However, it is not as flexible as physical modelling synthesis because the lookup
table is indispensable. The timbre and nature of synthetic sounds created de-
pends primarily on the content of cells. Under some circumstances the stored
cells might not be useful for synthesising a target sound. Moreover, the mem-
ory requirement might be very high for a wavetable with a large amount of
cells. In real applications, wavetable synthesis is often used together with other
sound synthesis methods to produce natural sounds.
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4.2.6 FM Synthesis
FM (Frequency Modulation) synthesis is a sound synthesis method that uses
a signal called a modulator to modulate another signal called a carrier. The
frequency content in the carrier is mostly related to the pitch of the target
sound, while the modulator is used to alter the carrier at a specific modulation
rate and modulation intensity. Figure 4.7 illustrates the concept of frequency
modulation. The upper figure shows the high frequency carrier wave, the
middle figure shows the low frequency modulating signal, and the last figure
shows the resultant frequency modulated wave.
Figure 4.7: Illustration of FM synthesis. The upper figure shows the high frequency
carrier wave, the middle figure shows the low frequency modulating signal, and the
bottom figure shows the resultant frequency modulated wave.
As can be seen from the Figure 4.7, the frequency of the modulated wave
varies according to the frequency of the modulator, and the frequency pattern
of the carrier can be still be found in the modulated wave. If the carrier
frequency falls into the audible range, this can lead to the perception of a
‘vibrato’ effect. When the frequency of the modulator increases, the ‘vibrato’
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effect will disappear and the modulated sound can be perceived as a new timbre
because of the change in its waveform, as shown in Figure 4.8.
Figure 4.8: Illustration of FM synthesis and the consequence of increased modulator
frequency resulting in the synthesis of a new timbre different from either carrier or
modulator.
When sinusoids are use for mathematical description of the carrier and
the modulator, the FM synthesis algorithm can be expressed as:
y(t) = Acos(ωct+ Isinωmt) (4.14)
Where:
y(t) is the modulated signal.
A is the amplitude of the modulated signal.
ωc is the carrier frequency.
ωm is the modutator frequency.
I is the modulation index which is the ratio of the peak deviation to the
modulating frequency. Peak deviation refers to the maximum amount by which
the frequency of the signal may deviate from the carrier frequency.
Using the trigonometric identities, the Equation 4.14 can be expanded as:
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Jn(I)cos((ωc − nωm) · t) + (−1)ncos((ωc + nωm) · t))
(4.15)
Where Jn(I) are the values of the Bessel functions of the first kind which
is a pre-defined continuous function, at position I. Figure 4.9 gives the il-
lustration of the first five Bessel functions of the first kind. As can be seen
from Equation 4.15, there are series of frequency components ωc±nωm. These
frequencies are called sidebands which are a group of frequencies higher or
lower than the carrier frequency. The amplitudes of sidebands are determined
by the values of the Bessel function of the first kind. Figure 4.10 shows an
example of the sideband caused by the FM process. As can be seen from
this figure, for a fixed carrier frequency and a fixed modulation frequency, the
sidebands are also fixed in frequencies, while the amplitude of each sideband
is determined by the modulation index I. For small modulation index values
(I < 1), the amplitude of the carrier is larger than the amplitudes of higher
order sidebands. If the modulation index increases to a high value (over 1),
the amplitudes for the higher order sidebands may be larger than the carrier.
This brings the opportunity for FM synthesis suitable for generating sounds
with rich harmonic content.
4.3 Applications of Procedural Audio
As procedural audio is both highly interactive and flexible, offering compro-
mises in terms of plausibility to facilitate computational efficiencies, it is highly
suitable for audio scenes in which a variety of peripheral sounds and/or sound
effects are required to enhance the user experience. Hence, there is no doubt
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Figure 4.9: Illustration of the first five Bessel functions of the first kind, reproduced
from [13].
Figure 4.10: Illustration of the sidebands caused by FM process with a small mod-
ulation index (above) and a large modulation index (below).
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that procedural audio has been most successfully applied in generating sound
effects and music for video games, although it is still not as popular as sample-
based audio techniques for modern commercially published games [146, 162].
In fact, the application of procedural audio can be traced back to the early
1980s when purely synthesised sounds were utilised for most video games due
to the limitation on the computational resources at that time. Music and sound
effects in these games were generated in real-time by hybrid analogue or digital
oscillators, envelope controllers, filters, and amplifiers. Such music and audio
effects were designed and integrated into different models of sound chips, such
as 8039 8-bit Sound CPU, SID C64 sound chip [163], etc., shown as Figure
4.11. There have been some famous pieces of video game music and sound
effects written via these sound chips, e.g. Super Mario Bros, Giana Sisters,
and Bubble Bobble, etc. [164]. With the development of computer hardware
and sample-based audio techniques, especially using compressed audio formats
such as MP3 and AAC [165], recording-based audio has become more popularly
used for games. This is mainly because there are more computational resources
available now for personal computers and home video game consoles, as well
as due to the general belief that procedural audio does not have as good sound
quality, coupled with the lack of powerful tools for implementing procedural
audio in commercial games today [166].
Figure 4.11: Illustration of sound chips in the early days of game audio (left:
8039 Sound CPU, right: SID C64 sound chip, in the 1980s), reproduced from
http://www.arcadeshop.com/ and https://www.c64-wiki.com/.
In the past few years, there has been a renaissance in procedural audio
and synthetic sounds in the sound design for video games and animation. On
one hand, more kinds of game platforms have appeared in the market and
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become more and more popular, e.g. mobile devices, VR headsets, and online
game services, etc. Computational power varies in different platforms, and
sometimes it is impossible or not cost-effective to render all the details of a
sound environment using purely recording-based audio techniques. On the
other hand, there is an increasing number of open-world games and sandbox
games [167] in the video game industry recently (e.g. Grand Theft Auto,
Minecraft, etc.). These games are designed as non-linear with large open areas
that can be explored by the players, giving them a great degree of creativity
and freedom. It is not viable to pre-sequence everything in terms of graphics
and audio for these open-world games. Instead, pragmatic rules are inevitable
to render a specific environment both visually and audibly and this can be
realised by procedural methods.
One of the main applications of procedural audio in video games is gen-
erating sound effects to avoid perceived repetition, e.g. walking/running foot-
steps [159, 162], sword swings [168], etc. If recording-based audio is used, a
dataset consisting of multiple recordings for the different object statuses is re-
quired, and much time and effort would be invested in applying randomisation
and post-processing to the resulting samples. With procedural audio, it is pos-
sible to generate numerous sound effects by tuning the synthesis algorithms
appropriately, which could be designed as several presets with a ‘one-click’
solution. Another widely applied area for procedural audio is creating ambi-
ent sound effects for which features are varying over a short period but stable
on a large time scale, such as the sound of wind blowing [169], fire burning
[170], and water drops [171], etc. As these ambient sounds draw mainly the
peripheral attention of the player, there is more tolerance on the compromises
of plausibility and sound quality as long as the player is not asked to pay
specific attention to these sounds. In fact, according to the study conducted
by Böttcher et al. [166], when being actively involved in playing or purely
observing a video recording of a game, the majority of players do not notice
any difference between sample-based audio and procedural audio if they are
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not told to pay particular attention to the sounds.
Apart from video games, the application of procedural audio has been
extended to other virtual environment scenes, such as replacing some ‘Foley
sounds’ as used in the film industry [172], and rendering the acoustic envi-
ronment for social meeting spaces in VR [173], etc. This technique has been
also used for study to the area of soundscapes. A specific explanation of the
term soundscape will be presented in Chapter 5. Here it can be considered
as the overall experience of the sum of sounds in a specific scene. A valid
soundscape synthesis where the user can interact with and change the sound-
scape might offer a way towards a useful creative design tool. As there is a
common belief that procedural audio does not have as good sound quality as
sample-based audio [146], procedural audio is often used for creating ambient
background sound such as wind, water, and background traffic noise, etc. The
foreground sources which plays the roles of keynote or signal according to the
classification of soundscapes proposed by Schafer [174], are still synthesised
by sample-based audio in existing soundscape synthesis tools currently, such
as the soundscape synthesizers proposed in [175–177]. However, it is not al-
ways possible to judge clearly if a sound source is foreground or background,
e.g. in the case of multiple vehicle pass-bys. In fact, it is usually a subjec-
tive process to determine whether recordings or synthetic sounds should be
used for soundscape synthesis with complex factors to be considered in addi-
tion to plausibility. For example, it is not always possible or cost-effective to
take on-site recordings that fulfil the specific requirement of a synthetic sound-
scape. Even though Finney and Janer [178] claimed that it might be feasible to
use recordings from community-provided audio databases (e.g. Freesound.org
[179]) to synthesise some specific soundscapes instead of real in-site recordings,
the flexibility is quite limited compared to sound synthesis by procedural au-
dio. Therefore, it is worth further exploring the potential of procedural audio
in soundscape synthesis to understand more clearly to what extent plausibility
can be achieved and under what circumstances this technique can be utilised.
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4.4 Summary
This chapter has introduced the concepts and characteristics of procedural
audio, and compared them with sample-based audio considering both advan-
tages and disadvantages. As algorithms are the core assets for procedural audio
models, an overview of some sound synthesis methods is presented, including
additive synthesis, subtractive synthesis, spectral modelling synthesis, physi-
cal modelling synthesis, wavetable synthesis, and FM synthesis. The pros and
cons of each synthesis method have been discussed, and it is found that when
using procedural audio approaches, it is necessary to choose appropriate sound
synthesis methods and integrate them accordingly for the specific sound scene
to be rendered.
After an overview of its usage in video games and soundscape studies for
creating sound effects and ambient sounds for interactive applications, it is
found that there is a potential for procedural audio in a wider context be-
cause of its flexibility and interactivity, e.g. being embedded in an auralisation
framework from an engineering perspective. As it is not always possible or
cost-effective to take on-site recordings for auralisation purposes, especially in
an outdoor environment, it is worth exploring the potential of procedural audio
to understand more clearly about to what extent plausibility can be achieved
and under what circumstances this technique can be utilised.
The next chapter will focus on the concepts and methodologies of envi-
ronmental noise, with specific attention to traffic noise from the perspective
of noise evaluation and soundscapes, in order to make a clear understanding




This chapter will discuss the topic of environmental sound from a practical
perspective. This means examining what is involved when discussing environ-
mental sound, and how it is monitored, evaluated, and treated. The purpose
of this chapter is to clarify the available evidence regarding the impact of en-
vironmental sound, especially traffic noise which is one of the most common
outdoor sound sources in our daily lives. This will be explored in terms of
relevant noise evaluation and prediction methodologies, and to consider how
the design of our sound environment may be improved by using auralisation
and procedural audio techniques as discussed in the previous chapters.
Here the term noise is defined as ‘unwanted sound’, or sound ‘out of place’
[25], e.g. a sound that is considered by a listener to be excessively loud, unex-
pected or unpleasant [180]. Following this definition, the term environmental
noise is often used to describe the unwanted or harmful outdoor sound created
by human activities, such as noise emitted by road traffic, rail traffic, air traf-
fic, and from sites of industrial activity, etc. [26] Hence, there is no doubt that
attitudes towards environmental noise tend to be negative, which is different
from the double-sided assessment of natural environmental sound, sometimes
considered to be positive, such as wind blowing, raining, and birds singing,
etc. However, it has also been argued that a certain amount of environmental
noise is required to give meaning to a location, and to make it inhabitable
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in its representation of the presence of human society [181]. A totally ‘silent’
environment is more unsettling than a noisy one, representing a dangerous
environment not fit for habitation [26]. In fact, from the perspective of sound-
scapes research, environmental noise caused by human activities might also be
considered as a resource rather than a waste, and it is important to design
a soundscape with all the environmental sound blended to reflect the tradi-
tional or cultural elements of an area [124]. A further discussion on relevant
soundscapes methodologies will be presented in Section 5.4 in this chapter.
According to the definition of noise used here, what can be noted is that it
is a subjective process to judge whether a sound is ‘unwanted’ or ‘out of place’.
The effects that a specific environmental sound can have are actually depen-
dent on the life experiences and outlook of an individual. Whilst the effects
of environmental sound are not fully understood by personal circumstances,
there has been a lot of research on the negative effects of environmental noise
which may lead to increased stress and its associated physical symptoms in
some individuals [182]. Sudden loud noises and low level continuous noise are
both known to cause sleep disturbance [183]. There is also some evidence to
suggest a potential connection between environmental noise and cardiovascular
and mental health problems [184]. These studies show the statistical signif-
icance between environmental sound and health-related consequences, which
have been taken as a reference by some governmental authorities worldwide
when making provisions for prevention and mitigation of environmental noise.
Although legislation and management have been gradually improved and ex-
tended to cover different types of environmental sound, there are still blurred
or blank areas of policies due to the fundamental problem of noise definition:
what might be considered as noise by one individual is not necessarily noise
to another individual or in another circumstance. These less-defined areas of
policy can potentially be improved through the use of auralisation techniques
which bring an audible experience of the time-varying content of environmental
sound, and providing cues for a listener from a more perceptual perspective.
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This chapter is developed from the content in Chapter 2 which covers
the fundamental aspects of acoustics including sound generation mechanisms,
propagation effects, and listening perception. The categorisation of environ-
mental sound are discussed, followed by an overview of the effects of environ-
mental noise. Then the methodologies of environmental noise evaluation and
prediction are examined, which provide a context for the discussion of environ-
mental noise from the perspective of soundscape theories and methodologies
by the end of this chapter, revealing the potentiality, feasibility, and challenges
for auralisation techniques in terms of environmental sound.
5.1 Categorisation of environmental sound
The most simple and straightforward way to categorise environmental sound
is to follow the definition of the term ‘environmental noise’ introduced at the
beginning of this chapter, that is, considering environmental sound as ‘wanted
sounds’ and ‘unwanted sounds’, respectively. Here ‘wanted sounds’ can be con-
sidered the delightful, informative and/or meaningful sounds perceived within
a sound environment, which support our environmental perception and cogni-
tion. In contrast, ‘unwanted sounds’ are often excessively loud, unexpected,
or annoying, which have negative impacts on our perception of the sound
environment or distract us from our ongoing tasks. Notwithstanding, this cat-
egorisation is too abstract and vague to be applied in practice, as a specific
sound source under one circumstance may be considered either as ‘wanted’
or ‘unwanted’ by different individuals according to their life experiences and
outlook. Therefore, it is necessary to find some more detailed taxonomies that
can be used as guidance for the study of recording, detection, and evaluation
of environmental sound in practice.
There have been many studies on the categorisation of environmental
sound from both perceptual and engineering perspectives. Taxonomies with
a perceptual perspective focus on the connection between perceptual proper-
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ties related to human information processing, and acoustic features of a sound
object or sound event. For example, Gygi et al. [185] proposed a cluster-
ing method for sound source type based on a multidimensional scaling anal-
ysis of the relationship between acoustic factors, such as temporal envelope
and pitch measures, and the perceived similarity ratings for 50 environmental
sounds. Taxonomies from an engineering perspective use perceptual factors
as guidance and categorise environmental sound from the mechanism of sound
generation. For instance, a widely used classification method for everyday en-
vironmental sound consists of three main groups, which are natural (animal
sounds, wind blowing, water flowing, etc.), human (non-mechanical human
activities, footsteps), and mechanical (traffic noise, industrial sound, airplane
noise, etc.). Salamon et al. [14] propose a breakdown of this broad engineering
categorisation into a series of lower-level hierarchies, together with an extra top
level group introduced as music, as shown in Figure 5.1. This taxonomy has
been widely applied in a series of urban sound studies, such as sound labelling
[186], sound event classification [187, 188], and environmental noise monitoring
[189]. Another example of a taxonomy from an engineering perspective is the
physically-based sound-producing event method proposed by Gaver et al [15],
in which a hierarchy consisting of a series of descriptive basic ‘sonic events’
caused by liquids (dripping, splashing, etc.), gases (explosion, wind, etc.), and
solids (impact, rolling, scraping, etc.) is used to categorise different environ-
mental sound, as shown in Figure 5.2. In this thesis, the taxonomy proposed
by Salamon et al. [14] will be utilised as it is aligned with the framework of
auralisation and compatible with most proposed taxonomies, providing suffi-
cient low-level details about sound sources in an outdoor environment from an
engineering perspective, such as ‘engine’ and ‘wheels’ for vehicle pass-by noise.
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Figure 5.1: Urban sound taxonomy proposed by Salamon et al. [14]. This is a
breakdown of environmental sound via an engineering categorisation method, with a
series of lower-level hierarchies, together with an extra top level group introduced as
music used for clustering common environmental sound in our daily lives.
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Figure 5.2: Environmental sound taxonomy proposed by Gaver et al., reproduced
from [15]. A hierarchy consisting of a series of descriptive basic ‘sonic events’
caused by liquids (dripping, splashing, etc.), gases (explosion, wind, etc.), and solids
(impact, rolling, scraping, etc.) is used to categorise different environmental sound.
5.2 Environmental Noise Impacts
Although the impacts that a specific environmental sound might have on an
individual are actually dependent on the life experiences and outlook of that
individual, and may also vary from person to person, a series of studies have
proved that there is a statistical correlation between the occurrence of environ-
mental sound and various health-related consequences, where the negative in-
fluences caused by environmental noise are of increasingly high interest. These
negative influences can be separated into two categories: auditory effects and
non-auditory effects.
5.2.1 Auditory effects
The adverse auditory effects of environmental noise are primarily related to
hearing loss [190]. There are two types of hearing loss, which are permanent
hearing loss called permanent threshold shift (PTS), and temporary hearing
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loss called temporary threshold shift (TTS). PTS is non-reversible, whilst TTS
can be still fully recovered once the sound level is decreased [191].
There is a high risk of permanent hearing loss when an individual is ex-
posed to a sound environment for which the SPL is higher than 90dB(A) for
a long time (in relevant studies and regulations [192, 193], this is quantified
as an 8-hour continuous equivalent sound level). For some individuals, the
risk threshold for long-term noise exposure may become lower than 90 dB(A),
e.g. around 80 dB(A) [193]. Permanent hearing loss is a cumulative process
that is often neglected by people until it is severe enough to interfere with
their daily activities, such as difficulty in clearly hearing speech during normal
communication. Permanent hearing loss usually begins in the high-frequency
range of 3k–6kHz, typically around 4kHz – the most sensitive frequency range
for our hearing system. The impaired frequency range will gradually extend as
the exposure time or the sound level increases, in addition to other influence
factors such as ageing [193].
Temporary hearing loss refers to the decreased sensitivity of the ear to
certain frequencies for a short period of time, with the recovery dictated by
the age of the individual and the nature of the sound source [194]. TTS is
relatively less common than PTS in terms of environmental noise, as it often
happens due to biological reasons such as a blocked ear canal, middle ear
infections, and/or head trauma, etc. Indeed it can happen while exposed to
extreme loud noises (over 130 dB(A)) such as a rocket launching, rock music
concerts, or sports events, and these are more likely to be occupation related
noise rather than common environmental noise sources for most people.
Apart from hearing loss, another phenomenon related to hearing impair-
ment is tinnitus, which refers to the experience of sounds like ‘ringing’ or
‘buzzing’ in the ear or head without any external physical causes [195]. There
might be complex reasons for tinnitus, and in many cases it is difficult to find
an exact cause. In terms of environmental sound, it is interesting to note that
one of the aspect of tinnitus therapy is playing white noise or broadband envi-
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ronmental noise (e.g. background traffic noise) via wearable sound generators
at appropriate sound levels as a masker to reduce the perception of tinnitus,
which is called tinnitus masking (TM) [196]. In fact, TM has been used in
clinics for over 40 years, and has been proved to be effective for patients in the
short term (typically 3–6 months) [196, 197]. This reveals that environmental
noise may have not only negative impacts, but also positive effects under some
circumstances.
5.2.2 Non-auditory effects
Non-auditory effects caused by environmental noise are not as well understood
as auditory effects. On one hand, there is a wide range of studies in a vari-
ety of relevant fields pertaining to the non-auditory effects of environmental
noise, including studies in physiology, psychology, cardiology, neural science,
and sociology, etc. As different aspects of non-auditory effects are explored
in different disciplines and different methodologies are used to explore specific
relevant research questions, it is difficult to summarise all findings more holis-
tically. On the other hand, most of these studies focus on a wider context of
noise rather than purely environmental noise, e.g. occupational related noise.
Results from these studies cannot be directly applied in the context of environ-
mental noise, although some evidence can be extracted and taken as reference
because of the similarity between a specific noise context and the general con-
ditions of the perception of that sound, e.g. working conditions with long-term
exposure to road traffic noise [198–200].
On the basis of the categorisation proposed by the World Health Organi-
sation (WHO) [193] and the British Medical Bulletin [201], some of the main
categories of non-auditory effects caused by environmental noise can be sum-
marised in the list below.
 Sleep disturbances – There are various kinds of sleep disturbance that
may be attributed to noise, which include difficulty in falling asleep;
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awakenings; and alterations of sleep stages or depth, etc. According to
the study conducted by Xiang et al. [202], sleep quality in a silent room
(close to 0 dB(A)) can be improved in terms of total sleep time, deep
sleep time, and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep time. However, there
is still a lack of quantitative evidence showing how background noise in
common bedrooms (typically 22–48 dB(A)) influences sleep, and to what
extent the sleep quality is affected.
 Increased risk of cardiovascular disease – In some studies the risk of
hypertension and cardiovascular disease is reported to be higher in pop-
ulations living in noisy areas around airports and noisy streets [203, 204].
However, in some other investigations there is no obvious association be-
tween blood pressure and noise levels [205]. Hence, the overall evidence
suggests that there is a weak association between long-term noise expo-
sure and blood pressure elevation or hypertension [201]. Environmental
noise may be a minor risk factor for coronary heart disease [201].
 Mental health effects – Whilst environmental noise is not considered
as a main cause of mental illness, it may worsen mental disorders for
some susceptible individuals [193]. However, the relationships between
noise annoyance, noise sensitivity and mental morbidity is complex and
not yet well differentiated.
 Impaired task performance – Several studies have indicated that en-
vironmental noise can have adverse effects on cognitive and motivational
performance for children both in the classroom and at home [193] . It is
assumed there might be a similar impact on adults, but there is lack of
quantitative study to support this claim.
 Negative social behavior and annoyance – Noise can be considered
as an environmental stressor which may provoke aggression, unfriendli-
ness, and other antisocial behaviours. It has been proved that there will
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be a decreased willingness to help others during exposure to noise as well
as for a time period after exposure [193].
 Interference with spoken communication – This problem occurs
when simultaneous noise masks speech in the critical frequency range
(300–3kHz), degrading the intelligibility of speech. It often happens in
populations living in noisy areas around airports and busy streets when
making conversation, watching television or online videos and disturbed
by aircraft noise or traffic noise [201].
5.3 Environmental Noise Evaluation and Pre-
diction
5.3.1 Environmental Noise Evaluation
There have been several standardised environmental noise evaluation metrics
based on sound levels introduced in Chapter 2, e.g. sound pressure level (SPL),
sound intensity level (SIL), and sound power level, etc. In most of the interna-
tional standards or regional regulations, SPLs with different weighting curves
are used for guidance when it comes to noise control. As discussed in Chapter
2, these weighting curves are used to approximate the loudness perceived by
the human hearing system at different frequencies. Some of the standardised
weighting curves, including A-filter, B-filter, and C-filter, are shown in Fig-
ure 2.12. Among them, A-weighting is the most commonly used for everyday
noise evaluation, while C-weighting is often used in addition to A-weighting
for monitoring industrial noise and some occupational related noise [206].
To describe noise impacts in more detail (i.e. long-term properties), there
have been several descriptive metrics based on SPLs, standardised by Interna-
tional Standards Organisation (ISO) in ISO 1996: Description, measurement
and assessment of environmental noise [207], as listed below:
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 LAeq ,T – the A-weighted, equivalent continuous sound pressure level av-
eraged over the measurement period, T . It is defined as:







Where pA(t) is the A-weighted instantaneous sound pressure at running
time t, and pref = 2× 10−5Pa is the threshold of the human hearing
system in terms of sound pressure. By Fourier analysis it is possible
to obtain the extended LAeq ,T,f readings in octave or 1/3 octave bands
centred on f (Hz).
 LAmax/LAmin – the maximum/minimum value that the A-weighted sound
pressure level reaches during a given measurement period. This can be
extended into LAmax/min Slow or LAmax/minS meaning the measurement is
averaged over one second, and LAmax/min Fast or LAmax/minF meaning the
measurement averaged over 0.125 seconds.
 L90/L50/L10 – the noise level exceeded for 90%/50%/10% of the mea-
surement period. L90 is used to quantify the background noise level
in a particular environment; L50 is used to describe the median of the
fluctuating noise levels; L10 is used in road traffic noise assessment.
 LDEN – the weighted noise level over a 24 hour period (‘DEN’ stands for













wherein LDay, LEvening and LNight are the long-term average day, evening,
and night SPLs in dB(A) including adjustments for sound sources and
sound character, respectively. d, e, and 24 − d − e are the number of
daytime hours, evening hours, and night hours, respectively. Kd, Ke
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and Kn are empirical adjustments for daytime, evening, and night-time,
respectively, with considerations on the increased likelihood of annoyance
or interference with activities during these periods.
On the basis of these descriptive metrics, several measuring and evaluation
methods have been developed, and some of them have been standardised. As
the content of environmental noise varies significantly and can be complex
in terms of temporal and frequency variations in different scenarios, there is
no one-size-fits-all method for the measurement and evaluation of all kinds
of noise. Generally, the choice of methodologies should be dependent on the
nature of the noise and the type of activity to which it is relevant. Some
standardised noise measurement and evaluation methods are summarised as
below.
ISO 1996
ISO 1996, titled ‘Acoustics: Description, Measurement and Assessment of En-
vironmental Noise’ [207] is one of the most widely used standards for assessing
environmental noise. The instrumentation for such acoustical measurements
should be verified and calibrated according to standards IEC 61672-1 [33],
IEC 61260 [208] and IEC 60942 [209]. The measurement procedures are de-
signed according to the characteristics of different types of environmental noise
sources such as road traffic, rail traffic, air traffic, and industrial plants. Both
long-term measurement and short-term measurements are included, and the
results are presented as Leq, Lmax/min, and LDEN in octave or 1/3 octave bands.
It is noted that this standard may underestimate the annoyance caused by low
frequency noise (typically 20–160 Hz) due to the A-weighting applied to the
measurements [210]. Under circumstances when low frequencies are of high
interest, variations on the standardised measurement procedures should be
considered in relation to specific noise problems.
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BS 4142
The British national standard BS 4142, titled ‘Method for Rating Industrial
Noise Affecting Mixed Residential and Industrial Areas’ [211], has been widely
used as a guidance for noise control and noise abatement for a long time in the
UK. In BS 4142, the specific noise level of a target sound source is calculated
by subtracting the residual and background noise from the ambient noise level.
The ambient noise level is the overall noise level measured in LAeq , including
the target sound source in the space. The residual and background noise are
measured as LAeq and L90 for all the noise in the space excluding the specific
sound source. The specific noise level obtained this way is called the rating
noise level. Some extra adjustments should be considered if the target sound
source has particular properties in the time-frequency domain, such as rich
harmonic content, impulsiveness, or intermittent behaviour. The rating noise
level is compared to the background noise level, which yields the likelihood of
annoyance due to the target sound source. Compared to ISO 1996, BS 4142 is
more convenient for applications regarding noise complaints by the community,
as it provides cues to build the relationship between the time-averaged noise
levels and the perceived annoyance. However, the robustness and effectiveness
of this relationship can be debatable under some circumstances, e.g. when
both the background noise and the target sound source levels are low, which
is common for rural areas [212]. Again, just as ISO 1996, using BS 4142 may
also underestimate the annoyance caused by low frequency noises, due to the
A-weighting measurement used.
DIN 45680
The German national standard DIN 45680, titled ‘Measurement and Assess-
ment of Low-frequency Noise Immissions’ [2], has been used as a guidance
for evaluating annoyance caused by low frequency noise. In this standard,
the non-tonal noise signal in 1/3 octave bands between 10Hz and 100Hz is
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measured in dB without any weighting filters. This frequency range exceeds
human hearing threshold in low frequencies because it is considered that low
frequency sounds can have non-auditory effects on people and cause annoy-
ance. A series of limiting values for the night-time sound levels in each 1/3
octave band is presented in DIN 45680, as shown in Table 5.1. Although this
standard is designed for evaluation of non-tonal environmental sound, some
research shows that it also corresponds well with the evaluation of disturbance
when some tonal sounds are involved, such as entertainment music in the low
frequency range [213]. This reveals the potential application of DIN 45680 in a
wider context for evaluating low frequency sounds in an outdoor environment.
Table 5.1: DIN 45680 night-time low frequency noise limits, reproduced from [2]
Frequency (Hz) 10 12.5 16 20 25 31.5 40 50 63 80 100
Sound Level (dB) 95 86.5 79 71 63 55.5 48 40 33.5 33 33.5
5.3.2 Environmental Noise Prediction
In reality, it is often not feasible or cost-effective to take direct measurements
at all potential receiver positions to obtain complete noise level data within
a space. Some extrapolation and calculation methods are required to esti-
mate the sound levels in some locations where it is impossible to carry out
measurements because of excessive background noise. There have been many
noise prediction models developed for this purpose, such as ISO 9613 [129],
Nord2000 [130], Harmonoise [131], CNOSSOS-EU [214], and ASJ RTN-Model
[215], etc. These models are designed from an engineering perspective, pre-
dicting the outdoor propagation effects of road traffic, rail traffic, and aircraft
noise from measured data by empirical equations so as to extrapolate or cal-
culate sound levels at target locations. These empirical equations are derived
from existing measurement data or numerical approximation of the relevant
theoretical equations, in terms of geomorphological conditions, meteorological
conditions, and wave phenomena such as effects of diffraction and scattering
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zones. Most such engineering methods are limited to calculations of SPLs in
dB(A) for a specific frequency range, e.g. 25–10kHz in the Nord2000 [130] and
Harmonoise [131] models. What should be noted is that the empirical equa-
tions and input parameters in different engineering models may be different
from each other, more or less, based on the specific content of sound source
for which a model is appropriate for and the level of detail required in the
modelling method. Even though some engineering models share very similar
principles and methodologies for modelling techniques with similar configura-
tions for the input, their calculated results may not agree with each other in
some cases [216]. Furthermore, most engineering models are developed on the
basis of a given local environment with the configurations calibrated by local
traffic conditions, meteorological conditions, and geomorphological conditions.
Therefore, it is essential to verify and fine-tune an engineering model before
applying it in reality within a specific area.
One of the most straightforward applications of such noise prediction mod-
els is noise mapping, which refers to a map of a region marked by colours and
contours according to the SPLs distributed within the area. In order to de-
velop a noise map for a given area, a number of measurement positions should
be selected where LAeq ,T will be measured over a long-term period (e.g. from
several months to one year). Other descriptive metrics such as LNight and
LDEN can be derived from the relevant LAeq ,T values. In order to obtain the
noise levels between the measurement positions, noise prediction models based
on engineering approaches are used to generate a map for the whole area.
Figure 5.3 shows an example of the noise map near the City of London area
produced by an engineering consultation company following the guidance of
the European Noise Directive (END) Directive 2002/49/EC project [217]. The
left part is the road traffic noise map in LDEN , and right part is the noise map
in LNight.
Whilst noise maps can provide useful cues regarding long-term time-
averaged noise levels in a visualised manner, there are some limitations when
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Figure 5.3: Noise map near the City of London area produced by an engineering
consultation company. The upper picture is the road traffic noise map in LDEN , and
lower picture is the noise map in LNight.
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environmental sounds are illustrated this way. Firstly, the types of sound
sources involved in the noise mapping are usually limited to rail traffic, road
traffic, aircraft, and industrial noise, etc. Other sources, such as entertainment
music which might be a predominant sound source in busy streets, are not con-
sidered. Secondly, noise mapping can provide only long-term time-averaged
sound levels. It cannot be used to describe dynamic sounds with short-term
variations, such as a vehicle or a train pass-by, where, in the near field, noise
levels rise significantly for several seconds as a vehicle or a train is coming, and
rapidly go down to the background noise level after it has passed. Lastly, noise
mapping does not necessarily provide an impression on what an area sounds
like. The sound environments across different areas can be extremely different
when they are heard, but they may have a similar level of long-term time-
averaged SPLs. For example, the audible experience in a residential area near
an airport is quite different from the sound perceived in a busy street, although
they may be coloured the same in a noise map due to the similarity in SPLs.
These issues can be potentially tackled using auralisation techniques with ap-
propriate modelling of sound sources, sound propagation effects, and spatial
audio reproduction. For example, Finne and Fryd [218] proposed a method
to create auralisations of road traffic noise to support the official noise maps
used by the Danish Road Administration with audible experience of what a
new road project sounds like after construction. The auralisation is based for
headphone playback and has been published online for a wide range of par-
ticipants. Binaural recordings of single vehicle pass-bys are used for rendering
sound sources with short-term dynamic variations. Most of these recordings
were taken on late evenings and nights to avoid significant background noise
(e.g. singing birds, agricultural machinery sounds, etc.). Propagation effects
are modelled according to the Nord2000 engineering method [130]. It has been
reported that there was a great deal of public interest in the auralisation of
this new road project which has improved communication with the public,
and this is now becoming a standard part of presenting future road projects
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in Denmark when noise is considered to be an important issue [218].
5.4 Soundscape Methodologies
5.4.1 Soundscape Concepts
Apart from conventional noise evaluation and prediction methods based on
SPLs, there is a growing field of soundscape studies which focuses on the
prediction and evaluation of the holistic experience of all sounds in a given
environment from a subjective listening and perceptual perspective, using a
more interdisciplinary approach. Generally, soundscape can be considered as
the aural analogy of landscape which refers to all the visible features of an area
of land. One of the most widely used definitions of the term soundscape was
proposed by Schafer as follows: [174]:
The sonic environment. Technically, any portion of the sonic en-
vironment regarded as a field for study. The term may refer to
actual environments, or to abstract constructions such as musical
compositions and tape montages, particularly when considered as
an environment.
Compared to conventional environmental noise evaluation methods based
on SPLs, soundscape analysis looks at how the sounds in an environment are
perceived by human beings together with the relevant impacts on a popula-
tion and society more generally. This is further interpreted and highlighted
in other definitions of soundscape, such as, ‘the environment of sound (sonic
environment) with emphasis on the way it is perceived and understood by the
individual, or by a society ’, proposed by Truax [219], and, ‘the acoustic envi-
ronment as perceived or experienced and/or understood by a person or people,
in context ’, defined in ISO 12913-1:2014 [220].
As can be seen from these definitions, when using soundscape methodolo-
gies, not only the negative impacts caused by unwanted environmental noise,
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but also the positive aspects of some sounds in a given environment that may
be crucial for the audible perception of the environment for informative, aes-
thetic, or epistemic reasons, should be considered, from a holistic perspective.
Therefore, soundscape is a multidisciplinary area which involves not only quan-
titative measurement and analysis of physical parameters such as SPLs, but
also qualitative study of the subjective impression of sounds in terms of how,
when and why specific sounds are preferred or not via subjective evaluation
methods such as questionnaires and/or interviews.
To study the content and nature of different soundscapes, it is necessary
to break down holistic sound environments into appropriate levels of detail,
in other words, defining categories of environmental sound to which differ-
ent sound sources belong. One of the most used categorisation methods is
that proposed by Schafer [174], in which all the sounds in an environment
can be decomposed into three main categories: keynotes, sound marks, and
sound signals. Keynotes are sounds, ‘which are heard by a particular society
continuously or frequently enough to form a background against which other
sounds are perceived’ [174]. For example, vehicle pass-by sounds can be seen
as keynotes in an urban area with busy traffic. Sound signals, by contrast,
refer to sounds which aim to draw attention for further interaction with the
environment or to take action, such as fire alarms or sirens. Sound marks
are analogous to landmarks, which are associated with the unique cultural or
historical background of the community in the given environment from a lis-
tening perspective, for example the bells ringing from York Minster which can
be heard over much of the city or York.
Another popular categorisation method found in much literature [8, 221–
224] is the division of environmental sound into natural, human, and mechan-
ical. Natural sounds refer to sounds not directly related to human activities,
such as animal sounds, wind blowing, and water flowing, etc. Human sounds
include sounds that are representative of human activity without mechanical
facilities, such as footsteps, speech, and laughter. Mechanical sounds cover
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mainly industrial activities such as traffic noise, construction noise, and air-
craft noise. This categorisation method is congruent with Schafer’s taxonomy,
and is more convenient as a guide for practical implementation of recording
and analysis of a set of soundscapes, especially when capturing a wide range
of environmental sound sources, such as the soundscape databases established
in [14] and [225].
In 2018, the ISO published the technical specifications ISO/TS 12913-
2: 2018-Soundscape-Part 2: Data collection and reporting requirements, in
which the taxonomy of soundscapes has been further broken down into lower
levels of detail, as shown in Figure 5.4. This preliminary standard provides
more detailed guidance on soundscape recordings and analysis when a wide
range of sound sources are involved. What should be noted is that there is no
strict boundary between these different categories, and a sound may belong
to multiple categories at the same time depending on context. For example,
the sounds of running water in a constructed area may be categorised as both
‘nature’ and ‘sounds generated by human activity/facility’ at the same time
according to different contexts.
5.4.2 Soundscape Evaluation
So far, such soundscape evaluation methods are still under development and
being standardised. Although there have been some preliminary standard-
ised evaluation methods published, such as in the Soundwalk Method A/B/C
in ISO/TS 12913-2: 2018-Soundscape-Part 2: Data collection and reporting
requirements, the feasibility and the validation of these methods are still debat-
able and further research is required to provide more robust evidence for their
use and efficiency [226]. As soundscape is a multidimensional phenomenon
focusing on people’s listening and perceptual experience, there are two main
methods for soundscape evaluation: subjective and objective.
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Figure 5.4: Soundscapes taxonomy proposed in ISO/TS 12913-2: 2018-
Soundscape-Part 2: Data collection and reporting requirements, reproduced after
[16].
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Subjective Evaluation
Subjective evaluation aims to understand soundscapes via observation of peo-
ple’s emotional and behavioural responses. This process is typically conducted
by using questionnaires via a soundwalk, which encourages individuals to dis-
criminatively listen to the sounds present within a space or the sound environ-
ment over a given period, and to make personal judgements about the sounds
that have heard [227]. There are a lot of methods for collecting the data of
these personal judgements. One commonly used method is semantic differen-
tial (SD) [5, 17]. When using this method, a series of bipolar pairs should be
chosen to describe the soundscape across multiple subjective dimensions, and
with a numerical scale used for each bipolar pair for participants to judge to
what extent the soundscape can be described as these polar adjectives. Figure
5.5 provides an example of semantic differential pairs used in a specific sound-
walk test [5] for evaluating an outdoor sound environment in an urban area.
Another example of SD pairs chosen by Kang and Zhang [17] in the study of
soundscapes of public spaces is shown as Figure 5.6.
Figure 5.5: An example of semantic differential pairs used for the evaluation of an
outdoor sound environment in an urban area, reproduced from [5].
As can be seen from these examples, different terms have been selected
according to the context of the different soundscapes. In fact, how to choose
suitable descriptive pairs is an inherent challenge for SD approaches. It is still
an open question as to how bipolar pairs should be interpreted and selected
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Figure 5.6: An example of semantic differential pairs chosen by Kang and Zhang
in the study of the soundscape of public spaces, reproduced from [17].
as being suitable for a specific context. Furthermore, there is still a lack of
study on the robustness of the same descriptive pairs used under different
circumstances for different context. The relationship between different pairs
can be complex, especially when participants with different nationalities or
native languages are involved, making it difficult to compare the results from
different soundscape studies, especially when various semantic differential pairs
are used. In order to tackle this issue, some methodologies have been proposed,
such as the Spatial Audio Quality Inventory (SAQI) which attempts to create a
consensus vocabulary that would be suitable for multiple languages [228], and
the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) which uses pictograms instead of words to
represent potential emotional responses to listening to a soundscape or other
stimuli in order to help streamline understanding by different participants to
some extent [8]. By correlation analysis, it is found that the SAM can be
a directly comparable and useful tool to SD for the analysis of subjective
soundscape experience [229].
Apart from soundwalk, another subjective evaluation method is narrative
interview, which aims to collect qualitative data from local experts and daily
users of a space without participating in an actual soundwalk [230]. Narra-
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tive interviews can be implemented by a series of structured and scheduled
interviews with the target participants, and/or open questionnaires for the
interviewees. On one hand, a narrative interview may enhance the compre-
hensiveness and robustness of the results as more local users and experts are
involved. On the other hand, the results from narrative interviews can be used
as a basis when tailoring questions and choosing specific semantic differential
pairs in soundwalk studies. Narrative interview is currently being developed
in addition to soundwalk towards a standard subjective soundscape evaluation
method in the technical specifications ISO/TS 12913-2: 2018-Soundscape-Part
2: Data collection and reporting requirements [16].
Objective Evaluation
The aim of objective evaluation methods is to seek appropriate objective met-
rics to describe the perception and behavioural responses of soundscapes based
on physical or statistical parameters. A wide range of acoustical and psychoa-
coustical metrics may be considered according to the context of soundscapes,
such as the SPLs, loudness, and reverberation time (RT), etc., as partly in-
troduced in Chapter 2. However, there have been numerous criticisms on the
correlation between such acoustic and psychoacoustic parameters and the per-
ceived quality of the sound environment. Therefore, in soundscape studies,
more hearing-related parameters have been proposed based on a combination
of physical parameters and statistical analyses of the results from subjective
evaluation in order to describe the perception of complex acoustic scenes in an
objective way.
For example, Fiebig et al. [231] proposed an index of evaluation of complex
traffic noise based on regression analysis of subjective evaluation results and a
series of psychoacoustic parameters including loudness, sharpness, roughness,
and impulsiveness. Lavandier and Defréville [232] proposed a descriptor de-
fined as, ‘unpleasantness of sound’, based on SPLs and the relative duration of
categories of sound sources in an urban environment (e.g. buses, motorbikes,
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children’s voices, etc.). Ricciardi et al. [233] proposed an indicator called,
‘sound quality’, based on SPLs and multiple regression of a series of subjective
perceptual variables such as ‘visual amenity’, ‘overall loudness’, etc., defined
according to a given context.
As can be seen from these examples, although a variety of soundscape
descriptors have been proposed for the evaluation of complex sound scenes,
the definitions depend heavily on the context of the specific soundscape in the
study. It is still an open question as to what extent an established objective
metric can be useful in another soundscape context which is either similar
or different from the validated condition. In order to solve this problem, a
recent research project called, ‘Soundscape Indices (SSID)’ [234], aims to de-
velop a series of descriptors that can reflect levels of human comfort in a wide
range of soundscape contexts. Multidimensional factors from the perspectives
of psychology, acoustics, psychoacoustics, neural science and physiology are
considered according to a wide range of soundscape contexts. Some more
detailed reviews of the impacts of soundscapes from the perspective of such
diverse disciplines can be found in [235–238]. The methodologies for urban
soundscape recording and questionnaire surveys implemented in SSID are pro-
posed in [239], which aim to develop a large-scale, international soundscape
database. Binaural recordings are used in SSID to restore spatial information
as if a human listener is present in the recording position. There is still a de-
bate about whether binaural measurements should be mandatory or whether
monaural recordings are sufficiently adequate, although it is found that binau-
ral recordings can render corresponding perceptual aspects more consistently
than monaural counterparts for soundscape evaluation [240]. The SSID project
is still ongoing and there are further steps to be implemented, e.g. identi-
fying key factors and their influence on soundscape quality based using the
database of psychological evaluations, developing and validating soundscape
indices based on this database and identified key factors, and demonstrating
the applicability of the identified soundscape indices in practice, etc.
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5.4.3 Soundscape Design
Although the concept and evaluation methods for soundscapes are still under
development, some elements have been already utilised in practice. Soundscape
design aims to enhance the public’s engagement with their acoustic surround-
ings through a better understanding of the nature of certain places and sounds.
There are two typical cases for the practical implementation of soundscape de-
sign – in the physical world and in the virtual world.
Soundscape design in the physical world aims to use appropriate sound
sources or sound propagation influencers so as to create a narrative for the
space, improve the acoustic comfort of the space, or create a ‘sound mark’
based on a soundscape based analysis of the natural aspects of a particular en-
vironment. The utilised sound sources might be audio recordings replayed by,
sometimes hidden, loudspeakers and public address (PA) systems, or physical
real sound emitters/propagation influencers. For example, during the period of
2008 Beijing Olympic Games, a series of insect sounds were replayed by loud-
speakers buried under the ground of the Beijing Olympic Village to enhance
the ‘natural’ experience of the area [241]. Water sources, especially fountains,
have been utilised in many public squares for soundscape design as maskers,
which not only reduce noise annoyance, but also creates a new physical, and
an associated soundscape that can benefits landscape and have impacts on
public behaviour [242, 243]. Some examples of sound propagation influencers
for soundscape design can be found in the application of sound sculptures,
which uses physical sculptures with resonating cavities tuned specifically to
the site to imitate an instrument played by, e.g. wind, or sea waves [244–246].
Most of these sound sculptures have become soundmarks as well as landmarks
which contribute not only to the soundscapes by highlighting the sense of the
‘sound of nature’, but also have aesthetic, cultural, and economic impact on
the local community [247] as an increasing number of tourists are attracted by
the sound sculptures, such as Blackpool High Tide Organ (Blackpool, UK),
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Wave Organ (San Francisco, USA), and Sea Organ (Zadar, Croatia), etc.
Soundscape design based in a virtual world uses auralisation and acoustic
modelling techniques to create soundscapes for enhancing the user’s experi-
ence or engagement with the virtual environment which can be a simulation
of the real world. For example, the engineering firm Arup Acoustic report-
edly used auralisation with 3-D VR imaging techniques to demonstrate the
impact of aircraft noise in the dwelling area near London Heathrow Airport
[248] and the noise of the high-speed trains (HS2) [249]. This is a straightfor-
ward way to demonstrate the impact of environmental noise caused by large
ongoing projects in reality which can influence the modification of proposed
project designs through simply listening. It was reported that 25,000 people
have listened to the HS2 auralisations during public consultation [249], which
shows the strength of auralisation techniques in soundscape design for public’s
engagement. This is congruent with the findings in Finne and Fryd’s study on
auralisation for planning new roads [218], revealing that some natural sounds
(e.g. birds singing) should be added to road traffic noise for such an auralisa-
tion so as to enhance the holistic context of the soundscape.
Another example of using auralisation in the creation of soundscapes for
engaging with the public is the ‘Listening to the Commons’ project [250] from
the University of York, which aimed to ’recover the soundscape of debate as
experienced by women listening through a ventilator in the historic House of
Commons c. 1800-34 ’. The results of that auralisation were presented in the
2018 ‘Voice and Vote’ exhibition at which most visitors were not acousticians
[251]. It is proved that such an auralisation can be helpful for the visitors to
engage with the digital outputs and recover women’s experience of politics c.
1800-34.
What should be noted is that there is no standardised method for sound-
scape auralisation, and the resultant auralised scenes may vary significantly,
depending on the methods and algorithms used. It is therefore important to
use appropriate auralisation techniques carefully and tactfully according to
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the context of the sound environment, the reasons for requiring an auralisa-
tion in that place, as well as the practical restrictions (e.g. available data,
real-time performance). It is also important to verify the plausibility of the
final auralisation before wider public demonstration.
5.5 Summary
This chapter has covered the topic of environmental sound, including the un-
derlying aspects of the definition, categorisation, impacts, evaluation and pre-
diction methods, and the use of soundscape concepts and methodologies for
public engagement. The aim of the literature review in this chapter is to
find the potential and challenges of using auralisation techniques to support
conventional noise evaluation/prediction methods and soundscape studies, es-
pecially for the traffic noise in an urban environment which is of high interest
in this study.
After an overview of relevant literature, it is found that although environ-
mental noise has negative influences on our perception of the environment and
personal health, it is not sufficient to use conventional noise evaluation and
prediction methods based on SPLs to fully understand the impacts caused by
environmental sounds. This can be potentially or partly fixed by using aural-
isation techniques. From the perspective of soundscape, auralisation can also
be a powerful tool for rendering audible experiences which is useful for the
study of soundscape evaluation and soundscape design. As there has been no
standardised method for environmental sound auralisation so far, the resul-
tant auralised scenes may vary significantly, depending on the methods and
algorithms used in the associated auralisation framework. These gaps provide
the context for the following two chapters of this thesis: to develop a traf-
fic flow auralisation framework (presented in Chapter 6), and to evaluate the
plausibility of the proposed auralisation framework (presented in Chapter 7).
Chapter 6
Developing an Auralisation
Framework for Vehicle Pass-bys
using Procedural Audio
Based on the review of auralisation, procedural audio, and environmental
sound in Chapters 3, 4, and 5, there seems to be a strong case for the de-
velopment and deployment of an auralisation framework for environmental
sound using procedural audio. Indeed, there have been several studies that
take advantage of procedural audio in terms of its dynamic flexibility for cre-
ating natural sounds such as rain drops [171], fire [170], wind [169], etc., and
human sounds such as footsteps [159]. Most of these approaches are developed
for sound design purposes and used in video games and films instead of au-
ralisation purposes from an engineering perspective. On the other hand, most
of the existing auralisation studies in environmental noise, e.g. traffic noise
[117, 126, 252], aircraft noise [253–255], and railway noise [111, 256] are based
on in-situ or anechoic recordings, which has very limited flexibility for wide
disseminating and interactive demonstration. Therefore, it is worthwhile to
think about taking advantages of procedural audio in terms of flexibility and
interactivity as applied to the auralisation of urban soundscapes which hold
possibilities beyond the domain of urban planning and environmental noise as-
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sessment procedures, to a plethora of potential public engagement and artistic
initiatives aimed at strengthening human-environment relationships [5]. The
rest of this thesis will concentrate on exploring how such techniques might be
combined and implemented in practice, what can be achieved, and to what
extent such approaches are effective.
Road traffic noise has been chosen for exploring the auralisation techniques
with procedural audio. There are several reasons for this choice. Firstly, it
is one of the most common noise sources to be evaluated and managed in
our daily lives, and the auralisation of traffic noise is crucial for conventional
noise studies and soundscape research. As discussed in Chapter 3, a series
of existing studies on the auralisation of road traffic noise has already been
implemented, which can be used as a reference when considering procedural
audio alternatives. Secondly, it is often not convenient or cost-effective to get
all the required recordings for various noise sources in a road traffic scenario
as anechoic recordings from different vehicle types running at different speeds
and different driving patterns may be needed to make the auralisation vari-
able and interactive. Procedural audio, according to the discussion in Chapter
4, has the advantage of such flexibility, which can be potentially utilised for
rendering a wide range of vehicle sounds by tuning algorithms. Thirdly, as
discussed in Chapter 4, the cost of computational resources is variable in pro-
cedural audio approaches, so there is a possibility to implement auralisation on
different platforms with limited computational conditions, e.g. mobile devices
and web platforms. This unique feature may be used to potentially extend the
application scenarios for auralisation, which needs to be further investigated.
As yet, there are no standardised methods for traffic noise auralisation,
and the resultant modelled scenes may vary significantly, depending on the
methods and algorithms used. An auralisation framework for road traffic noise
at a microscopic urban scene is therefore devised in this chapter to explore the
possibility and feasibility of procedural audio in such a virtual acoustic envi-
ronment, through a combination of sound source modelling, sound propagation
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modelling, and spatial audio reproduction. Here ‘a microscopic urban scene’
means the effect of individual vehicle and building surfaces should be consid-
ered in such an urban scene. A typical microscopic urban scene is the perceived
scene of a person when he/she is standing at a city square or walking along a
street in the city.
Figure 6.1 demonstrates an example of such a microscopic urban scene,
which is a simulated urban intersection rendered in [18]. As can be seen from
this figure, there are multiple types of sound sources, including cars, trams,
and pedestrians in a microscopic urban scene. For such an auralisation, the
effects of different sound sources and building surfaces should be considered
individually.
Figure 6.1: An example of a microscopic urban scene rendering, reproduced from
[18].
This chapter will document the process of the development of the aural-
isation framework for such a microscopic urban scene. Whereas an overview
of auralisation and procedural audio has been presented in Chapters 3 and 4,
this chapter goes into more detail about what has been adopted and how the
related models are developed and implemented.
This chapter is organised as follows: firstly it documents the methodol-
ogy used to establish the source modelling for a single pass-by vehicle using
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procedural audio methods. Secondly, it deals with some imperative sound
propagation effects for a moving vehicle in a microscopic urban scene, includ-
ing distance attenuation, early reflections, and Doppler shift. Thirdly, binaural
sound reproduction with HRTF processing is introduced for spatial audio ren-
dering. Traffic flow auralisation is achieved by adding multiple auralised single
vehicle pass-by sounds with a variety of vehicle types, speeds, and driving pat-
terns, according to the descriptive parameters of the traffic flow. While the
process described here is considered flexible for a variety of different scenarios,
the algorithms should be tailored and tuned for specific scenarios. A compari-
son between the developed auralisation framework using procedural audio and
its counterpart based on recording-based audio for a particular urban scene
will be presented in the next chapter, so as to evaluate the perceived plausibil-
ity and validate the feasibility of using procedural audio approaches for road
traffic noise auralisation.
6.1 Single Vehicle Pass-by Sound Source Mod-
elling
According to some relevant studies in road traffic noise [119, 257, 258], a vehicle
pass-by noise is mainly composed of engine sound and tyre noise. These two
types of sounds contribute differently to the overall pass-by sound, depend-
ing on the vehicle model, operating conditions, and road materials, etc. For
example, tyre noise would be the dominant noise source on an open highway,
whilst the engine sound plays a more important role when a vehicle climbs
a slope at low speed [259]. As there are substantial differences between the
mechanism and audible impression on engine sound and tyre noise, these two
types of sounds are simulated individually and combined in this thesis, which is
congruent with the methodology in some other road traffic auralisation studies
[112, 117, 119, 252, 260], as discussed in Chapter 3.
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6.1.1 Engine Sound Synthesis
A vehicle typically has either a gasoline engine or a diesel engine. In theory,
these two types of engines are both internal combustion engines which are
designed to convert the chemical energy in fuel into mechanical energy. Sound
emitted from an internal combustion engine is mainly composed of combustion
noise, piston slap noise, gear noise, valve knock, and fuel pump noise, etc.
[261]. As discussed in Chapters 3 and 5, synthetic sounds can be used in
environmental sound studies to fulfil the requirement to vary the control of
different sound parameters. In this thesis, procedural audio techniques are
used for engine sound synthesis, by which the model can be highly dynamic,
flexible, and interactive.
From an auralisation perspective, two main methods can be considered
for modelling the time-varying engine sound. The first type is recording-based,
analysis-synthesis methods. A series of recordings should be taken with con-
trolled parameters such as engine speed, engine load, and engine order, etc.
The analysis part breaks up the recording into constituent pieces which store
the information of the engine sound under different conditions. These ele-
ments are concatenated accordingly in the synthesis part via signal processing
techniques such as looping, crossfading, and pitch-shifting, etc., to achieve a
range of variations. For instance, an enhanced pitch-synchronous overlap-and-
add (PSOLA) algorithm is used in the granular synthesis model for engine
sound synthesis proposed by Jagla et al. [262]. Although the results have
been reported being realistic in some video games [164] and driving simulation
applications [263], the most obvious drawback of these recording-based meth-
ods is inflexibility. The possible variations depend primarily on the range of
recorded source signals, and it can be difficult or time-consuming to obtain all
the required recordings for the full range of possible variation. Although there
have been studies on interpolating and extrapolating between the recordings
using signal processing methods (e.g. Spectral Modelling Synthesis as used in
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[117]) to enhance the flexibility, there are compromises in other aspects, such
as real-time performance, or audible artefacts under some circumstances.
The second type of engine sound modelling method is the so-called physical-
based model, which abstract mathematical models from the engine running
mechanism and synthesize engine sounds by simulating the behaviour of the
relevant components in an engine at different engine running conditions. As
no recordings are involved in the physical-based models, these models are fully
data-driven, which means any recording-related restrictions do not constrain
flexibility. If a physical-based model can be run in real-time, it coincides with
the concept of procedural audio discussed in Chapter 4, which is of high in-
terest in this thesis regarding the potential benefits of procedural audio for
auralisation of urban soundscapes.
To implement an auralisation framework for road traffic noise using pro-
cedural audio, a physical-based model for engine sound synthesis is developed
in this chapter. This model is based on the physical-based modelling method
proposed by Baldan et al. [264], which is a modified version of Farnell’s pro-
cedural audio model for car sound synthesis [13] offering an improvement of
timbre at high engine speeds with higher-order harmonics. Before describing
the physical-based model developed here in detail, it is useful to have an under-
standing of how an internal combustion engine works and how engine sounds
are produced.
1) Engine Sound Mechanism
Figure 6.2 demonstrates the principle of a four-stroke engine which is
widely used for typical gasoline engines. There are four distinct strokes in
a complete operating cycle, which are called intake, compression, power, and
exhaust, respectively [265].
In the intake stroke, a mixture of air and fuel is absorbed into the combus-
tion chamber, with the intake valve open. The piston moves downwards within
the cylinder until it reaches the bottom position (bottom dead centre, BDC).
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Figure 6.2: Principle of a four-stroke engine, reproduced from [19].
The intake valve closes gradually whilst the moving direction of the piston is
changing, and the combustion chamber is fully sealed at the beginning of the
compression stroke. In the compression stroke, the mixture of air and fuel is
squeezed in the combustion chamber by the upward moving piston. According
to the gas laws, the temperature inside the combustion chamber will increase
until the piston moves to the top position (top dead centre, TDC). The ignition
occurs with the piston at TDC, which is the beginning of the power stroke.
This combustion is a rapid process and energy releases in the form of heat,
which is then transferred into the mechanical energy of the piston, forcing it
to move downwards quickly. The reciprocating motion of the piston is then
converted into rotary motion of the crankshaft by the connecting rod – which
is how energy is transferred into rotating the wheels. The exhaust valve will
open the second time the piston reaches BDC, and gases are expelled from the
combustion chamber and released to the environment via the exhaust system
in the exhaust stroke. The piston has two complete back-and-forth movements
within the cylinder, and the crankshaft rotates two revolutions (720 degrees)
within one complete four-stroke cycle. The intake valve and the exhaust valve
only open for one-fourth of the complete four-stroke cycle, on every other cycle
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of the crankshaft. This four-stroke cycle keeps going as long as the air and
fuel are supplied.
Following the basic assumption in some engine sound synthesis models
[13, 117, 266], the compression stroke and the power stroke do not significantly
contribute to the characteristics of the engine sound since both the intake valve
and the exhaust valve are closed. The combustion chamber itself is made of
very thick and dense material which works efficiently for sound insulation [13].
Therefore, the acoustical characteristics of an engine are mainly represented
by the sound produced by the intake stroke and the exhaust stroke, while the
vibration of the engine block caused by the pistons’ movement and fuel ignition
contributes a ‘dull thud’ effect to the overall timbre. The exhaust gas plays a
more important role in the engine sound properties because it is expelled to
the atmosphere at high pressures. Furthermore, the exhaust gas also causes
resonance inside the pipes of the exhaust system, which is simulated by a delay
line with feedback loops in Farnell’s model [13]. In their research, Baldan et
al. [264] improved the method of simulating resonance effects by implementing
digital waveguides, which are used to approximate the interactions occurring
inside real pipes.
2) Modelling of valve and piston motions
According to relevant traffic noise auralisation studies [117, 252, 262], the
sound pressure emission signal of the engine sound se(t) can be assumed to
consist of a tonal part and a stochastic part:
se(t) = setonal(t) + sestocastic(t) (6.1)
In some studies [117, 267], Spectral Modelling Synthesis (SMS) is used,
which in theory can provide full control over the influencing signal parameters
according to Fourier Series. However, the results from these studies show that a
large number of sinusoidal components are required for capturing the rich tonal
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content of the engine sounds at high frequencies. This is not compatible with
the idea of procedural audio here in terms of real-time performance according
to the discussion in Chapter 4. On the other hand, some physically informed
modelling techniques have been implemented, which potentially provide intu-
itive control of the sound synthesis process as well as real-time performance
for procedural audio, such as the models already mentioned, as developed by
Farnell [13] and Baldan [264]. In this thesis, a physically informed engine
sound synthesis model is proposed, which is a modified version of Farnell’s
and Baldan’s related work, with real-time performance suitable for procedural
audio implementation.
The block diagram of the proposed engine sound synthesis model is shown
in Figure 6.3. The engine speed N(t) refers to the revolution speed of the
crankshaft, which is often represented in revolutions per minute (RPM). The
engine load refers to the external restraining torque being applied to the engine,
which is often represented in torque (Nm). In this model, the engine load
is normalised and described in percentage M(t)%. M(t) = 100% means the
engine is at full load, whileM(t) = 0 means the engine is idling. The crankshaft
revolution patterns can be described by these two parameters, in the form of
a variable sawtooth wave. Each ramp of the sawtooth wave corresponds to
two full revolutions of the crankshaft, according to the mechanism of a four-
stroke engine. The frequency of the sawtooth wave is variable according to the
instantaneous engine speed and engine load with a low-pass filter simulating
the inertia effect to avoid the sound changing too quickly when the engine
status changes [13].
Figure 6.4 illustrates how the main components are arranged and con-
nected inside a gasoline engine with overhead camshaft configuration. Most
engines have multiple cylinders working synchronously. The crankshaft is con-
nected to pistons by rods. While the engine is running, these pistons move
back and forth within cylinders, propelled by the energy generated from the
combustion of the mixture of air and fuel in the combustion chamber. The
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Figure 6.3: Block diagram of the proposed physical-based engine sound synthesis
model.
cylinders are distributed along the crankshaft either in a flat-plane configura-
tion or a cross-plane configuration. A flat-plane crankshaft has an arrangement
of 0 or 180 degrees between crank throws as shown in Figure 6.5(a), while a
cross-plane crankshaft has 90 degrees rotation between the neighbouring crank
throws as shown in Figure 6.5(b). Both of these configurations can be equally
shifted in phase and uniformly distribute power to the crankshaft. From an
acoustic perspective, the most significant influence of different crankshaft de-
sign is the firing order [268]. In simpler words, for the flat-plane crankshaft
design, every time the crankshaft rotates by 180 degrees, one of the cylinders
fires, while for the cross-plane crankshaft design, for every 90 degrees that the
crank turns, a cylinder fires. Considering the mechanical properties, vehicle
performance, and the preferences of consumers, the cross-plane crank with
even firing pattern design is mainly used in engines with multiples of 8 cylin-
ders, whilst the flat-plane crank configuration is mostly used in engines with
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4 or 6 cylinders.
Figure 6.4: Layout of the main components inside a gasoline engine with overhead
camshaft configuration, reproduced from [20].
The motion of the intake valve and the exhaust valve is also controlled
by the crankshaft revolution, which is done by the camshaft appropriately
connected to the crankshaft and the cams next to the pistons so that these
valves can open and close at the correct times concerning the motion of the
crankshaft and the pistons, as shown in Figure 6.4. In the procedural audio
model proposed by Baldan [264], the motion of these valves are represented
by the positive half of a sine wave that corresponds to a quarter of the engine
operating phase cycle. It means that the opening/closing time for each valve is
fixed when the engine speed is constant. During recent years, the variable valve
timing (VVT) technique has been widely used in a lot of gasoline engines [269].
From an acoustic point of view, VVT can modify the timbre of the engine sound
as the valve opening/closing time is variable according to the instantaneous
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Figure 6.5: (a) Flat-plane crankshaft configuration vs. (b) Cross-plane crankshaft
configuration, reproduced from [21, 22].
engine speed rather than fixed to the phase angle of the crankshaft.
In this thesis, an improved procedural audio model for engine sound syn-
thesis including VVT effects is described as follows:
 The motion of the intake valve:
i(x) =







x is the engine phase during one complete four-stroke cycle.
Here one complete four-stroke cycle means two full revolu-
tions of the crankshaft, which corresponds to a ramp in the
sawtooth wave in Figure 6.3. 0 < x < 1
4
refers to the first
quarter of the four-stroke cycle (or first half-revolution of the
crankshaft).
Li(N) is a scaling factor representing the variable lift of the
intake valve for VVT.
φi(N) is a phase-shifting factor representing the variable phase
of VVT.
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At high engine speed, a larger Li value means that the lift quickens air
intake and exhaust, while at lower speeds such lifts decrease to a smaller
value of Li, degrading the mixing process of fuel and air. Basically, the
phase-shifting factor φi(N) varies the valve time by shifting the phase
angle of the camshafts connected to the crankshaft. For example, in some
gasoline engines, the camshaft can be rotated in advance by 25 degrees
for the intake valve to enable earlier intake for better engine performance,
which happens between 1500 and 2000 RPM and over 5000 RPM of the
crankshaft [270].
 The motion of the exhaust valve:
e(x) =

−Le(N)sin(4πx+ φe(N)) 34 < x < 1
0 otherwise
(6.3)
The expression is similar to the intake valve, except that the motion is
shifted to the last quarter of the four-stroke cycle.
 The periodic motion of piston:
p(x) = Apiscos(4πx), 0 < x < 1 (6.4)
where Apis is the maximum distance from its equilibrium position.
As the piston is connected to the crankshaft by the connecting rod, its
periodic motion can be represented by a cosine wave which has two com-
plete back-and-forth movements within one complete four-stroke cycle.
 Fuel ignition: When combustion occurs, there is a prompt increase of
pressure inside the combustion chamber, which changes the moving pat-
tern of the piston represented as the positive half of a sine wave, shifted
at the beginning of the expansion phase and scaled by a parameter t,
which represents the time (relative to the full engine cycle) needed by
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the fuel to explode[264].
In this thesis, there is an extra consideration of the ignition timing which
refers to the timing of the release of a spark in the combustion chamber
relative to the current piston position and crankshaft angle. Ignition
timing is an essential operating parameter that affects spark ignition
engine performance and efficiency [271]. In some other procedural audio
models [13, 264], it is assumed that the fuel ignition happens just before
the top dead centre (TDC). In fact, for most modern engines, the ignition
timing is usually variable and can be tuned in real-time by an electronic
control unit based on the instantaneous engine speed and engine load
[272]. From an acoustical point of view, the variation of ignition timing
has an impact on the motion of the piston by an additional displacement,
modifiying the timbre of the engine to some extent. The additional
displacement of the piston can be expressed as Equation 6.5, which is
caused by the combustion within the combustion chamber because of a
sudden increment in pressure for each four-stroke cycle :
s(x) =

Apissin(2π(xt+ φign(N,M)) 0 < x < t
0 otherwise
(6.5)
where φign(N,M) is the phase shift due to the variation of ignition tim-
ing, which is mainly determined by the instantaneous engine speed N(t)
and the engine load M(t), as well as some other factors such as the the
fuel composition, the type of fuel injectors, and the type/condition of
the spark plugs, etc. [271, 272].
3) Modelling of intake system and exhaust system
From an acoustic perspective, both the intake system and the exhaust
system are composed of a set of pipes connected to the cylinders, in which
resonances occur when the air and the gas flow inside the pipes. Following
the methodology in Baldan’s model [264], these pipe resonances are modelled
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using digital waveguide modelling, which is a physical modelling synthesis
technique made up of delay lines, digital filters, often with non-linear elements,
e.g. frequency-dependent losses [273]. Digital waveguide modelling is usually
used for synthesising string or wind instruments, such as the plucked string
discussed in Chapter 4. Here a 1-D digital waveguide model is used to simulate
the aerodynamic interaction within the intake system and the exhaust system.
Two delay lines compose the basic unit of the 1-D digital waveguide with
different gains, wherein the output of each line is fed into the input of the
other, as shown in Figure 6.6. The forward input signal and the forward
output signal are denoted as x0[n], and y0[n] in discrete time, respectively,
with k samples delay. The discrete backward input signal and the backward
output signal are denoted as x1[n], and y1[n], respectively, with k samples
delay.
Constructive and destructive interference occurs due to the original signal
interacting with the delayed waves, which represent the resonant modes of the
modelled pipe. This way, it is convenient to approximate the behaviour of the
sound waves in a real pipe: a sound wave enters from one side of the pipe,
propagates through the pipe for a short period of time to the end, with some
energy reflected and some dissipated during the process. The gain factors of
the forward and backward delay lines are denoted as g0 and g1, respectively. A
positive gain factor preserves the phase of the signal, whereas a negative gain
factor inverts the phase of the signal.
A set of digital waveguides can be connected, either in series or in parallel,
to simulate complex acoustic properties of the intake system and the exhaust
system composed of multiple pipes in different configurations. The parallel
connection is achieved by summing all the parallel outputs into a single receiv-
ing input, or equally dividing a single output across all the receiving inputs.
To obtain series connections, the forward output of the first waveguide should
be fed into the forward input of the second waveguide, the backward output of
the second waveguide should be fed into the backward input of the first waveg-
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Figure 6.6: The basic unit of the 1-D digital waveguide with different gains. x0[n]
is the forward input signal; g0 is the forward gain factor; y0[n] is the forward output
signal; x1[n] is the backward input signal; g1 is the backward gain factor; y1[n] is the
backward output signal.
uide. Both the intake system and the exhaust system can be modelled by a
set of digital waveguides connected in series or parallel, representing different
configuration patterns of the pipes. Figure 6.7 illustrates an example of such
a model for pipes connected in series. Each pipe segment is represented by a
digital waveguide. The varied cross-sectional areas of the pipes A1, A2, ..., An
are modelled by different gain factors, which represent the changes of acoustic
impedance for a sound wave travelling through different pipe segments. The
varied lengths of these pipes L1, L2, ..., Ln are modelled by different delays
in samples, which represent the delay for a sound wave travelling through
different pipe segments. Following the methodology in the study [264], fixed
feedback values (-0.5 for intakes, 0.1 for extractors) are used for the free end,
while variable feedback values are set on the valve end, according to the modu-
lation caused by the corresponding motion of the intake valve and the exhaust
valve.
The exhaust gas from each combustion chamber is collected into a straight
exhaust pipe in parallel and then carried to the muffler installed along the ex-
haust pipe before it is expelled into the environment. A muffler is a designed
structure for reducing the amount of noise at certain frequencies emitted by
a vehicle. In Baldan’s model [264, 274], a muffler is modelled by four inde-
pendent, partially reflecting waveguides, in which zero reflection provides no
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Figure 6.7: Illustration of the intake/exhaust system by pipes connected in series,
which can be modelled by digital waveguide elements. The varied cross-sectional
areas of the pipes A1, A2, ..., An are modelled by different gain factors. The varied
lengths of the pipes L1, L2, ..., Ln are modelled by different delays in samples. Fixed
feedback values are used for the free end, while variable feedback values are set on
the valve end.
silencing, while a feedback factor of one represents a perfectly silent muffler.
This method results in the effect of Helmholtz resonance, which reflects the
sound waves at certain frequencies back towards the source and prevents sound
from being transmitted along the pipe. For each digital waveguide unit, the
delay lines are set so that it has a unique formant (sharp peak) in its frequency
response.
In this thesis, sound absorption by the muffler perforation is also consid-
ered in addition to the Helmholtz resonances, because perforated pipes have
been widely used in modern engine design to improve the wide-band perfor-
mance of the muffler [275]. The extra sound absorption caused by the per-
forations is modelled by a series of low-pass filters connected in parallel with
the digital waveguides. Yasuda et al. [276] proposed an acoustic-electronic
analogy approach, which is used in this thesis to estimate the cutoff frequen-
cies of these low-pass filters to simulate the sound absorption caused by the
perforated muffler.
4) Physical-based modelling synthesis of engine sound
The ‘voice’ of an engine is mainly determined by the exhaust gas ex-
pelled from the outlet connected to the muffler, modulated by the motion
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of the exhaust valve. Apart from the exhaust sound, the intake sound and
the mechanical vibration caused by the pistons’ motion and fuel ignition also
contribute to the timbre of the engine sound.
A synthetic engine sound can be created following the flowchart in Figure
6.3. The intake system is fed with low-pass and band-pass filtered white noise,
which represents the air/fuel mixture breathing into the intake system. A time-
varying low-pass filter and time-varying band-pass filter are utilised to simulate
the turbulence of the air/fuel mixture during the intake stroke because of the
variation on the components and temperature of the mixture. The filtered
noise signal is then fed into a set of digital waveguides, with fixed feedback
on the free end and variable feedback on the intake valve end according to
the modulation caused by the corresponding motion of the intake valve. The
simulated intake noise can be represented by the time domain signal se1(t)
picked up from the free end.
The mechanical vibration is caused by the periodic motion of the pistons
plus the transient displacement caused by fuel ignition. This simulated vibra-
tion is then fed into a low-pass filter representing the damping effect caused by
the engine block, so as to get the time domain signal se2(t) which represents
the mechanical vibration sound.
The exhaust system is fed with another low-pass filtered and band-pass
filtered white noise, which represents the exhaust gas expelled into the envi-
ronment. The energy of the exhaust gas is much higher than that of the intake
gas flow, which results in higher amplitudes of the filtered white noise. The
filtered white noise is then fed into a set of digital waveguides representing the
pipe resonances and the muffler effects, with fixed feedback on the free end
and variable feedback on the exhaust valve end according to the modulation
caused by the corresponding motion of the exhaust valve. The exhaust noise
is then represented by the time domain signal se3(t) picked up from the free
end.
The synthetic engine sound signal in the time domain can be obtained
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by the weighted sum of the simulated intake noise, mechanical vibration, and
exhaust noise, expressed in equation:
se(t) = Ae1se1(t) + Ae2se2(t) + Ae3se3(t) (6.6)
where Ae1, Ae2, and Ae3 are positive weighting parameters for the intake
sound, mechanical sound, and the exhaust sound, respectively. These weight-
ing parameters should be tuned according to the listening position and the
specific structure and configuration of the engine. For example, for pass-by
vehicles, exhaust gas plays the most critical role in the engine sound proper-
ties because it is expelled to the atmosphere at high pressures so Ae3 should be
set with a relatively high value, while the mechanical vibration can be heard
more obviously in-cabin as a relatively large portion of energy is transmitted
via the chassis of the vehicle [277], so a greater Ae2 should be considered.
6.1.2 Tyre noise synthesis
In some vehicle pass-by auralisation studies, tyre noise is synthesised based on a
physical model [118, 278] or a database of roadside recordings [279, 280]. These
methods, however, are not suitable for the procedural audio implementation in
the proposed auralisation framework because they are either too complicated
and computationally intensive for real-time performance, or use recordings that
are not congruent with the concept of procedural audio. In the study [119],
an engineering model is developed for the European Harmonoise project (de-
scribed as the ‘Harmonoise tyre noise model’) which can be used to calculate
the time-averaged SPLs from road traffic noise. The SPLs of road/tyre noise
close to the tyre are given as functions of frequency, vehicle speed, and vehicle
category. As discussed in Chapter 3, there are five main categories of vehi-
cles defined in the Harmonoise tyre noise model (light vehicles, medium-sized
vehicles, heavy vehicles, other heavy vehicles, and two wheelers). Compared
to some physical models of tyre noise (e.g.SPERoN model [118, 278]) which
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are computationally intensive in terms of calculating the contact patterns for
the road-rubber system, the Harmonoise model can be implemented by a set
of one-third octave-band filters to approximate the spectra of tyre noise. In
this way, it is feasible to create an audible sense of tyre noise for vehicle pass-
bys in real-time. As no recordings are involved during the whole process,
this engineering model fulfils the requirement of procedural audio in terms of
‘not recorded, not pre-sequenced sounds’. Therefore, the Harmonoise model is
utilised for tyre noise synthesis in this thesis.
The frequency dependent relationship between the vehicle speed and the
SPLs of the corresponding one-third octave bands can be established following
Equation 3.27 introduced in Chapter 6. The regression parameters at and
bt presented in the Harmonoise model [119] are used, which are derived by
the measured data from a series of vehicles. On top of the Equation 3.27,
the following additional corrections are considered according to the methods
proposed in [117, 119]:
 Road surface correction ∆Lroad: In the original Harmonoise model, ∆Lroad
is considered as a simple frequency independent correction item derived
from two different surface materials [119]. A more recently published
frequency dependent correction method in octave bands is proposed in
the European CNOSSOS-EU project [281], in the form of:






where αroad and βroad are regression parameters calculated from 15 dif-
ferent road surface types, v is the constant vehicle speed, and vref is the
reference speed set as 70km/h. This more detailed road surface correc-
tion method has been implemented in the vehicle pass-by auralisation
model proposed by Pieren et al. [117]. It can also be implemented in a
procedural audio context for the proposed auralisation model in this the-
sis as this additional additive correction term in octave bands does not
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increase the overall complexity of the algorithm for tyre noise synthesis
based on one-third octave bands [282]. In other words, this octave-band
correction method has little impact on the real-time performance for the
Harmonoise model for tyre noise synthesis.
 Directivity correction ∆LD: In the original Harmonoise model, direc-
tivity correction is considered for the vertical plane and the horizontal
plane, respectively, as a function of frequency and angles, expressed as:
∆LD(f, ϕ, ψ) = ∆LH(f, ϕ) + ∆LV (f, ψ) (6.8)
where f is frequency in Hz, ϕ is the angle between the source and the
receiver in the horizontal plane, ψ is the angle between the source and
the receiver in the vertical plane. The vertical directivity represents the
sound insulation effect by the vehicle body, while the horizontal direc-
tivity simulates the horn effect of the rolling tyre [283].
The vertical directivity correction is presented in a series of empirical
equations in one-third octave bands, for the source heights 0.01m, 0.3m,
and 0.75m, respectively. It is assumed that the vertical directivity is
the same for all horizontal angles for a vehicle pass-by scene [119]. For
horizontal directivity correction, some studies [119, 217] have revealed
that the empirical equations for different vehicle categories, or for dif-
ferent brands/models in the same category, may be different from each
other. As it is infeasible to measure every pass-by vehicle in terms of the
horizontal directivity correction parameters, in this thesis, the following
empirical equation can be considered for all types of pass-by vehicles if
directivity patterns are required. This empirical equation is derived from
a series of measurements for the pass-by sounds of a mid-sized vehicle
[119]:
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∆LH(f, ϕ) =

(−2.5 + 4 |cos(ϕ)|
√
cos(ψ), 800Hz < f < 6300Hz
0, otherwise
(6.9)
However, in this thesis, this directivity correction has not been imple-
mented in practice in the plausibility evaluation stage, because it is claimed
that the empirical equation still needs to be further validated with more mea-
surements [119].
Some other correction terms, such as the wetness, age, and temperature
of the road, are not considered as these are assumed not as important as the
road surface patterns for the audible perception of the tyre noise [75]. Ac-
celeration/deceleration is not considered either because the correction method
in the Harmonoise model is relatively imprecise and is required to be further
verified [119].
The final near field SPL of tyre rolling noise, with additional corrections
for road surface and directivity patterns, used for tyre noise synthesis in this
thesis can be expressed as:
Lrolling = Lt(f) + ∆Lroad(v) + LD(f, ϕ, ψ) (6.10)
= at(f) + bt(f)log(
v
vref
) + αroad + βroadlog(
v
vref
) +∆LH(f, ϕ) + ∆LV (f, ψ)
(6.11)
The synthetic tyre rolling noise signal in the time domain can be obtained







20 · snoise,k(t) (6.12)
where:
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N is the number of one-third octave bands.
pref = 2× 10−5Pa is the reference pressure
snoise,k(t) is the white noise filtered with the one-third octave bands filter
in the kth frequency bin.
6.1.3 Sound source modelling for a vehicle pass-by
Following the steps in Section 6.1.1 and 6.1.2, it is possible to generate the
synthetic engine sound signal and the tyre rolling noise signal in the time do-
main. No recordings are involved during these synthesis processes. According
to the relevant studies in road traffic noise, [119, 257, 258], these two types
of sounds contribute differently to the overall pass-by noise depending on the
vehicle models, operating conditions, and road materials, etc.
The next step for creating the sound source for a vehicle pass-by is to
combine the synthetic engine sound and the tyre rolling noise as a weighted
sum. As in the Harmonoise model, the sound source of a vehicle pass-by is
represented by two point sources at different heights, with an 80%/20% sound
power distribution between them. The pass-by sound signals can be expressed
as:














where s1v and s2v are sound signals for the lower and upper sources in
the Harmonoise model, 1√
5
is the normalisation factor coherent with the the
80%/20% energy distribution. A1v, A2v and B1v, B2v are weighting parameters
for the engine sound and the tyre rolling noise, respectively. To get precise
values for these weighting parameters, it is useful to take in-situ measurement
of the vehicle pass-by sound, and then identify the sound energy emitted from
the engine and the tyres separately for calculating the corresponding weighting
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parameters. Microphone array techniques as used for sound source localisation
or identification can be used for this task, such as beamforming [284, 285], or
nonlinear time mapping [286]. It is possible to get the spectra of noise emitted
from the positions of the engine and the wheels for a vehicle pass-by with such
measurements, and then use source-to-microphone transfer matrix methods
to assign the corresponding strength at the heights of point sources in the
Harmonoise model (0.01m, 0.3m/0.75m), expressed as the following equation:
Em = Cm,s ·Ws (6.15)
where Em is the SPL(dB) obtained at the m
th microphone, Cm,s is the
transfer function which is determined by the layout of the transfer array, and
Ws is the sound power of the source.
However, it is still not an easy task to find appropriate values for these
weighting parameters in this way. For instance, the weighing parameters A1v,
A2v and B1v, B2v may be influenced by many factors, such as the vehicle speed,
gear engagement status, the engine load, the acceleration/deceleration status,
and the road surface, etc. It is difficult and too cumbersome to control all of
these variables when taking acoustic measurements to obtain these weighting
parameters. The weighting parameters acquired for one vehicle model may
also not be suitable for another vehicle model, as they are designed by different
manufacturers using different material, structures, and configurations for the
engines and the tyres.
In fact, in most video games and VR applications, the engine/tyre sound
balance is subjectively tuned by sound designers through formal or informal
listening tests. The resulting realism is situated in a space between reality
and fantasy: a ‘cinematic realism’ to fill the gap left by the lack of sensory
information presented to the player [287]. Although results are not as physi-
cally accurate as those obtained from in-situ acoustic measurement, they can
be both time-saving and convenient in implementation, and still achieve suit-
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ably plausible sounding results for game play or interactive applications in a
virtual environment. Therefore, it is necessary to choose appropriate methods
for balancing the engine sound and the tyre rolling noise for a vehicle pass-by
according to the purpose of the required auralisation.
In this thesis, the level balance between engine and tyre rolling sound
is conducted following the guidance of the Harmonoise model [119]. In this
model, 80% of the sound power is assumed to emit from a source at a height
0.3/0.75m for light/heavy vehicles, respectively. 20% is assumed to be emitted
from a low source, 0.01 m above the road surface. The sound power level of
the engine sound is described by the empirical equation:




where f is frequency in Hz, v is the speed of the vehicle, and the vref is the
reference speed set as 70km/h. The regression parameters ap and bp presented
in the Harmonoise model [119] are used, which are derived by the measured
data from a series of vehicles, presented in one-third octave bands. As vehicle
speed is not a driving parameter for the procedural audio based engine sound
synthesizer proposed in this thesis, the relationship between the engine speed
and vehicle speed should be established. In this thesis, the relationship between
the vehicle speed and the corresponding engine speed is calculated according
to Equation 6.17 [268]:





n is the engine speed in RPM.
v is the speed of the vehicle in km/h.
rtyre is the tyre radius in m.
igear is the gear ratio.
iaxle is the axle ratio.
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The synthetic engine noise signal in the time domain can be obtained by







20 · snoise,k(t) (6.18)
where:
N is the number of one-third octave bands.
pref = 2×10−5Pa is the reference pressure.
snoise,k(t) is the white noise filtered with the one-third octave bands filter
in the kth frequency bin.
As sp(t) is a summation of band-pass filtered white noise signal, it is not
perceived as an engine sound because of the lack of tonal part and rattling
effects. However, the sound signal sp(t) created using the Harmonoise model
provides useful cues for calibrating the sound levels of the synthetic engine
sounds created by other approaches. To balance the sound levels between the
an engine sound created by procedural audio and a tyre sound created by the
Harmonoise model, the procedurally created engine sound can be normalised
relative to the corresponding signal sp(t) generated by the Harmonoise model
using power normalisation. This way, the power of the procedurally created
engine sound is identical to the corresponding signal sp(t) generated by the
Harmonoise model, which can then be further processed by the methodologies
in the Harmonoise model, assigning the 80%/20% sound power distribution
between the two point sources at different heights as defined in this model.
6.2 Microscopic Urban Sound Propagation Mod-
elling
Following the methods introduced in Section 6.1, a sound synthesis model
for vehicle pass-bys based on procedural audio can be built, which can be
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used to generate the required sound sources for auralisation of traffic noise.
The next step for enhancing the realism of the auralisation is to simulate the
sound propagation effects corresponding to the context of the specific acoustic
environment, providing audible clues as to the nature of the space. This study
focuses on the traffic noise caused by pass-by vehicles in a microscopic urban
scene, which is one of the most common situations that pass-by sounds are
perceived in our daily lives.
As discussed in Section 6.1, a ‘microscopic’ urban scene can be consid-
ered as the experience of being at a street or a square, where pass-by sounds
from each individual vehicle can be identified and influences on every building
surface should be considered. As these sources are moving at different speeds,
the distance attenuation and Doppler shift must be considered separately for
each source. Apart from distance attenuation and Doppler effects, sound prop-
agation under a simulated urban scene can be influenced by the surrounding
buildings, road surface, trees along the road, etc. If a sound source is relatively
far from the listener, the air absorption effects might also be considered [75].
In this thesis, the distance attenuation, Doppler shift, and early reflections
caused by ground and surrounding buildings are considered for simulation
of sound propagation effects because it is assumed that they are important
for the auralisation of vehicle pass-bys for a microscopic urban scene. This
assumption is also congruent with some prior auralisation studies on traffic
noise [117, 252, 260, 280]. Some other propagation effects, such as diffraction,
late reverberation, vegetation effects, and air absorption are not considered
because either they are too time-consuming or have relatively less impact on
audible perception of the auralised sounds [75].
6.2.1 Distance Attenuation
According to the discussion of the inverse square law as presented in Chapter
2, the sound pressure p is proportion to 1/r in the free field condition where a
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sound propagates equally in all directions. In the real world, reflective surfaces
will modify the resulting sound field such that a direct application of the
inverse square law no longer applies. In this thesis, distance attenuation is
implemented based on Equation 6.19 which estimates the sound pressure field
produced by a moving (mono) sound source at a constant speed v [288]:
Figure 6.8: llustration of the horizontal angle and vertical angle from a moving
source to receiver. ϕ is the angle between the source and the receiver in the horizontal
plane; ψ is the angle between the source and the receiver in the vertical plane; v is








p(t) is the sound pressure at the listening position.
r(t) is the distance between the source and the receiver
Ma is the Mach number which is defined as the source moving speed over
the speed of sound Ma = v/c.
ϕ is the horizontal angle between the source moving direction and the
source-receiver direction as illustrated in Figure 6.8.
s(t) is the sound signal of the moving source, so that s(t − r(t)/c) is the
sound signal with r(t)/c delay in the time domain.
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6.2.2 Doppler Shift
As discussed in Chapter 2, when a sound source is moving relative to the
listener, the perceived frequency will be shifted up or down compared to the
emitted frequencies, according to the component of the source velocity relative
to the listener. As the pitch shift in the frequency domain can be implemented
by resampling the discretised sound signal with a variable delay line in the
time domain [12], this technique can be used here to simulate the Doppler
effect. Since the delay may not always be an integer value in samples, it is
necessary to find a way to get the interpolated signal values corresponding to
the fractional delays.
There are many schemes for signal interpolation. The most straightfor-
ward way is drawing a straight line between two neighbouring samples and
returning the appropriate point along that line representing the interpolated
value. This is called linear interpolation. For a sound signal travelling time
∆t from source to receiver, the fractional sample index of the signal ne of the
signal y[ne] at the source time-axis can be expressed as:
ne = nr −∆t · fs (6.20)
where fs is the sampling frequency in Hz, nr is the integer sample index
of the signal at the receiver time-axis. Defining η = ne − bnec, where bnec is
the floor function, then the interpolated value y[ne] can be calculated by:
y[ne] = (1− η) · y[ne] + η · y[ne + 1] (6.21)
The most significant advantage of linear interpolation is the low computa-
tional complexity, and the simplicity for implementation. Nevertheless, linear
interpolation is not suitable for all audio signals as it is not a bandlimited inter-
polation method. A non-bandlimited interpolation method will cause aliases
and artefacts, which might be audible for some sounds [12]. Figure 6.9 illus-
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trates an example of linear interpolation for the Doppler shift of a pure tone
at 8kHz. As can be seen from the spectrogram, there is clear visible distortion
due to aliasing, with relatively high energy compared to the pitch-shifted pure
tone. This distortion is also audible as artefacts for the pure tone at 8kHz.
In order to reduce such artefacts, bandlimited interpolation is often used.
According to Shannon’s sampling theorem, a sinc filter is an ideal bandlimited
interpolation kernel [12]. In practice, this filter should be windowed and trun-
cated as an approximation of the ideal bandlimited interpolation. In [117], a
hamming-windowed sinc interpolation is utilised. The values of the interpola-
tion kernel is pre-calculated and stored in a look-up table to save computational
effort at run time. In this thesis, the Lanczos-windowed sinc interpoation is
studied in comparison with linear interpolation because it is claimed as the
best compromise in terms of reduction of aliasing, sharpness, and minimal
ringing compared to other windowed sinc filters [289]. The Lanczos kernel
K(z) is defined as:
K(z) =

sinc(z)sin(z/a), −a < z < a
0, otherwise
(6.22)
where z is a non-integer value representing the sample position, and a
is the truncated number of lobes representing the kernel size. The larger
kernel size, the less distortion can be obtained with the compromise of more
computational resources. For audio signal processing, a = 2 or a = 3 is often
used, denoted as the Lanczos2 or Lanczos3 function. The interpolation is




x[n]K(z − n) (6.23)
where bzc means the floor function of z.
Figure 6.9 – Figure 6.11 demonstrate a comparison of Doppler shift im-
plemented by linear interpolation and Lanczos-windowed sinc interpolation in
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spectrograms. In this example, an 8kHz pure tone travelling at 70.0km/h along
a straight line 100m away from the receiver is used to the test the Doppler shift
implemented by different interpolation methods. Figure 6.9, Figure 6.10 and
Figure 6.11 are the spectrogram of linear interpolation, Lanczos2-windowed
sinc interpolation, and Lanczos3-windowed sinc interpolation, respectively. As
can be seen from the figures, apart from the target pitch shift, there are other
visible lines in these spectrograms. They are distortions caused by different
interpolation methods, which may also result in audible artefacts. In general, a
bandlimited interpolation like Lanczos-windowed sinc interpolation causes less
distortion than linear distortion; the larger the kernel size, the fewer artefacts
occur. However, the convolution process for the windowed sinc interpolation is
inevitable, which makes it much more computationally expensive (complexity
O(n2) without any fast convolution algorithms) even though the kernel can be
substituted by a pre-calculated look-up table to save some computation time
[117].
Figure 6.9: Doppler shift implemented by a fractional delay line with linear interpo-
lation. This figure shows a spectrogram of an 8kHz pure tone travelling at 70.0km/h
along a straight line 100m away from the receiver.
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Figure 6.10: Doppler shift implemented by a fractional delay line with Lanczos2
interpolation. This figure shows a spectrogram of an 8kHz pure tone travelling at
70.0km/h along a straight line 100m away from the receiver.
Figure 6.11: Doppler shift implemented by a fractional delay line with Lanczos3
interpolation. This figure shows a spectrogram of an 8kHz pure tone travelling at
70.0km/h along a straight line 100m away from the receiver.
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It is noted that linear interpolation and sinc kernel bandlimited interpola-
tion are two opposite ‘extreme’ interpolation methods for audio signal resam-
pling in terms of quality and computational demand. There are some other
interpolation methods standing at the ‘middle’ between these two ‘extreme’
methods. For example, cubic spline interpolation, which uses the information
of four adjacent points to approximate the point to be interpolated, leading
to a smoother transition between adjacent segments compared to linear inter-
polation, but being less computationally demanding compared to sinc kernel
interpolation. A simulation of such a cubic spline interpolation algorithm is
included in Appendix D. Although cubic spline interpolation has been reported
to cause less distortion than linear interpolation [290], it is still not a bandlim-
ited limited interpolation method and may lead to artefacts. On the other
hand, cubic spline interpolation is more computational demanding compared
to the linear interpolation method.
In this thesis, linear interpolation is the prioritised choice of Doppler shift
implementation, although it causes more obvious artefacts. This is because of
the simplicity and computational complexity (O(n)) of linear interpolation. As
most of the pass-by sounds are perceived as broadband signals, potential arte-
facts are less pronounced when using linear interpolation [253, 291]. In case of
some rare circumstances where the tonal part plays an important role (e.g. the
engine roar for some ‘sporty’ cars), cubic spline interpolation or a windowed
sinc interpolation with a small filter length such as the Lanczos2/Lanczos3
kernel can be considered with the potential compromise of non-real-time per-
formance, if there are obvious audible artefacts caused by linear interpolation.
6.2.3 Early Reflections
An overview of sound propagation simulation techniques by geometrical acous-
tics and wave-based methods has been presented in Chapter 3. In a microscopic
urban scene, there are multiple reflections for pass-by sounds, mainly from the
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ground and the facades of the surrounding buildings and walls. Compared to
the acoustic environment in rooms, the sound field in an outdoor environment
is more large-scaled, without much sense of reverberation, although strong re-
verberance may occur in some extreme cases, such as narrow street canyons
[292], small squares or courtyards [123], etc. In this thesis, early reflections
from the ground and surrounding buildings are of interest. This is because in
reality, vehicle pass-by sounds are always coloured by the surrounding environ-
ment when they are heard. Even though the outdoor sound field is usually not
as reverberant as the sound field of an indoor environment, it is assumed that
early reflections still have impacts on the audible experience of such a sound
scene.
To simulate the early reflections for a vehicle pass-by in a microscopic ur-
ban scene, an image source algorithm is implemented. As discussed in Chapter
3, image source methods are suitable for simulating early reflections within a
space with simple geometry, and it is viable to implement the computation
process running at interactive rates, allowing alteration in the acoustic model
running out in real-time [72]. This potentiality fulfils the requirement of the
real-time performance of the procedural audio model developed in this the-
sis. Two issues need to be considered here: 1) how many orders of image
sources are appropriate for the perception of early reflections for the aurali-
sation framework? and 2) is it possible to render such orders at interactive
rates? In fact, how to define the transition of an impulse response from the
early reflections to the late reverberation is still an open question. Different
methodologies have been proposed to find the appropriate transition, depend-
ing on the different modelling methods used for the early and late reflections.
For a micro-scopic urban environment, the maximum order of reflections sim-
ulated by image source methods used in different studies varies from 1st-order
[72], 3rd-order [293], 5th-order [72], 8th-order [294] , to 10th-order [295], etc.
As computation time goes up exponentially with the increase of image source
order, after an overview of the computational time measurement data in [72],
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it is decided that in this study, only 1st-order reflections are considered with
a calculation time of several milliseconds so as to meet the requirement for
interactive rates more safely.
When both source and receiver are static, the 1st-order image sources have
to be determined only once. If the source is moving, the source position at
each frame is variable, as are the corresponding image source positions and the
delay times. Thus, for auralisation of pass-by vehicles, each of the 1st-order
image sources is implemented by a variable delay line, which is further scaled
based on a time-varying factor according to the inverse square law, and filtered
according to the sound absorption coefficients of the reflective surface. The
delay is set according to the distance between source and receiver, and the
speed of sound. In case a fractional delay is needed, a separate resampling
process is performed. In order to simplify the model implementation, only
reflections from near buildings and the ground are considered, and reflections
from other components in the microscopic urban environment are ignored,
e.g. trees, other vehicles, etc. Ground reflection is always audible, while the
effectiveness of the image sources from building reflections should be judged
by an audibility check [7].
Figure 6.12 illustrates an example of the audibility check for a moving
source at different positions in the horizontal plane. In this figure, the road
width is denoted as d. The lengths of the surrounding buildings (Building A,
Building B) are denoted as L1 and L2, respectively. A source S is moving from
position S1 to position S2, and the receiver is marked as R. At the position S1,
the source is reflected in the facade of Building A, creating an image source
S1A. A line can be drawn between S1A and R. As the line intersects the facade
of Building A, S1A should be considered as a valid image source, which means
the reflection from this image source is audible. Repeat this process in terms
of the reflection from Building B, and it is found that there is no intersection
between the line and the facade of Building B. Therefore, S1B is not a valid
image source. When the source moves to position S2, then S2A becomes invalid
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Figure 6.12: Illustration of audibility check for a moving source in the horizontal
plane. For the receiver position R, S1A is a valid image source for the source position
S1, but S1B is not a valid image source for the position. S2A is not a valid image
source for the source position S2, while S2B is a valid image source for the source
position S2.
and S2B becomes valid.
So as to simulate the frequency-dependent sound absorption effect, a low
order digital filter bank is designed to fit the absorption coefficient data [296].
The signal is converted into the frequency domain by Fourier transform, multi-
plied by the transfer functions of the filter bank, and then converted back into
the time domain by inverse Fourier transform. The relationship between the
sound absorption coefficient and the reflection coefficient is given by Equation
2.24. For the simulation of sound absorption, a 1st-order band-pass filter bank
in two-octave-bands is applied to the signal in the frequency domain, for which
the cutoff frequencies are set as 250Hz, 1000Hz, and 4000Hz, respectively.
6.3 Binaural Audio Rendering
In this thesis, the KEMAR HRTF database [92] is used for binaural audio
rendering. This database consists of different HRIR data corresponding to
azimuth angles in the range of 0 to 355 degrees and elevation angles in the range
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of -40 to 90 degrees, with a 5-degree spatial resolution. For each angle, two 512-
sample impulses responses measured for the left and right ears are provided. As
the sample rate for the HRIR measurement is 44.1kHz, a length of 512 samples
corresponds to an audio file with 11.6ms duration. As discussed in Chapter
3, sound incident from a specific direction can be simulated by convolving a
source s(t) with a pair of HRIRs for that direction using Equation 3.26. In
practice, this is implemented in the frequency domain as multiplication to save
computation time.
Before conducting convolution, a low frequency correction for the KE-
MAR HRTF database is implemented, following the method in [297]. This is
because the original HRTFs in the KEMAR database have been proved to be
inaccurate below 400Hz [90]. According to relevant studies on vehicle pass-by
noise [119, 286, 298, 299], low frequency traffic noise can be clearly perceived.
Therefore, in order to avoid the potential loss of plausibility caused by the
HRTF processing, low frequency correction as proposed in [297] is conducted.
Specifically, the following steps have been taken in this thesis for the low fre-
quency correction of the KEMAR data used for the HRTF processing of traffic
noise auralisation:
1. Calculating the mean magnitude in the range of 100–345Hz in the original
HRTF data (here 345Hz is the reference frequency used in [297], and can
be changed to any frequency between 100–400Hz);
2. Replacing the magnitudes of 100–345Hz in the original HRTF data with
the calculated mean value;
3. Calculating the phase information of the frequency at 345Hz;
4. Extrapolating the phase information in the range of 100–345Hz by linear
interpolation according to the approximately linear relationship between
the frequency and the phase within this frequency range.
The effectiveness of this low frequency correction method on the KEMAR
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HRTF dataset in terms of the perception of low frequency sounds has been
validated by Xie [297] using formal listening tests.
In order to create a smooth audible experience for a vehicle pass-by sound
without a noticeable transition between different HRIRs, a crossfading ap-
proach between consecutive HRIRs can be taken, which has been used in many
practical implementations of auditory virtual environments based on HRTFs
[300].
6.4 Auralisation of Traffic Flow
A traffic flow consists of multiple vehicle pass-bys. In this thesis, traffic flow
refers to the concept of microscopic traffic flow, which gives attention to the
details of the driving behaviour and driving patterns of each single vehicle in a
traffic flow, and the interactions taking place between different vehicles [301].
From the perspective of microscopic traffic flow, it is possible to analyse very
small changes in a traffic stream over time and space. The properties of a
microscopic traffic flow can be described by a series of parameters including
speed (v), density (k), volume (V ), and flow (q), etc. [301]. These parameters
are defined as follows:
 Speed (v) is defined as the average speed of the traffic flow.
 Density (k) is defined as the number of vehicles per unit length of the
road.
 Volume (V ) is defined as the number of vehicles per unit time on the
road.
 Flow (q) is defined as the number of vehicles passing a reference point
per unit of time.
These parameters are used in this thesis to describe the traffic flow status
to be auralised. Auralisation of traffic flow is achieved by summing all the
auralised single vehicle pass-by sounds.
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6.5 Implementation Platforms
A series of different platforms have been selected and combined for the imple-
mentation of the complete traffic flow auralisation framework proposed in this
thesis, including Unity3D, Pure Data (PD), Wwise, and Matlab.
Unity3D is selected as the main platform for developing the auralisation
framework. Unity3D [302] is a game engine which provides the main frame-
work and functions for developing digital games. With the development of
VR/AR, the use of this game engine has been extended into other industries
such as architectural design [303], urban planning [304], and product design
[305]. Virtual environments rendered by such a game engine are often highly
interactive. This is congruent with the application of auralisation, which can
be used for internal communication as part of the design process, as well as
for demonstrating to, e.g. stakeholders and the wider public.
In order to render a sound scene (i.e. a vehicle pass-by) in an acoustic en-
vironment, it is necessary to render a virtual environment and assign acoustic
properties to the objects within the environment, such as the sound absorption
coefficients of each surface. A game object attached with ‘Audiosource’ fea-
tures in Unity3D should be built, which represents the sound source emitting
audio signals in the virtual environment. In order to hear the sound, the player
should be assigned to the ‘AudioListener’ class in Unity3D.
Figure 6.13 shows a screenshot of the virtual environment developed for
the vehicle pass-by auralisations in this thesis. The visual scene is rendered
based on the open-source simulator AirSim [23]. In this figure, the acoustic
environment of this microscopic urban scene is determined by the layout of the
surrounding buildings and the acoustic properties of the building facades. The
black car is a game object to which two audio sources are attached at heights
of 0.01/0.3m above the ground according to the methodology of sound source
modelling used in the Harmonoise model [119]. The player is in the first person
view, registered as the ‘AudioListener’ in this virtual environment. Based on
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Figure 6.13: Visual rendering in Unity3D of a microscopic urban environment
with vehicle pass-bys rendered, using the open-source simulator AirSim [23].
the virtual environment rendered and game objects defined, the next step is
to implement the procedural audio for the engine sound and the tyre sound,
and assign them to the game object.
The procedural audio model for engine sound and tyre sound synthesis
is implemented in Pure Data (PD) [306], which is a programming language
developed for creating interactive audio content. The engine sound is synthe-
sised according to the block diagram in Figure 6.3 by combining the intake
sound, mechanical sound, and exhaust sound. Tyre sound is synthesised by
implementing the Harmonoise model [119] based on Equation 6.10. Two-way
parameter transmission between Unity3D and PD can be realised by using the
open-source plug-in LibPd Unity Integration [307]. With this plug-in, on one
hand, synthetic sounds from PD patches can be sent into Unity3D when the
corresponding sound events are triggered; on the other hand, the data from
Unity3D can be sent to PD , based on which the synthetic sounds may vary
in real-time.
In terms of the simulation of sound propagation effects, the 1st-order im-
age source is implemented in Wwise [308], an audio middleware for sound
design, while the distance attenuation and Doppler shift are implemented in
Matlab. There are several reasons for such a choice of different platforms
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for simulation of different sound propagation effects. Firstly, as Unity3D and
Wwise are well integrated with each other, it is convenient to implement the
1st-order image source algorithm in Wwise for simulation of early reflections
in a virtual environment in Unity3D running in real-time. This is congruent
with the concept of procedural audio in terms of real-time performance. How-
ever, the approaches for distance attenuation and Doppler shift proposed for
the auralisation framework cannot be fully implemented using either Unity3D
or Wwise, because only some approximation methods, such as decay curves
or real-time parameter control, can be used to provide an approximation of
these propagation effects. Although there is a built-in function for Doppler
shift within the Unity3D audio engine, the algorithm for its implementation is
undocumented.
In order to fully implement the proposed sound propagation effects, in-
cluding distance attenuation and Doppler shift, Matlab is used. The output
sounds after being processed in Wwise for the implementation of a 1st-order
image source algorithm are sent to Matlab for the calculation of distance at-
tenuation based on Equation 6.19, and the Doppler shift using a fractional
delay line with linear interpolation, as discussed in Section 6.2.
Note that the Matlab implementation will lead to an ‘offline’ process,
which is different from the other steps which are ‘online’ in the auralisation
framework. Here ‘offline’ means sounds cannot be created in real-time – there
is significant latency between the input and the output, while ‘online’ means
the algorithm has real-time performance. As plausibility is the main area to
be investigated in this thesis rather than real-time performance, this ‘offline’
implementation is considered acceptable as long as all the proposed sound
propagation simulation methods can be implemented appropriately.
The output sounds from Matlab after the process of distance attenuation
and Doppler shift are sent back to Unity3D and assigned to the ‘Audiosource’
features for the game object. The final step is to binaurally render the au-
ralised sounds using the HRTF processing discussed in Section 6.3. This step
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is implemented in Unity3D with the Audio Spatializer SDK [309], which is a
built-in extension of the native audio engine for Unity3D.
In the Audio Spatializer SDK, the original KEMAR HRTF database [92] is
utilised to spatialise each game object attached with the ‘Audiosource’ features
in Unity3D. A built-in linear crossfading algorithm is implemented, which aims
to create a smooth transition between the HRIRs in different angles for a
moving source, although there might be ‘zipper’ artefacts if the source moves
too fast. By conducting informal listening tests, the author of this thesis
found that for a typical traffic flow scene (e.g. a listener stands several metres
away from a road, and pass-by vehicles at 30–80km/h), there are no noticeable
artefacts in transition between different HRIRs for the moving sources when
using the built-in linear crossfading algorithm for the Audio Spatializer SDK.
Therefore, this linear crossfading algorithm is implemented for the auralisation
of vehicle pass-bys in the rest of this thesis. Some other crossfading methods
may be considered if some noticeable ‘zipper’ artefacts occur in some special
cases.
The original KEMAR HRTF database is substituted by a modified ver-
sion with low frequency correction, for which the magnitudes and the phase
information are rebuilt using the correction method proposed by Xie [297] as
discussed in Section 6.3. The impact of this low frequency correction has been
evaluated by the author of this thesis using informal listening tests, where
it was found that the loss of low frequencies in the auralised vehicle pass-by
sounds is less noticeable when this correction method applied. Therefore, this
low frequency correction method may be considered as being suitable for the
auralisation of traffic noise in which low frequency sounds should be clearly
perceivable.
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6.6 Summary
This chapter started with the development of an auralisation model for a single
vehicle pass-by sound using procedural audio. After an overview of the rele-
vant studies in road traffic noise auralisation and sound design using procedural
audio approaches, it is found that engine sound synthesis can be achieved by
using a physical-based synthesis model which is a modified version of the model
proposed by Farnell [13] and the model proposed by Baldan [264, 274]. An
extra consideration on the VVT effects has been implemented, which is consid-
ered as a more accurate approximation of recent gasoline engines. It is found
that tyre noise synthesis can be implemented by an engineering model derived
from the Harmonoise project [119]. Both the engine sound synthesis and the
tyre noise synthesis are congruent with the idea of procedural audio, without
any recordings used. A synthetic single vehicle pass-by sound is realised by
adding the synthetic engine sound and synthetic tyre noise according to the
descriptive parameters of the driving status of the vehicle. In this study, these
two types of sounds are combined as a weighted sum of two point sources at
different heights with different power distribution between them, following the
method in the Harmonoise model [119].
In order to improve the plausibility of the auralisation following the princi-
ples of auralisation [7], some sound propagation effects have been implemented
in the context of a micro-scopic urban environment. These effects include dis-
tance attenuation, the Doppler shift, and early reflections. It is found that
distance attenuation can be calculated according to the inverse square law of
a moving source. After analysing the distortion caused by linear interpolation
and windowed-sinc interpolation, it is decided that although a sinc interpola-
tion method is ideal for audio signals, a linear interpolation is the prioritised
choice of Doppler shift implementation in this study because it is less computa-
tionally demanding and the potential artefacts are less pronounced for pass-by
sounds. As computation time goes up exponentially with the increase of image
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source order, only the 1st-order image source algorithm has been implemented
for rendering early reflections in the micro-scopic urban scene.
This auralisation is presented binaurally with HRTF processing based on
the KEMAR HRTF database [92]. Considering the relatively obvious per-
ception of low frequency sounds, a low frequency correction for the KEMAR
HRTF database is implemented in this study, based on the method proposed
by Xie [297]. Traffic flow auralisation is achieved by summing the auralised
single vehicles according to the descriptive parameters of traffic flow dynamics.
The auralisation framework is built in Unity3D as the hosting platform.
The sound source modelling is developed in Pure Data, and the sound prop-
agation effects are implemented in Wwise and Matlab. The parameter trans-
mission between different platforms is realised using open-source middleware
or plug-ins working across Wwise, PD, and Unity3D. It is found that a highly
flexible and interactive auralisation of traffic flow noise using procedural audio
methods can be achieved and implemented with these tools by combining the
algorithms developed in this study. The plausibility of such a procedural audio
based auralisation approach will be evaluated by subjective listening tests in
the next chapter.
Chapter 7
Evaluation of the Auralisation
Framework
In the previous chapter, an auralisation framework for traffic flow noise based
on single vehicle pass-bys has been presented. It is built based on procedu-
ral audio methods, in which sound source models for engine noise and tyre
noise synthesis have been developed, as well as a model for the main sound
propagation effects and HRTF processing for spatial audio rendering of vehicle
pass-bys at a microscopic level for a given urban scene. As discussed in Chap-
ter 4, when using procedural audio, the plausibility of the result should be
seriously considered. Therefore the next step is to evaluate whether the pro-
cedural audio based auralisation of traffic noise can actually sound plausible.
If so, under what conditions and to what extent can plausibility be achieved.
Before this evaluation, it is important to clarify two terms plausibility and
authenticity. For sound reproduction, plausibility refers to the agreement of
the auditioned scene with an expected inner reference (expectations) [63], while
authenticity is usually used to describe whether a sound scene is perceptually
identical to an external reference [64]. It is considered that plausibility is more
important for VR applications where a real reference is not available for sub-
jects, and authenticity is more useful for AR applications where the coherence
of virtual sound with environmental sound can be easily noticeable [310]. In
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practice, these two terms are often used without noticeable differences for the
evaluation of auralisation studies since most auralisation models are designed
for demonstration purposes rather than running on a specific VR/AR plat-
form. This can be demonstrated in either a virtual environment or based on a
real situation, according to the specific requirement and purpose of the aural-
isation. Therefore, in this thesis, a wider concept of plausibility is considered,
which can be expressed as the agreement of the auditioned scene with expecta-
tions, or compatibility with an external reference (e.g. a playback recording or
a real sound). A ‘plausible’ auralisation means that subjects should consider
the sound scene credible for a real-world circumstance when it happens.
Following the concept of plausibility above, the purpose of this chapter is
to check whether the auralised traffic noise, when using the proposed procedu-
ral audio methods, actually sounds like a vehicle, a car pass-by, or the traffic
flow event that is simulated. A recording-based sound synthesis technique –
granular synthesis is used for creating the counterparts for comparison. The
granular synthesis is implemented in a commercial sound design tool named
Igniter, which is developed based on the granular synthesis algorithm proposed
by Jagla and Maillard [262]. Figure 7.1 shows the graphical user interface of
this granular synthesis tool. For each specific vehicle model, a dataset of en-
gine sounds and exhaust sounds at different driving patterns is required. The
main driving parameters to run the model are the engine speed and engine
load. Some other parameter, such as EQs, gains, and low frequency oscillation
(LFO), etc. are used to give extra control of the granular synthesis model to
fine-tune the sound for different applications.
As discussed in Chapter 4, if all the properties of the sound can be in-
herently captured and replayed in recordings, there should be fewer plausibil-
ity issues for recording-based audio reproduction than for procedural audio.
Moreover, the perceived plausibility of the granular synthesis model for vehi-
cle sound synthesis has also been quantitatively validated by Maillard for a
microscopic urban scene through a subjective listening test [311]. It is hypoth-
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Figure 7.1: Graphical user interface of Igniter, a commercial sound design tool
developed based on granular synthesis methods.
esised that if there is no perceived difference between a sound scene auralised
by procedural audio and recording-based audio, the procedural audio model
can be considered plausible for rendering such a sound scene.
This chapter is organised as follows: firstly it presents the specific hy-
potheses which correspond to the evaluation of the plausibility of the proposed
auralisation framework for different acoustic scenes; secondly, it documents the
design, implementation and results of two listening tests for exploring these
hypotheses; a discussion on the results is then presented based on a statistical
analysis of the listening test results.
7.1 Introduction
7.1.1 Hypotheses for the listening tests
Before designing a listening test, it is crucial to clarify the specific research
questions and the associated hypotheses to be verified for making any con-
clusions. As the developed auralisation framework is used for creating pass-
by noise in a microscopic urban scene, either for a single vehicle or a traffic
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flow, the following hypotheses are proposed for evaluating its plausibility cor-
responding to different sound scenes:
 Hypothesis 1: The perceived plausibility of the auralised single vehi-
cle pass-by noise via procedural audio is comparable to auralisation via
recording-based audio;
 Hypothesis 2: The perceived plausibility of the auralised traffic flow
noise via procedural audio is comparable to auralisation via recording-
based audio;
As discussed in Chapter 6, there are multiple components and steps for
auralisation of vehicle pass-by noise, such as the engine sound, tyre noise,
Doppler effects, etc. It is assumed that each component or step contributes
to the output sounds, modifying the reality perception of the auralised scene
to some extent. The perceived differences between a procedural audio model
and a granular synthesis model in a specific component/step may be weakened
or strengthened when other components or effects are added in the steps that
follow. In the following sections, two listening tests pertaining to the plausi-
bility of a single vehicle pass-by sound and traffic flow noise are conducted.
The perceived differences between the procedural audio model and the granu-
lar synthesis model in different steps during the modelling process are checked
by subjective evaluation. The purpose of these tests is to explore to what
extent plausibility can be confirmed for such an auralisation framework, even
though the individual plausibility for some specific components might not be
considered as being high. The result of this subjective evaluation might also
be useful when tuning the parameters of the model in terms of plausibility –
it is assumed that an auralisation model can be adjusted from a holistic or
global perspective rather than focusing purely on some single components.
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7.1.2 Related works on plausibility evaluation of prior
auralisation models for a pass-by vehicle
As discussed in Chapter 3, there is still a lack of guidance on how to evaluate
the plausibility of auralised sounds. Some prior auralisation models for vehicle
noise have been validated by subjective listening tests in terms of plausibility,
for which the methodologies and the conclusions can be taken for reference
here. Apart from the listening test conducted by Maillard [311] as discussed
previously, Pandharkar [260] implemented an A/B listening test for analysis of
the use of spectral modelling synthesis (SMS) in auralisation of a single vehicle
pass-by sounds. The perceptual similarity between the original sound and the
synthesised sound is compared in terms of realism, annoyance, and speed.
Hoffman [312] implemented a perceptual validation of a tyre noise prediction
model combined with the auralisation tool developed in the LISTEN project
[252]. A semantic differential (SD) method was used with a categorical scale
to compare the recorded and simulated signals. Southern and Murphy [313]
implemented a MUSHRA test to evaluate the plausibility of a recording-based
auralisation framework of vehicle pass-bys. They focused on comparing the
plausibility of pure tyre noise synthesised by a recording-based method and an
engineering method which is a modified version of the Harmonoise model in
terms of tyre noise synthesis [119, 313].
As can be seen from the relevant literature, none of these listening tests is
designed for evaluating the plausibility of a complete auralisation framework
for vehicle pass-bys including sound source, propagation effects and spatial
audio rendering. Furthermore, only single vehicle pass-bys are considered in
these previous listening tests, and there has been no published perceptual
validation for traffic flow auralisation so far. This thesis aims to bridge these
gaps to some extent through the subjective evaluation of the plausibility of
the complete auralisation framework developed for single vehicle pass-bys and
traffic flow scenes.
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7.1.3 Test overview
Two listening tests are designed for evaluating the plausibility of the developed
auralisation framework. The first listening test is designed as an ABX test for
evaluating a single vehicle pass-by noise to prove or disprove Hypothesis 1, and
the second listening test is designed as a MUSHRA test for evaluating the au-
ralisation of multiple vehicle pass-bys under different traffic flow circumstances
to prove or disprove Hypothesis 2.
The first listening test is designed as an ABX test because it is the most
straightforward way to explore whether subjects can determine the difference
between two given samples. A series of sounds extracted from the different
steps of the modelling process are set as test cases. The purpose is to check to
what extent the added components or effects following the steps in the aurali-
sation framework influence the perceived plausibility of the final sounds. Some
questions can be raised as part of this process, such as, ‘what about the plausi-
bility of a synthetic engine sound’, ‘how will the plausibility change when tyre
noise is added’, and ‘to what extent can plausibility be achieved when sound
propagation effects are added’, etc. If there is no perceived difference between
the two stimuli created by two completely different methods for a given step, it
means that the sound synthesised using these two methods can be considered
as interchangeable from that step in the process until a perceived difference is
found in a step that follows. The main benefit of such interchangeability is that
the advantages or disadvantages of both methods might be considered. For
example, it is feasible to take advantage of procedural audio in terms of its im-
proved flexibility and variable cost if the sounds created by this model and the
granular synthesis model are interchangeable without noticeable plausibility
issues.
The second listening test is designed as a MUSHRA test because it is
convenient for testing the perceived plausibility of intermediate cases between
two extreme examples. For traffic flow auralisation, the extreme examples can
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be considered as, ‘full recording-based audio’ in which all single vehicle pass-
bys are synthesised using recording-based methods, and ‘full procedural audio’
in which all single vehicle pass-bys are synthesised using procedural audio
approaches. Then the intermediate cases can be achieved by changing the
number of pass-by vehicles synthesised using the granular synthesis model and
the procedural audio model. In this way, it is convenient to evaluate whether
the plausibility of the procedural audio model is comparable to the recording-
based granular synthesis model for traffic flow auralisation, and under what
circumstances the sounds generated by the two methods are interchangeable.
Figure 7.2: The microscopic urban scene designed for the MUSHRA listening tests
of traffic flow auralisation. Vehicle speeds are denoted by (Vn) and (V’n). The
length of the road is Lm, and the listening position S facing the road is set D at a
distance away from the middle of the road. There are buildings facades set separately
on each side of the road, of finite length Ha1, Ha2, Hb1, and Hb2, respectively. The
corresponding widths for these buildingds are Ba1, Ba2, Bb1, and Bb2, respectively.
All dimensions are given in metres.
Figure 7.2 shows an example of a traffic flow scenario in a microscopic
urban environment, which is simulated in this thesis. In this figure, vehicle
speeds are denoted by (Vn) and (V
′
n). The length of the road is L, and the
listening position S facing the road is set D at a distance away from the middle
of the road. There are buildings facades setting separately on each side of the
road, of finite length Ha1, Ha2, Hb1, and Hb2, respectively. The correspond-
ing widths for these buildingds are Ba1, Ba2, Bb1, and Bb2, respectively. All
dimensions are given in metres. The visual simulation is implemented within
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the game engine Unity3D using an open-source simulator AirSim [23], and a
screenshot of the visual rendering is shown in Figure 6.13. Although visual
aspects are not the main concern of this thesis, these scenes provide oppor-
tunities for interactive VR applications pertaining to vehicle pass-bys in an
urban environment.
As introduced in Chapter 6, a vehicle pass-by sound is mainly composed
of the engine sound and the tyre sound of that vehicle. Both of these two
types of sounds are synthesised by different procedural audio methods in these
tests. To compare the perceived plausibility, at least one of these two types
of dominant sound sources should be substituted by the counterpart stimuli
generated by the recording-based granular synthesis model. In these tests,
engine sound synthesis is selected for the sound source to be substituted in
each case.
There are several reasons for choosing the engine sound rather than the
tyre sound or both of these sounds. Firstly, as discussed previously in this
chapter, the plausibility of engine sound synthesis via granular synthesis has
been validated by subjective evaluation [262, 311], so it is reasonable to use it
as a ‘ground truth’ for comparison with other auralisation methods. Secondly,
to the best of the author’s knowledge, there has been very little published
study on tyre noise synthesis by granular synthesis methods so far. Although
Maillard and Jagla [112] have proposed a method based on Close-Proximity
Method (CPX) measurements for granular synthesis of tyre noise, it is too
difficult and cumbersome to take controlled measurements of a variety of tyre
sounds emitted by different vehicles driving at different conditions in this way.
Thirdly, in theory it is possible to take a series of in-situ recordings of pure
tyre noise associated with the driving status of the vehicle together with the
ground conditions, and use these recordings as the ‘ground truth’. However,
in practice, it is not cost-effective or even feasible to take recordings of all the
required pure tyre sounds as too many samples are needed in terms of different
vehicle types, vehicle speeds, and driving patterns, etc. Therefore, a granular
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synthesis model for the engine sound synthesis is used to create the counterpart
stimuli for each example in the listening tests that follow. Tyre sounds in all
the stimuli, when required, are synthesised using the procedural method based
on the Harmonoise model [119] developed in Chapter 6. Directivity patterns
are not implemented for the listening tests in these tests because the method
based on the empirical Equation 6.9 still needs to be further validated with
more measurement data [119], as discussed in Chapter 6. Hence, both engine
sounds and tyre sounds assigned to the sound sources are considered as being
omnidirectional for the listening tests here.
The listening tests are designed and conducted as online tests. Compared
to on-site listening tests in a laboratory, there are both advantages and disad-
vantages for an online listening test. The greatest advantage is the convenience
of recruiting participants if a test requires more subjects than locally available,
particularly, if participants from different cultures speaking different languages
are required. For example, Cartwright et al. [314] conducted a MUSHRA on-
line listening test, in which they collected data from 540 participants all over
the world within only 8.2 hours. Compared to laboratory tests, the most ob-
vious disadvantage of online listening tests is the lack of control of the test
environment, including listening environments, listening devices, etc. How-
ever, it is still an open question that how, and to what extent, such a lack of
test environment control may impact the validity of an auditory experiment
implemented online.
There are several studies on the correlation between the results of laboratory-
and web-based listening tests. Schoeffler et al. [315] conducted an experiment
to compare the results of musical instrument perception between laboratory-
and web-based listening tests (62 vs 1168 subjects). They found very little
significant difference between the results obtained from these two scenarios.
Cartwright et al. [314] compared their data collected in the laboratory- and
web-based MUSHRA listening tests (20 vs 540 subjects). They found that
the resulting perceptual evaluation scores in the online listening test are com-
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parable to those obtained in the controlled lab environment. Pedersen et al.
[316] conducted an online listening test to rate the annoyance potential of
neighbours’ activities heard through different simulated walls. By taking a
feasibility test with four stimuli and six walls, they found that the online test
methodology is suitable for subjective evaluation of airborne sound insulation
of walls in terms of rating the annoyance potential.
Conducting web-based auditory experiments is now becoming more pop-
ular [314, 317–320], especially for the validation of VR auditory environments
[321]. According to relevant studies on the feasibility of online listening tests
[314–316], it is reasonable to consider that if the experiment is well designed,
and uncontrolled variables can be considered negligible for the research ques-
tion, the results of web-based experiments should be reliable. In practice,
auralisation is often utilised for communication as part of the design process,
or for demonstrating to, e.g. stakeholders and the wider public. For these
purposes, the plausibility should not vary too much with different listening
environments or listening devices. Therefore, it is feasible to use online lis-
tening tests, without strict control of the listening environments and listening
devices, so as to evaluate the plausibility of an auralisation in a wider context.
On the introduction page for the two listening tests, subjects are recommended
to be in a listening environment where they feel quiet and comfortable, and
are asked to provide some information about their listening devices, such as
model or brand, if possible.
7.2 Evaluation of auralised single vehicle sound
The goal of the first listening test is to verify to what extent the perceived
plausibility of the auralised single vehicle noise via procedural audio is compa-
rable to auralisation via recording-based audio. An ABX test is designed and
implemented to explore answers to the following sub-questions:
 Qs1: For a pure engine sound, to what extent is the perceived plausibil-
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ity of the procedural audio model comparable to the granular synthesis
model?
 Qs2: For engine sound plus tyre noise, to what extent is the perceived
plausibility of the procedural audio model comparable to the granular
synthesis model for engine sound?
 Qs3: For a single vehicle pass-by sound, to what extent is the perceived
plausibility of the developed auralisation framework comparable to that
based on the granular synthesis model for engine sound?
These sub-questions are considered from different perspectives of the level
of details implemented for the auralisation of a single vehicle pass-by. Qs1
is raised from the perspective of low-level details, focusing on the perceived
plausibility of the pure engine sound, which is a single component within the
auralisation framework. Qs2 is raised from the perspective of a higher level,
which concentrates on the sound source modelling of a pass-by vehicle consist-
ing of engine sound and tyre noise. Qs3 is raised from a holistic perspective,
considering the sound scene of the single vehicle pass-by as a whole. The plau-
sibility evaluation is then decomposed into three test cases, Case 1: Engine
Sound, Case 2: Engine + Tyre Sound, and Case 3: Pass-by Sound, regarding
Qs1, Qs2, and Qs3, respectively. The aim of such a decomposition is to eval-
uate the plausibility from different perspectives, so as to find the appropriate
context for the application of different auralisation methods.
7.2.1 Method – ABX Listening Test
In an ABX test, the sample ‘X’ is a random choice between stimulus ‘A’ or
stimulus ‘B’. A listener’s task is to identify whether ‘X’ is identical to ‘A’ or ‘B’
for a number of trials. As introduced above, for evaluating the plausibility of
the developed auralisation framework, three test cases are designed. A series
of stimuli can be created by varying the high-level driving parameters of the
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procedural audio model and the granular synthesis model, such as the engine
type, vehicle speed, and engine load, etc. The time length of each stimulus
is 4–7s, according to its suitability for different test cases. All the stimuli are
processed with a short (0.4s) fade-in and fade-out to sound more natural and
avoid onset/offset discontinuity.
For each test case, sounds from a vehicle model with a flat-plane four-
cylinder engine (V4) and a vehicle model with a cross-plane eight-cylinder
engine (V8) are synthesised using the proposed procedural audio model and
the granular synthesis model, respectively, and are used as pairs of stimuli for
comparison.
For simplicity of the listening test, it is assumed that all the pass-by
vehicles move at constant vehicle speeds between a range of 40–70km/h. The
engine load is also considered as being constant, setting as 50% of the maximum
value. For the V4 model, the gear ratio is set as 1.00, which corresponds to
the 4th gear for a specific vehicle model with a flat-plane four-cylinder engine.
For the V8 model, the gear ratio is set as 1.67, which corresponds to the 3rd
gear for a specific vehicle model with a cross-plane eight-cylinder engine. For
the V4 model, the axle ratio is set as 3.46, which corresponds to the axle ratio
of a specific vehicle model with a flat-plane four-cylinder engine. For the V8
model, the axle ratio is set as 2.66, which corresponds to the the axle ratio of a
specific vehicle model with a cross-plane eight-cylinder engine. It is considered
the tyre radius is rtyre = 0.29m for the listening tests. With these parameters
defined, the corresponding engine speeds can be calculated by Equation 6.17.
The driving parameters to run the procedural audio model and the granular
synthesis model are summarised in Table 7.1.
For Case 1: Engine Sound test, ten stimuli are created for each vehicle
model by the procedural audio model, with a 4s time length. Five of these
stimuli are created by running the flat-plane four-cylinder model with constant
engine speeds as inputs, and the other five stimuli are created by running
the cross-plane eight-cylinder model with the same input parameters. The
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Table 7.1: The driving parameters for creating the corresponding stimuli in the
listening tests
Vehicle Speed (km/h) Engine speed (RPM) Gear ratio Axle ratio
Four-cylinders
40 1250 1.00 3.46
45 1400 1.00 3.46
50 1600 1.00 3.46
60 1900 1.00 3.46
70 2200 1.00 3.46
Eight-cylinders
40 1600 1.67 2.66
45 1850 1.67 2.66
50 2050 1.67 2.66
60 2450 1.67 2.66
70 2850 1.67 2.66
counterparts of these ten procedural audio stimuli are then created by the
granular synthesis model with the same inputs for the engine speed and vehicle
speed.
For Case 2: Engine + Tyre Sound test, all the engine sounds synthesised
in the pure engine sound case are used, which are then combined with synthetic
tyre noise. The tyre noise sounds are synthesised using the procedural audio
model developed on the basis of the Harmonoise model [119] introduced in
Chapter 6, with different vehicle speeds as the input parameters.
For Case 3: Pass-by Sound test, a series of auralised single vehicle pass-by
sounds via the procedural audio model are compared with their counterparts
synthesised using the granular synthesis method. All the sound propagation
effects are simulated according to the microscopic urban scene in Figure 7.2
based on the methodology discussed in Chapter 6. The HRTF processing for
binaural audio rendering are the same to the procedural audio model and the
granular synthesis model.
Each participant is first presented with an experiment statement and con-
sent statement, shown in Appendix B.1, followed by a calibration session in
which the subject is asked to set appropriate sound volume for this test by lis-
tening to a pure 1kHz sound. Then a demographic questionnaire and a short
training session are presented to let the participant familiarise themselves with
the test procedure and user interface.
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For each test case, ten pairs of A/B stimuli are selected in random order.
In each pair, the sound synthesised using the procedural audio model is set
as ‘A’ or ‘B’ randomly. Their counterparts, which are synthesised using the
granular synthesis model, are set as the other choice in ‘A’ or ‘B’. ‘X’ is then
selected randomly from ‘A’ or ‘B’. In total, there are 10 trials for each test
case in a complete round. There is a comment box on the test page of each
trial, which is optional to be filled-in if a participant is willing to leave any
comments regarding the trial. For each participant, the test round repeats
after completion of all these three test cases. All the questions in each test
round are randomly presented to each subjects, so there is a total of 20 trials
to be finished in each test case. All the questions are randomly presented to
each subject. Considering all the 60 trials in these three test cases, it takes
about 45 minutes for each participant to finish the complete listening test.
Figure 7.3 demonstrates the graphical user interface of a typical test case in
the ABX test.
Figure 7.3: An example of graphical user interface of the ABX test.
On top of the traditional ABX test, there is an additional question for the
Case 3: Pass-by Sound test, stated as, ‘which of A or B is the most plausible
example of a vehicle pass-by sound? where 1 = A is the most plausible, 5 =
B is the most plausible, 3 = A and B are equally plausible’. This question is
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to evaluate the agreement of the auditioned scene with expected inner refer-
ences (expectations) of the participant [63], rather than an external reference.
In other words, it can be seen as the ‘plausibility to expectation’, which is
assumed to be useful for sound evaluation in VR applications because it is
usually difficult or impossible to find a ‘ground truth’ in a virtual world [63].
Participants should choose a value k between 1–5 to evaluate whether ‘A’ or
‘B’ is more likely to be a pass-by sound as according to their personal experi-
ence and expectation. If k > 3, then k points are added to the corresponding
model for the ‘plausibility to expectation’, and (6− k) points is added to the
other model. In contrast, if k 6 3, (6− k) is to the corresponding model and
k points is added to the other model for the ‘plausibility to expectation’.
In fact, this can be considered as a modified version of Alternative Forced
Choice (AFC) test, which has been widely used in psychophysical studies [322,
323]. As no reference stimulus ‘X’ appears, the data collected for this question
can be considered as the general preference on the plausibility, or ‘plausibility
to expectation’ to some extent. Figure 7.4 demonstrates the graphical user
interface of such an ABX test with an additional question on preference for
plausibility.
7.2.2 Results of ABX Listening Test
These ABX listening tests were conducted following ethical approval from the
University of York Physical Sciences Ethics Committee (PSEC) with a refer-
ence code ‘Fu200519’.
There are a total of 27 participants in this ABX listening test. All the
data are collected and stored anonymously. The demographic data collected
in the test are shown in Figure 7.5. As can be seen from the histograms,
there is a biased distribution in age, gender, and occupation. In fact, most of
the participants are young students with some study or working experience in
acoustics. Although there is no research on the effect of gender and age specif-
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Figure 7.4: An example of graphical user interface of the ABX test with an extra
question on preference for plausibility.
ically for evaluation of auralisation studies, it has been claimed that there is
no significant correlation between age/gender and noise sensitivity or annoy-
ance in an urban environment [324–326]. Therefore, the statistical analysis
of the collected data can be extrapolated into a wider population with other
distribution patterns of gender and age. The study/work experience related to
acoustics means that these participants are more reliable and discriminating
than untrained listeners [327, 328], which enhances the robustness of the test
results.
Figure 7.5: Demographic data collected in the ABX listening test.
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The purpose of the ABX test is to find out whether subjects can reliably
perceive the difference between sounds synthesised using the procedural audio
model and the granular synthesis model or instead identify ‘X’ by guessing.
The probability of successfully identifying ‘X’ in n trials by guessing can be
calculated by the binomial distribution:
P (X = x) =
n
x
 px · (1− p)n−x (7.1)
where x is the correct number of ‘X’ identified, p = 50% is the correct rate
for guessing for each selection, and n = 20 is the number of trials for each test
case. The null hypothesis H0 and the corresponding alternative hypothesis H1
for each test case is defined as follows:
 H0: Subject cannot hear a difference between the procedural audio model
and the granular synthesis model.
 H1: Subject can hear a difference between the procedural audio model
and the granular synthesis model.
The probability that each subject is guessing in each test case can be
calculated using Equation 7.1, and the results in C.2 in Appendix C can be
obtained. If the critical level is set as α = 5%, which means the H0 should be
rejected when the calculated probability is below 5%. According to Equation
7.1, this corresponds to a threshold integer count number 14. In other words,
if a subject can correctly identify ‘X’ 14 times or more out of 20 trials, it is
considered that that subject can perceive a difference between ‘A’ and ‘B’, at
the 95% confidence level. The number of participants that cannot perceive a
difference at the 95% confidence level in each test is shown as Figure 7.6.
As introduced at the beginning of this section, there is an extra question
pertaining to the ‘plausibility to expectation’ for the pass-by scene. For each
pair of pass-by sounds A/B, a subject gives k points to one stimuli and (6−k)
points to the other stimuli, using a discrete 1–5 integer scale. For every subject,
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Figure 7.6: The count number of participants that cannot perceive a difference at
the 95% confidence level.
points given to sounds synthesised using the same model (procedural audio or
granular synthesis) will be summed together. The total points that every
subject gave to the stimuli synthesised by each model are shown in Figure
7.10 based on the data obtained in Table C.3 in Appendix C.
Discussion
As can be seen from Figure 7.6, at the 95% confidence level, the count number
of retaining H0 is 0 in test Case 1, which means that all of the 27 partici-
pants can perceive the differences between the sounds synthesised using the
procedural audio model and the counterparts synthesised using the granular
synthesis model, at the 5% level of significance. The mean rate of ‘X’ being
identified correctly is 19.81/20=99.1%. The correct rate of guessing is assumed
as p = 50%. Thus, regarding Qs1, it can be concluded that for a pure engine
sound, 100% of the participants consider that the perceived plausibility of the
procedural audio model is different from the granular synthesis model, at the
95% confidence level.
In fact, the differences between the pure engine sounds synthesised us-
ing the two methods can be obviously found by comparing the power spectral
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density of the synthetic sounds. Figure 7.7 shows an example of the power
spectral density of two engine sounds synthesised by the granular synthesis
model and the procedural audio model, respectively, corresponding to the sta-
tus of a vehicle with an eight-cylinder engine driving at 40km/h. The energy
higher than 12kHz is not displayed as the these synthetic engine sounds are
calibrated regarding to the Harmonoise model, in which the empirical equation
is valid in 1/3 octave bands from the frequency bin fc = 25Hz to the frequency
bin fc = 10kHz. As can be seen from this figure, the energy of the granular
synthesis engine sound has is higher than that of the procedural audio sound
across a wide range of frequencies, particularly within 500–2000Hz. Accord-
ing to the results from the ABX test Case 1, these differences can be audibly
perceived by the participants.
Figure 7.7: Power spectral density (FFT size = 4096) of two engine sounds synthe-
sised by the granular synthesis model and the procedural audio model, respectively,
corresponding to the status of a vehicle with an eight-cylinder engine driving at
40km/h.
This is mainly because of the different nature of these two sound synthesis
methods. In granular synthesis, a dataset of recordings is used, in which most
of the features in the original sounds can be captured and retained. In contrast,
there is no recording involved when building up a procedural audio model. A
series of pre-assumptions and simplifications are required to implement a model
in practice, so a lot of details are neglected which may contribute to the sound
quality or the plausibility of the sound, more or less. Therefore, it is easy to
distinguish a recording-based synthetic engine sound and a procedural audio
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engine sound by hearing them. This is also reflected in the comments left by
some participants, saying that ‘they are totally different sounds’ or ‘It is too
easy (to discriminate the sounds)’.
In test Case 2, the count number of retainingH0 is 8, at the 95% confidence
level. The mean rate of ‘X’ being identified correctly is 15.04/20=75.2%. When
analysing the performance of each subject in test Case 1 and Case 2, it can be
found that all participants did fewer correct identifications of ‘X’ in test Case 2
than Case 1, as shown in Figure 7.9. It reveals that when tyre noise is added on
top of the engine sound, it is more difficult for all the participants to distinguish
the sounds synthesised using the procedural audio model and the granular
synthesis model. Thus, regarding Qs2, it can be concluded that 8/27=29.6%
of the participants consider the perceived plausibility of the procedural audio
model is comparable to the granular synthesis model when tyre noise is added,
and all of the participants found it is more difficult to distinguish the sounds
synthesised using the two different methods when tyre noise is added on top
of engine sound, at the 95% confidence level.
This result can be partly explained by the auditory masking theory intro-
duced in Chapter 2. As there is a large portion of energy in low frequencies
for tyre noise, which can be seen as a good masker for high frequencies in the
synthetic engine sounds [35]. According to this theory, engine sound is partly
masked by tyre noise when played simultaneously, so some of the differences
between the procedural audio sound and the granular synthesis sound become
inaudible when they are heard as a whole.
Figure 7.8 shows an example of the power spectral density of two en-
gine+tyre sounds synthesised by the granular synthesis model and the proce-
dural audio model, respectively, corresponding to the status of a vehicle with
an eight-cylinder engine driving at 40km/h. The energy higher than 12kHz is
not displayed as these sounds are synthesised based on the Harmonoise model,
in which the empirical equation is valid in 1/3 octave bands from the fre-
quency bin fc = 25Hz to the frequency bin fc = 10kHz. As can be seen from
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this figure, the energy distribution is similar for these two sounds across all
the frequency range. According to the results from the ABX test Case 2, only
29.6% of the participants consider the perceived plausibility of the procedural
audio model is comparable to the granular synthesis model when tyre noise
is added. Therefore, it is not sufficient to use the power spectral density to
describe the perceived differences between plausibility of the procedural au-
dio model and the granular synthesis model when tyre sound is added to the
engine sound.
Figure 7.8: Power spectral density (FFT size = 4096) of two engine+tyre sounds
synthesised by the granular synthesis model and the procedural audio model, respec-
tively, corresponding to the status of a vehicle with an eight-cylinder engine driving
at 40km/h.
In test Case 3, a total of 19 participants cannot hear a difference when
the sound propagation effects and the spatial audio effects are added on top
of engine sound and tyre noise, at the 95% confidence level.
The mean rate of ‘X’ identified correctly is 12.48/20=62.4%. It can be
claimed that compared to test Case 2, it is more difficult to distinguish the
sounds synthesised using the different two methods in Case 3. This can be ex-
plained from two perspectives. On one hand, the count number of retaining H0
increases by 11, from 8 to 19, as shown in Figure 7.6. On the other hand, when
analysing the performance of each subject in test Case 2 and Case 3, it can be
found that 23 participants did fewer correct identifications of ‘X’ in test Case
3 than Case 2, and none of them can identified more correct ‘X’ in Case 3 than
that in Case 2, which is shown in Figure 7.9. It means that the discrimination
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task becomes harder for at least 23/27=85.2% of the participants in Case 3
than Case 2. The difficulty of making such a distinction can also be reflected
in the ‘plausibility to expectation’ result. The mean scores of ‘plausibility to
expectation’ of the pass-by sounds synthesised by procedural audio and gran-
ular synthesis are 58.93 and 61.07, respectively, as shown in Figure 7.10. The
standard deviation is 3.18 for the scores of both synthesis models, as listed
in Table C.3. Considering the relatively small value of difference in the mean
score and the standard deviation, it is reasonable to claim that for auralisation
of a single vehicle pass-by, a similar level of ‘plausibility to expectation’ can
be achieved by either the procedural audio model and the granular synthesis
model. Thus, regarding Qs3, it can be concluded that 19/27=70.1% of the
participants consider that the perceived plausibility of the developed auralisa-
tion framework is comparable to that based on the granular synthesis model
for engine sound, and at least 23/27=85.2% of the participants found that it
is more difficult to distinguish the sounds synthesised using the two different
methods when sound propagation effects and spatial audio effects are added,
at the 95% confidence level. A similar level of ‘plausibility to expectation’ can
be achieved by either the procedural audio model and the granular synthesis
model for engine sound synthesis. In other words, the sounds auralised by the
granular synthesis model and the procedural model are interchangeable in the
case of a single vehicle pass-by for at least 70.1% people without plausibility
issues. Although some people can perceive a difference between the granular
synthesis model and the procedural audio model, a similar level of ‘plausibility
to expectation’ is achieved by using either of these two methods.
Recalling these three sub-questions raised at the beginning of this section,
the following answers can be summarised according to the ABX listening test
conducted:
 Qs1: For a pure engine sound, 100% of the participants consider that the
perceived plausibility of the procedural audio model is different from the
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Figure 7.9: The count number of subjects who make more/equal/fewer correct
identified between different test cases.
Figure 7.10: The mean scores of ‘plausibility to expectation’ of the pass-by sounds
synthesised by procedural audio and granular synthesis.
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granular synthesis model, at the 95% confidence level.
 Qs2: For the engine sound plus tyre noise, 29.6% of the participants
consider that the perceived plausibility of the procedural audio model is
comparable to the granular synthesis model, and 100% of the participants
consider that it is more difficult to distinguish the sounds synthesised
using the two different methods when tyre noise is added on top of engine
sound compared with the pure engine sound, at the 95% confidence level.
 Qs3: For a single vehicle pass-by sound, 70.1% of the participants con-
sider the perceived plausibility of the developed auralisation framework
as being comparable to that based on the granular synthesis model for
the engine sound, and at least 85.2% of the participants found it becomes
more difficult to distinguish the sounds synthesised using the two differ-
ent methods when sound propagation effects and spatial audio effects are
added compared with engine sound plus tyre noise, at the 95% confidence
level. A similar level of ‘plausibility to expectation’ can be achieved by
either the procedural audio model and the granular synthesis model for
engine sound synthesis.
In this section, the perceived plausibility of the auralisation framework
developed in terms of a single vehicle pass-by has been validated using a ABX
listening test. Based on this, the plausibility of traffic flow auralisation will be
evaluated by a MUSHRA listening test that follows.
7.3 Evaluation of auralised traffic flow noise
With the validation of the plausibility of a single vehicle pass-by auralised
using the proposed framework, the next step is to explore how plausibility
may vary under different traffic flow conditions when multiple pass-by vehicles
move with different driving patterns. According to the discussion in Chapter
6, the properties of a microscopic traffic flow can be described by a series
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of parameters including the vehicle velocity (v), vehicle density (k), and flow
speed (q), etc. [301]. The second listening test is then designed to test different
cases by changing these descriptive parameters to explore how the plausibility
of the auralisation varies under different traffic flow conditions.
7.3.1 Method – MUSHRA Listening Test
This listening test is designed as a Multiple Stimuli with Hidden Reference
and Anchor (MUSHRA) test. This method has been widely used for explor-
ing perceived audio quality processed by different signal processing methods.
According to the state-of-art guidance ITU-R BS.1534-3 [329] for this test
method, a MUSHRA test case consists of a series of alternative stimuli treated
in different ways that need to be rated at once using a scale of 0 to 100. An
external reference is assumed to be of the best quality, which is also used as
a hidden reference stimulus that is expected to get the highest rating. On
the other hand, an anchor (usually corresponding to a low-pass filtered sound)
is also included which represents a low-quality sound and is expected to be
rated as the worst audio quality. There are often five additional text labels at
intervals of 20 from each other on top of the 0 to 100 scale, marked as Bad,
Poor, Fair, Good, and Excellent. The order of the stimuli is randomised for
each listener.
As the aim of this listening test is to explore to what extent the plausibility
of the proposed auralisation framework using procedural audio is comparable
to the counterparts created by the granular synthesis method and whether
sounds synthesised using these two methods are interchangeable without plau-
sibility issues in different traffic flow conditions, here the stimuli ‘treated by
different methods’ in the MUSHRA test are considered as the different mix of
vehicle pass-by sounds synthesised by granular synthesis and procedural audio.
The variation of traffic flow conditions is achieved by changing the descriptive
parameters of traffic flow including the vehicle speeds (v), density (k), and
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flow speed (q), etc. For each traffic flow condition, a test case is created. In
each test case, six pass-by vehicles are auralised according to the descriptive
parameters set for that specific traffic flow. There are seven stimuli for each
test case in addition to an anchor which is a low-pass filtered sound of one of
these stimuli. The cutoff frequency for the low-pass filter is set as fc = 3.5kHz
according to the guidance of ITU-R BS.1534-3 [329]. Hence, there are eight
stimuli in total for each test case. Figure 7.11 demonstrates the graphical user
interface of a typical test case in the MUSHRA test.
Among the seven stimuli except the Anchor, the ‘pure procedural audio’
stimulus (P6) is auralised by adding six single vehicle pass-by sounds synthe-
sised using the procedural audio model, while the ‘pure granular synthesis’
stimulus (G6) is auralised by adding the counterparts created using granular
synthesis. The remaining stimuli are intermediate cases which consist of a mix
of granular synthesis sounds and procedural audio sounds varied by changing
the number of pass-by vehicles auralised using these two methods (G1P5: 5
procedural audio + 1 granular synthesis; G2P4: 4 procedural audio + 2 gran-
ular synthesis; G3P3: 3 procedural audio + 3 granular synthesis; G4P2: 2
procedural audio + 4 granular synthesis; and G5P1: 1 procedural audio + 5
granular synthesis). The time length of each stimulus is 8–10s, according to
the entering time of each vehicle and vehicle speeds. All the stimuli are pro-
cessed with a short fade-in and fade-out to avoid particularly distinguishable
onset/offset cues. In this way, it is feasible to evaluate whether the plausibility
of the procedural audio model can be comparable to the recording-based gran-
ular synthesis model for a specific traffic flow condition, and to what extent
the traffic flow sound generated by these two methods are interchangeable.
There are 7 test cases for the complete MUSHRA test, corresponding to 5
different typical traffic flow conditions in total. The first three test cases (Case
1 – Case 3) are designed based on the same traffic flow condition but with dif-
ferent sounds for the external reference (and also the hidden reference): pure
granular synthesis, pure procedural audio synthesis, and 3 granular synthesis
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Figure 7.11: The graphical user interface of the MUSHRA test.
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pass-bys + 3 procedural audio pass-bys. This is different from the standard
MUSHRA test, in which the external reference always corresponds to the sound
with the highest quality. It is because of the nature of the listening test de-
signed here – which is to compare the plausibility of traffic flow auralisation
implemented by the procedural audio model and the granular synthesis model.
The external reference is designed to bring an impression of the sound corre-
sponding to a specific traffic flow condition, rather than presenting ‘the best
plausibility’ of the example traffic flow sound. In fact, which stimulus has ‘the
best plausibility’ is still an unknown question for each test case. Therefore,
it is necessary to explore how the evaluation of plausibility may change when
different external references are used. The other test cases (Case 4 – Case
7) correspond to 4 different traffic flow conditions, pertaining to the variation
of vehicle directions, vehicle types, vehicle speeds, and flow speed compared
to the first three test cases. Case 4 is designed by changing the vehicle di-
rection in Case 1 from a mix of left to right and right to left into all left to
right. Case 5 is designed by changing the vehicle type in Case 1 from three
eight-cylinder vehicles + three four-cylinder vehicles into six four-cylinder ve-
hicles. Case 6 is designed by changing the vehicle speeds in Case 1 from a mix
of low-speed vehicles (40km/h) + mid-speed vehicles (50km/h) + high-speed
vehicles (60km/h) into a mix of low-speed vehicles (40km/h, 45km/h) + high-
speed vehicles (60km/h). Case 7 is designed by changing the flow speed from
an ‘averaged’ entering-leaving time distribution into a ‘congested’ entering-
leaving time distribution. The test cases are randomised for each listener. The
driving parameters for all the 7 test cases are summarised as below:
 Case 1 – Case 3: 3 cross-plane eight-cylinder engine vehicles, 3 flat-plane
four-cylinder engine vehicles; vehicle speeds: two 40km/h vehicles, two
50km/h vehicles, two 60km/h vehicles; driving directions: 3 left to right
vehicles, 3 right to left vehicles; flow speed: two vehicles randomly enter
between 0–1.5s, two vehicles randomly enter between 1.5–3s, two vehicles
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randomly enter between 3–4.5s. The engine speeds and engine loads are
set according to Table 7.1. Stimuli synthesised using a pure granular
synthesis for the engine sound, a pure procedural model, and a mix of 3
granular synthesis engine sound pass-bys + 3 procedural audio pass-bys
are used as external references, respectively.
 Case 4: 3 cross-plane eight-cylinder engine vehicles, 3 flat-plane four-
cylinder engine vehicles; vehicle speeds: two 40km/h vehicles, two 50km/h
vehicles, two 60km/h vehicles; driving directions: six left to right vehi-
cles; flow speed: two vehicles randomly enter between 0–1.5s, two vehicles
randomly enter between 1.5–3s, two vehicles randomly enter between 3–
4.5s. The engine speeds and engine loads are set according to Table
7.1.
 Case 5: 6 flat-plane four-cylinder engine vehicles; vehicle speeds: two
40km/h vehicles, two 50km/h vehicles, two 60km/h vehicles; driving
directions: 3 left to right vehicles, 3 right to left vehicles; flow speed:
two vehicles randomly enter between 0–1.5s, two vehicles randomly enter
between 1.5–3s, two vehicles randomly enter between 3–4.5s. The engine
speeds and engine loads are set according to Table 7.1.
 Case 6: 3 cross-plane eight-cylinder engine vehicles, 3 flat-plane four-
cylinder engine vehicles; vehicle speeds: two 40km/h vehicles, two 45km/h
vehicles, two 70km/h vehicles; driving directions: 3 left to right vehicles,
3 right to left vehicles; flow speed: two vehicles randomly enter between
0–1.5s, two vehicles randomly enter between 1.5–3s, two vehicles ran-
domly enter between 3–4.5s. The engine speeds and engine loads are set
according to Table 7.1.
 Case 7: 3 cross-plane eight-cylinder engine vehicles, 3 flat-plane four-
cylinder engine vehicles; vehicle speeds: two 40km/h vehicles, two 50km/h
vehicles, two 60km/h vehicles; driving directions: 3 left to right vehicles,
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3 right to left vehicles; flow speed: 3 vehicles randomly enter between
0–1s, 3 vehicles randomly enter between 1–2s. The engine speeds and
engine loads are set according to Table 7.1.
Figure 7.12 – Figure 7.15 shows some examples of the spectrograms of the
synthetic traffic flow sounds to be test in test Case 1, including the stimuli
synthesised using a pure granular synthesis for the engine sounds, a mix of 3
granular synthesis for engine sounds + 3 procedurally created engine sounds, a
pure granular synthesis for the engine sounds, and the low-pass filtered anchor
stimulus for the MUSHRA test, respectively. As can be seen from these spec-
trograms, the difference between the anchor and the other stimuli is relatively
obvious. There is little visible difference between the stimuli synthesised by
pure granular synthesis, a mix of 3 granular synthesis + 3 procedural audio,
and a pure granular synthesis for the engine sounds. However, according to the
results from Case 2 in the ABX test, the auditory perception of these sound
signals may still be very different in terms of plausibility although they look
similar from the perspective of sound levels.
Figure 7.12: The spectrogram of the auralised traffic flow in Case 1: Pure granular
synthesis for the engine sounds (G6).
7.3.2 Results of MUSHRA Listening Test
These MUSHRA listening test was conducted following ethical approval from
the University of York Physical Sciences Ethics Committee (PSEC) with a
reference code ‘Fu200519’.
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Figure 7.13: The spectrogram of the auralised traffic flow in Case 1: Mix of gran-
ular synthesis and procedural audio for engine sounds synthesis (G3P3).
Figure 7.14: The spectrogram of the auralised traffic flow in Case 1: Pure proce-
dural audio for the engine sounds (P6).
Figure 7.15: The spectrogram of the auralised traffic flow in Case 1: the low-pass
filtered Anchor.
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Each participant is first presented with an experiment statement and con-
sent statement, shown in Appendix B.2, followed by a calibration session in
which the subject is asked to set appropriate sound volume for this test by lis-
tening to a pure 1kHz sound. Then a demographic questionnaire and a short
training session are presented to let the participant familiarise themselves with
the test procedure and user interface.
There are a total of 21 participants in this listening test. All the data
are collected and stored anonymously. By post-screening of the test data, one
response has been rejected because the rating of the hidden reference is not
conspicuously lower than other examples, which does not fulfil the requirement
for statistical analysis of the MUSHRA test. Therefore, there are a total
of 20 effective responses. The demographic data collected from the effective
responses are shown in Figure 7.16. As can be seen from the histograms, there
is also a biased distribution in age, gender, and occupation, which is similar
to that of the first ABX listening test. Most of the participants are young
students with some study or working experience in acoustics, which is again
similar to the first ABX listening test. As discussed previously, it can be
considered that these participants are more reliable and discriminating than
untrained listeners [327, 328], which enhances the robustness of the results of
the MUSHRA test.
Figure 7.16: Demographic data collected in the MUSHRA listening test.
Figure 7.17 demonstrates the MUSHRA result for Case 1 in a boxplot,
which is created according to the rating data in Appendix C. The stimulus
consisting of six pass-by vehicles for which engine sounds are synthesised using
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granular synthesis is the external reference. Medians of ratings are shown as
black horizontal bars. According to the guidance in [330], data obtained from
a small number of listeners participating in MUSHRA tests are usually not
normally distributed, nor uncorrelated to each other, because subjects usually
take direct comparisons of multiple stimuli within a test page rather than rate
using the full scale to give an absolute rating value. Therefore, parametric
statistics such as ANOVA test are not suitable for the statistical analysis here.
It is recommended that the non-parametric Friedman test should be used as the
alternative to the parametric ANOVA test for MUSHRA data [330, 331]. As
the Friedman test is sensitive to unequal distributions, the direct comparison
between any stimulus with the hidden reference should be avoided when using
this test because the hidden reference always has a larger rank value [330]. As
can be seen from Figure 7.17, the rating of the anchor is obviously lower than
the other stimuli, while the rating of the hidden reference is obviously higher
than the other stimuli. The main purpose of the non-parametric Friedman test
is to investigate whether there are significant differences between other stimuli
apart from the anchor and the hidden reference.
By taking a Friedman test for the MUSHRA data from stimuli P6, G1P5,
G2P4, G3P3, G4P2, and G5P1, it can be found that there is no significant
difference between these stimuli in terms of plausibility at the 95% confidence
level (p = 0.091 > 0.05, χ2(5) = 4.03). It reveals that the plausibility of
these stimuli, either synthesised using the procedural audio model or a mix of
granular synthesis for the engine sounds and the procedural audio model, are
comparable to each other under a traffic flow condition with various types of
multiple pass-by vehicles driving bidirectionally at a mix of low, mid and high
vehicle speeds, under a smooth flow rate.
Figure 7.18 demonstrates the MUSHRA result for Case 2 in a boxplot,
which is created according to the rating data in Appendix C. The stimulus
consisting of three pass-by vehicles for which engine sounds are synthesised
using granular synthesis and three pass-by vehicles for which engine sounds are
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Figure 7.17: Result of Case 1 in the MUSHRA listening test. The reference case
used is G6 which is ‘pure granular synthesis’ sounds of six vehicle pass-bys.
synthesised using the procedural audio model is used as the external reference.
As can be seen from Figure 7.18, the rating of the anchor is obviously lower
than other stimuli, while the rating of the hidden reference is obviously higher
than the other stimuli. By taking a Friedman test for the MUSHRA data from
stimuli P6, G1P5, G2P4, G4P2, G5P1, and G6, it can be found that there is no
significant difference between these stimuli in terms of plausibility at the 95%
confidence level (p = 0.06 > 0.05, χ2(5) = 10.41). As the traffic flow condition
in Case 2 is identical to that in Case 1, it reveals that the plausibility of the
pure procedural audio model, a mix of granular synthesis for the engine sounds
and the procedural audio model, and pure granular synthesis for the engine
sound are comparable to each other under a traffic flow condition with various
types of multiple pass-by vehicles driving bidirectionally at a mix of low, mid
and high vehicle speeds, under a smooth flow rate.
Figure 7.19 demonstrates the MUSHRA result for Case 3 in a boxplot,
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Figure 7.18: Result of Case 2 in the MUSHRA listening test. The reference case
used is G3P3 which is a mix of 3 vehicle pass-bys sounds synthesised using granular
synthesis and 3 vehicle pass-bys sounds synthesised using procedural audio.
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which is created according to the rating data in Appendix C. The stimulus
consisting of six pass-by vehicles for which engine sounds are synthesised using
the procedural audio model is used as the external reference. As can be seen
from Figure 7.19, the rating of the anchor is obviously lower than other stimuli,
while the rating of the hidden reference is obviously higher than the other
stimuli. By taking a Friedman test for the MUSHRA data from stimuli G1P5,
G2P4, G3P3, G4P2, G5P1, and G6, it can be found that there is no significant
difference between these stimuli in terms of plausibility at the 95% confidence
level (p = 0.39 > 0.05, χ2(5) = 5.24). As the traffic flow condition in Case 3 is
identical to that in Case 1, it reveals that the plausibility of a mix of granular
synthesis for the engine sounds together with the procedural audio model,is
comparable to using only pure granular synthesis for the engine sound under
a traffic flow condition with various types of multiple pass-by vehicles drive
bidirectionally at a mix of low, mid and high vehicle speeds, under a smooth
flow rate.
When combining the results from Case 1, Case 2, and Case 3, it can
be seen that the plausibility of the pure procedural audio model, a mix of
granular synthesis for the engine sounds and the procedural audio model, and
pure granular synthesis for the engine sound, are comparable to each other
whatever the external reference is used. This can be also verified using the
non-parametric Friedman test. Figure 7.20 shows a summary of ratings for
different stimuli acquired in Case 1, Case 2, and Case 3. Ratings for the hidden
references are excluded because they are not valid for these statistical analysis.
By taking a Friedman test for all data collected in these three test cases, it can
be found that there is no significant difference between these stimuli in terms
of plausibility at the 95% confidence level (p = 0.15 > 0.05, χ2(5) = 23.12).
In other words, the external reference is interchangeable without plausibility
issues for the auralised traffic flow condition. In Case 4 to Case 7, as the same
auralisation models and driving parameters are utilised, it is assumed that the
interchangeability of the external reference still holds for these cases. As the
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Figure 7.19: Result of Case 3 in the MUSHRA listening test. The reference case
used is P6 which is ‘pure procedural audio’ sounds of six vehicle pass-bys.
absolute ratings of the external reference are invalid for the Friedman test, a
mix of granular synthesis for the engine sounds and the procedural audio model
(G3P3) is used as the external reference for the remaining test cases. This is for
obtaining valid ratings on the extreme stimuli synthesised by pure procedural
audio and pure granular synthesis for the engine sound for statistical analysis.
Even though the ratings for G3P3 stimuli are no longer valid, there are other
mixed stimuli (e.g. G2P2, G5P1) which provide a reasonable context for the
mix of procedural audio model and granular synthesis.
Figure 7.21 demonstrates the MUSHRA result for Case 4 in a boxplot,
which is created according to the rating data in Appendix C. As can be seen
from Figure 7.21, the rating of the anchor is obviously lower than other stimuli,
while the rating of the hidden reference is obviously higher than the other
stimuli. By taking a Friedman test for the MUSHRA data from stimuli P6,
G1P5, G2P4, G4P2, G5P1, and G6, it can be found that there is a significant
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Figure 7.20: Summary of results in Case 1, Case 2, and Case 3 without the ratings
of hidden references and anchors. This is for comparison of the plausibility ratings
when different external reference stimuli are used.
difference between these stimuli in terms of plausibility at the 95% confidence
level (p = 0.001 < 0.05, χ2(5) = 20.59). Post hoc analysis with Wilcoxon
signed-rank tests was conducted with a Bonferroni correction applied [332],
resulting in a significance level set at p < 0.004. Median (IQR) perceived
effort levels for P6, G1P5, G2P4, G4P2, G5P1, and G6 are 54.5 (48.25 to
71), 58 (46.25 to 68.75), 58 (49 to 69), 64 (58.25 to 72), 66.5 (58.25 to 74.75),
and 66 (58.5 to 71), respectively. Using Wilcoxon signed-rank tests for each
pair of stimuli, it is found that there is a statistically significant difference in
perceived plausibility for pairs G5P1-P6 (Z = −2.92, p = 0.003), G5P1-G2P4
(Z = −2.84, p = 0.04), and G6-G2P4 (Z = −2.88, p = 0.04). There are
no statistically significant differences between other pairs. By comparing the
medians and the quantiles of these pairs, it can be concluded that the G5P1
sound is more plausible than the P6 sound, the G5P1 sound is more plausible
than the G2P4 sound, and the G6 sound is more plausible than the G2P4
sound, at the 95% confidence level.
These perceived differences in terms of plausibility can also be reflected
in the homogeneous subsets created with a stepwise step-down method [333],
shown in Figure 7.22. It demonstrates the clustering of homogeneous groups
together in the same column of the resulting table with differences marked
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with different colour codes. As can be seen from this figure, the output of
the average rank of the six stimuli are clustered into two subsets: the subset
composed of traffic flow consisting of 0–2 granular synthesis pass-by sounds
and 4–6 procedural audio pass-by sounds, and the other subset composed
of traffic flow consisting of 4–6 granular synthesis pass-by sounds and 0–2
procedural audio pass-by sounds, at the 95% confidence level. It reveals that
there are perceived differences between the traffic flow sounds synthesised using
the procedural audio model, a mix of granular synthesis for engine sounds and
the procedural audio model, and pure granular synthesis for engine sounds
under a traffic flow condition with various types of multiple pass-by vehicles
drive one-way at a mix of low-, mid- and high speed vehicles, under a smooth
flow rate. A traffic flow sound that consists of more recording-based engine
sounds tends to be rated higher in terms of plausibility under such a traffic
flow condition.
Figure 7.21: Result of Case 4 in the MUSHRA listening test. The reference case
used is G3P3 which is a mix of 3 vehicle pass-bys sounds synthesised using granular
synthesis and 3 vehicle pass-bys sounds synthesised using procedural audio.
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Figure 7.22: Homogeneous Subsets of results of Case 4 in the MUSHRA listening
test.
Figure 7.23 demonstrates the MUSHRA result for Case 5 in a boxplot,
which is created according to the rating data in Appendix C. As can be seen
from Figure 7.23, the rating of the anchor is obviously lower than other stimuli,
while the rating of the hidden reference is obviously higher than the other
stimuli. By taking a Friedman test for the MUSHRA data from stimuli P6,
G1P5, G2P4, G4P2, G5P1, and G6, it can be found that there is no significant
difference between these stimuli in terms of plausibility at the 95% confidence
level (p = 0.97 > 0.05, χ2(5) = 0.86). It reveals that the plausibility of the pure
procedural audio model, a mix of granular synthesis for the engine sounds and
the procedural audio model, and pure granular synthesis for the engine sound
are comparable to each other under a traffic flow condition with a reduced
type of pass-by vehicles driving bidirectionally at a mix of low, mid and high
vehicle speeds, under a smooth flow rate.
Figure 7.24 demonstrates the MUSHRA result for Case 6 in a boxplot,
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Figure 7.23: Result of Case 5 in the MUSHRA listening test. The reference case
used is G3P3 which is a mix of 3 vehicle pass-bys sounds synthesised using granular
synthesis and 3 vehicle pass-bys sounds synthesised using procedural audio.
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which is created according to the rating data in Appendix C. As can be seen
from Figure 7.24, the rating of the anchor is obviously lower than other stimuli,
while the rating of the hidden reference is obviously higher than the other
stimuli. By taking a Friedman test for the MUSHRA data from stimuli P6,
G1P5, G2P4, G4P2, G5P1, and G6, it can be found that there is no significant
difference between these stimuli in terms of plausibility at the 95% confidence
level (p = 0.88 > 0.05, χ2(5) = 1.76). It reveals that the plausibility of the pure
procedural audio model, a mix of granular synthesis for the engine sounds and
the procedural audio model, and pure granular synthesis for the engine sound
are comparable to each other under a traffic flow condition with various types
of pass-by vehicles driving bidirectionally at a mix of low and high vehicle
speeds, under a smooth flow rate.
Figure 7.24: Result of Case 6 in the MUSHRA listening test. The reference case
used is G3P3 which is a mix of 3 vehicle pass-bys sounds synthesised using granular
synthesis and 3 vehicle pass-bys sounds synthesised using procedural audio.
Figure 7.25 demonstrates the MUSHRA result of Case 7 in a boxplot,
which is created according to the rating data in Appendix C. As can be seen
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from Figure 7.25, the rating of the anchor is obviously lower than other stimuli,
while the rating of the hidden reference is obviously higher than the other
stimuli. By taking a Friedman test for the MUSHRA data from stimuli P6,
G1P5, G2P4, G4P2, G5P1, and G6, it can be found that there is no significant
difference between these stimuli in terms of plausibility at the 95% confidence
level (p = 0.72 > 0.05, χ2(5) = 2.86). It reveals that the plausibility of the
pure procedural audio model, a mix of granular synthesis for the engine sounds
and the procedural audio model, and pure granular synthesis for the engine
sound are comparable to each other under a traffic flow condition with various
types of pass-by vehicles drive bidirectionally at a mix of low, mid and high
vehicle speeds, under a mass flow rate which represents a street with heavy
traffic.
Figure 7.25: Result of Case 7 in the MUSHRA listening test. The reference case
used is G3P3 which is a mix of 3 vehicle pass-bys sounds synthesised using granular
synthesis and 3 vehicle pass-bys sounds synthesised using procedural audio.
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Discussion
The aim of this test was to evaluate the plausibility of traffic flow auralised
by a proposed auralisation framework based on the use of a procedural au-
dio method. This is conducted by comparing the plausibility with related
examples synthesised using granular synthesis for the engine sound under a
variety of traffic flow conditions in terms of vehicle type, vehicle speeds, driv-
ing directions, and flow rate, etc. The MUSHRA test method has been chosen
to investigate to what extent that traffic flow sounds synthesised using the
procedural audio model and the granular synthesis model are interchangeable
without causing plausibility issues.
According to the statistical analysis of the different test cases correspond-
ing to different traffic flow conditions presented here, it is found that there are
no perceived differences in terms of plausibility when there is a rational varia-
tion on vehicle type, vehicle speeds, and flow rates for the traffic flow sounds.
Here ‘rational’ means the driving parameters for every single vehicle pass-by
sound should be within the requirements of the procedural audio model used
here, e.g. a vehicle speed of 180km/h would violate the limitation of the Har-
monoise model for tyre noise synthesis, which would be expected to decrease
the plausibility of the auralised traffic flow sound dramatically.
Based on the statistical analysis on the results for all cases, it is found
that subjective evaluation of plausibility is relatively sensitive to the driving
directions for multiple pass-by vehicles. Statistically, significant differences
emerge when all the vehicles drive in one direction, and the auralisations that
rely on the use of more recording-based granular synthesis methods tends to
be rated as more plausible.
To the best of the author’s knowledge, there is no existing theory that pro-
vides a full explanation for this phenomenon. Based on the study presented in
[334] showing that peripheral attention and central attention can be converted
to some extent when auditory stimuli from different directions are perceived,
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one potential assumption could be that a person’s central and peripheral at-
tention might change in some way when listening to sounds moving along one
direction when compared to bidirectional sounds, which leads to more atten-
tion paid to the specific timbre of the sounds rather than localisation cues.
This assumption needs to be further proved/disproved using better designed
experiments with more measurement data.
Another potential explanation worth considering is related to the variation
of the ability to detect tones under different binaural listening conditions.
In Chapter 2, the concept of the BMLD has been discussed, which might
be related to the findings in this listening test. However, most prior studies
used only static signal and masker sources to explore the threshold of signal
detection at different localisation patterns. In this study, both the engine
sound and the tyre noise come from the same direction simultaneously, but
are moving according to the driving patterns of the vehicle. As the rich tonal
components in the engine sound are masked by the noise components in both
the procedural audio model and the granular synthesis model, but to a different
extent, it can be assumed that there might be a variation in the thresholds of
tone-in-noise detection for the different MUSHRA test cases, which leads to the
differences in the perceived plausibility. Moreover, a moving source consisting
of engine sound and tyre noise might be masked by another moving source with
some variations in timbre. These assumptions related to the BMLD need to be
further investigated with more measurement data to draw robust conclusions.
7.4 Summary
In this chapter, the plausibility of the auralisation framework developed in
this thesis has been evaluated by two listening tests. First, the plausibility
of a single vehicle pass-by has been validated by an ABX listening test. The
results have indicated that a similar level of ‘plausibility to expectation’ can
be achieved by using either the procedural audio model or the granular synthe-
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sis model for engine sound synthesis in the proposed auralisation framework,
noting that there are significant differences in the first steps of building up
the complete auralisation framework, such as engine sound synthesis and com-
bining the engine sound and tyre noise. This indicates that an auralisation
framework can be adjusted systematically and globally to achieve plausible
sounds rather than focusing purely on a specific component for which the
plausibility might be considered limited.
Based on the validation of the proposed auralisation framework for single
vehicle pass-bys, a MUSHRA test has been implemented to evaluate the plau-
sibility of traffic flow auralised using the proposed auralisation framework. As
it is not easy or realistic to obtain real recordings for the external references
corresponding to the specific traffic flow conditions to be tested, an investi-
gation has been conducted to find the impact of plausibility evaluation when
different stimuli are used as the external references. The results have indicated
that the MUSHRA ratings remain stable no matter which external reference
is used. The plausibility has then been tested in a variety of traffic flow condi-
tions, with the variation of vehicle type, vehicle speeds, driving directions, and
flow rates, etc. The results have verified that the plausibility of the auralisa-
tion framework using procedural audio is comparable to a granular synthesis
model for the engine sound under a wide range of traffic flow conditions in
terms of vehicle type, vehicle speeds, and flow rates, etc. However, the plausi-
bility of the pure procedural audio model tends to be weaker than that using
a recording-based synthesis model for traffic flow examples based on only a
single one-way driving direction.
Chapter 8
Conclusion
This thesis has presented a portfolio of research into the auralisation of traffic
noise using procedural audio methods, with the goal of developing a frame-
work that can generate traffic flow auralisation for a microscopic urban scene
with a suitable level of plausibility and flexibility. As auralisation has been
widely used for demonstration purposes and VR applications in the context of
room acoustics, the premise behind this thesis is that the application of this
technique can be extended into outdoor environments, which would be useful
for designers, urban planners, transportation planners, and the public who are
interested in understanding how sounds are perceived, and what the associated
impacts might be for their interactions with their sound environment. Before
drawing the main conclusions from this study (presented in Section 8.3), a
summary of the thesis work (Section 8.1) and re-statement of the hypothesis
(Section 8.2) as introduced in Chapter 1 will be presented. The main conclu-
sions for the thesis and contributions to the relevant fields will be summarised,
followed by the consideration of potential research directions and topics in the
future (Section 8.4).
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8.1 Summary
The thesis begins with Chapter 2 covering the fundamentals of acoustic theory
and providing a basic understanding of the relevant aspects for the develop-
ment and evaluation of an auralisation framework for traffic noise. This in-
cludes sound generation mechanisms, sound propagation effects in an outdoor
environment, and the relevant acoustic and psychoacoustic theory of sound
perception and evaluation. Following the basic acoustic theory, the concepts
of auralisation, procedural audio, and environmental sounds are presented in
Chapters 3, 4, and 5, respectively, alongside an overview of the main method-
ologies used in each field. The purposes of such a wide range of overview on
these related fields include:
 Investigating the requirement and context of developing such a traffic
noise auralisation framework using procedural audio methods.
 Exploring potential solutions to integrate the concepts and methodolo-
gies in each field in order to create an auralisation framework.
 Estimating what can be potentially achieved by combining techniques
from these relevant fields.
Specifically, Chapter 3 covered the fundamentals of auralisation, including
the background theory on treating airborne sound auralisation problems as LTI
systems, three essential elements within an auralisation framework consisting
of sound source modelling, sound propagation modelling and spatial audio
reproduction, in addition to considerations on the applications of auralisation
in the field of room acoustics, road traffic noise, and VR/AR systems. Special
attention has been given to prior studies on the auralisation of road traffic
noise, and in particular to different methodologies for sound source modelling
and the simulation of sound propagation effects. A categorisation method
consisting of micro-, meso-, and macro-scopic models has been introduced,
which clusters the auralisation models for road traffic noise according to the
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levels of detail required to build up a suitable framework for the problem of
this nature. It is useful to develop a holistic understanding of how to establish
such an appropriate auralisation framework, and what should be involved for
the auralisation of road traffic problems.
Chapter 4 introduced the concepts and characteristics of procedural audio.
The advantages and disadvantages of procedural audio have been discussed
and compared to recording-based audio techniques. As algorithms are the
core assets for procedural audio models, an overview of some typical sound
synthesis methods is then presented, including additive synthesis, subtractive
synthesis, spectral modelling synthesis, physical modelling synthesis, wavetable
synthesis, and FM synthesis. Each synthesis method has its pros and cons, so
it is necessary to choose appropriate sound synthesis methods and integrate
them accordingly when implementing procedural audio algorithms for different
purposes. Although procedural audio has been utilised in some video games
and soundscape studies for the creation of sound effects and ambient sounds
for interactive applications, it is worth exploring its potential for auralisation
purposes in a broader context. Its flexibility and interactivity can be effectively
used for the auralisation of other applications such as urban planning or to
enhance the listeners’ perception of a specific acoustic environment through
the use of audio demonstrations.
Chapter 5 has covered the topic of environmental sounds, including the
underlying aspects of the definition, categorisation, impacts, evaluation and
prediction methods, and the use of soundscape concepts and methodologies
in public’s engagement. The potential for auralisation in supporting conven-
tional noise evaluation/prediction methods and soundscape studies has been
discussed, which provides a perspective for the requirement and application
context for the development of a traffic flow auralisation framework that is
both flexible and interactive.
Based on the overview of the relevant fields in Chapters 3, 4, and 5, it is
reasonable and meaningful to develop an auralisation framework for environ-
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mental sounds using procedural audio approaches, such as traffic noise aurali-
sation, which offers a rational compromise between plausibility, flexibility and
interactivity.
The methodologies for developing such a framework and the key factors
to be considered for sound synthesis and modelling methods have been docu-
mented in Chapter 6. This chapter started with the development of an aural-
isation model for a single vehicle pass-by sound using procedural audio meth-
ods. Engine sound synthesis is realised using a physical-based synthesis model,
and tyre noise synthesis is implemented using an engineering model derived
from the Harmonoise project [119]. Sound propagation effects including dis-
tance attenuation, Doppler shift, and early reflections using 1st-order image
sources have been introduced, which are considered to have an impact on the
plausibility of the auralisation for a microscopic urban scene. This auralisa-
tion is presented binaurally with HRTF processing. Traffic flow auralisation is
achieved by summing the auralised single vehicles according to the descriptive
parameters of traffic flow dynamics. The auralisation framework is built in
Unity3D as the hosting platform. The sound source modelling is developed in
Pure Data, and the sound propagation effects are implemented in Wwise with
some simulations in Matlab. The parameter transmission between different
platforms is realised using open-source middleware or plug-ins working across
Unity3D, PD, and Wwise.
Chapter 7 has presented the evaluation of the plausibility achieved by the
auralisation framework developed in Chapter 6. Two listening tests have been
conducted to investigate to what extent the auralised vehicle pass-by and traf-
fic flow sounds might be considered as being plausible. Granular synthesis has
been used as a recording-based audio synthesis technique for creating the coun-
terparts for comparison. It is assumed that if there is no perceived difference
between a sound scene auralised using procedural audio and recording-based
audio, the procedural audio model can be considered sufficiently plausible for
rendering the results. By conducting an ABX test, it is found that the per-
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ceived plausibility of the procedural audio model is comparable to the granular
synthesis approach when reproduced binaurally with sound propagation effects
added, although the pure engine sounds synthesised using these two methods
are perceived as being different. With this validation of single vehicle pass-by
sounds, a MUSHRA test has been conducted to evaluate the plausibility of
traffic flow auralised using the proposed auralisation framework. It is found
that the plausibility of traffic flow auralisation using a procedural audio model
is comparable to counterparts auralised using a granular synthesis model under
a wide range of traffic flow conditions in terms of vehicle type, vehicle speeds,
and flow rates. However, for the case of all traffic flow driving in one direction,
the plausibility of the procedural audio model tends to be weaker than the
recording-based synthesis model.
8.2 Restatement of Hypothesis
The hypothesis that has informed this research as summarised in Chapter 1,
is revisited here again as follows:
The auralisation of traffic flow sounds using a procedural audio ap-
proach is comparable to methods based on recorded or sampled audio
when considering the plausibility of the results obtained.
In order to prove or disprove this hypothesis, two steps should be taken:
1) Finding a way to develop a traffic flow auralisation model using procedural
audio approaches, and 2) Evaluating the plausibility of the auralisation model
using appropriate methods. In this thesis, these two steps have been taken as
follows:
 A traffic flow auralisation model has been designed and implemented
after in-depth overview of the relevant fields. The engine sound is syn-
thesised by a physical-based synthesis model, while tyre noise is synthe-
sised by an engineering model based on empirical equations, both based
on procedural audio methods. Following the principles of auralisation,
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a sound propagation model for a micro-scopic urban environment has
been developed, and the auralised traffic flow scenes are processed via
HRTF processing for spatial audio reproduction. A variety of traffic flow
sounds corresponding to different traffic flow conditions can be auralised
in this way. The design and development of such a traffic flow auralisa-
tion model can be viewed as strong evidence supporting the first step to
prove the research hypothesis.
 The proposed auralisation framework has been validated by a series of
listening tests, in which the plausibility of the results have been compared
to an approach that replaces the procedural audio engine sound model
with one based on recording-based granular synthesis. The results from
such a subjective evaluation process demonstrate that the plausibility
of the developed procedural audio model is comparable to the granular
synthesis model and verified that: a) a similar level of ‘plausibility to
expectation’ can be achieved by using either of these two models for
engine sound synthesis, and b) there is no significant difference between
the audible perception of the traffic flow auralised by these two methods
for a variety of traffic flow conditions. The results from these listening
tests provide solid evidence in favour of the second step to prove the
research hypothesis
These two points demonstrate the main value of this study, and clearly
confirm the research hypothesis proposed in this thesis. The novelty and main
contributions to the relevant fields throughout this process will now be con-
sidered.
8.3 Main Contributions to the Field
The research that has been completed in the presentation of this thesis has
resulted in the following contributions to the relevant fields as summarised
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below:
 Development of a procedural audio model for auralisation pur-
poses. Prior to this study, procedural audio has mainly been used
by sound designers in video games and animations, while auralisation
has been mainly implemented by acoustic consultants and researchers in
room acoustics projects for the purpose of demonstrating and dissemi-
nating relevant results. The rapid development of VR technology and
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) in more recent years has resulted in
a wider range of potential application areas and contexts for developing
more flexible auralisation tools for different types of acoustic environ-
ments. The idea of using procedural audio methods for auralisation pur-
poses as proposed in this thesis tries to bridge the gap to some extent. An
auralisation framework for traffic noise via procedural audio methods has
been developed. The plausibility has been evaluated by comparing the
proposed model with a more established and acceptable recording-based
method. On one hand, this multi-disciplinary approach may extend the
application of procedural audio into a broader context moving away from
game design and animation films. On the other hand, it provides a fea-
sible way to improve both flexibility and interactivity in auralisation
projects implemented by acoustic consultants and researchers.
Such a flexible and interactive auralisation tool can be useful in many
ways. As discussed in Chapter 5, the most popular use of such an interac-
tive auralisation is demonstrating some large-scale construction projects
to enhance public engagement, such as the projects reported in [249]
and [218]. In these existing projects, recordings were used for sound
source modelling of vehicle pass-by noise, which have very limited flex-
ibility. It is worth trying to use such an auralisation model based on
procedural audio approaches to enhance the flexibility and interactivity
for these demonstrating tools. Apart from demonstration purposes, the
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proposed traffic flow auralisation method can also be useful for internal
communication as part of the design process. Plausible acoustic scenes
corresponding to a variety of traffic flow conditions can be created by
tuning the procedural audio model. It is useful for internal communica-
tion with other team members and stakeholders of the project, in which
multiple rounds of modifications are always needed. With such a flexible
auralisation tool, it is possible to create the corresponding acoustic scenes
when the design of the roads changes, by tuning the auralisation model
according to the modified traffic flow conditions. This will be helpful for
urban planning and traffic management from an acoustic perspective.
 Development and application of auralisation for traffic flow
scenes. Auralisation is typically used for room acoustics to demon-
strate the perceived audible experience of a space. Although there have
been several studies on the application of auralisation for outdoor sound
events and outdoor environments, such as wind turbine noise [291], air-
craft noise [110, 253], railway noise [111, 256], and pass-by vehicles
[112, 117, 126, 252, 262, 278–280, 288], there has been little literature on
traffic flow auralisation. This is mainly because a large dataset consisting
of audio samples from a wide range of vehicle types, vehicle speeds, and
driving patterns is required for creating a variety of traffic flow scenes.
This kind of dataset is not always accessible, nor easy to use, particu-
larly in applications where the computational and storage resources for
audio signal processing are quite limited (e.g. on a mobile platform or for
VR applications). By taking advantage of procedural audio that demon-
strates both flexibility and variable computational cost, it is convenient
to obtain various synthetic pass-by sounds representing different vehicle
types, vehicle speeds, and driving patterns by appropriately tuning a
procedural audio model without the additional issues that arise through
using recording-based methods. The novelty of this work contributes to
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the field of traffic noise auralisation by providing a new method for the
auralisation of complex traffic flow scenes in a concise and efficient way.
The plausibility of the proposed method has been validated by listening
tests under a variety of vehicle pass-by scenarios and traffic flow scenes.
 Development of a complete auralisation framework for vehicle
pass-by sounds. Prior to this thesis, there has been very little study
on the development of a complete auralisation framework for pass-by
vehicles, including the aspects of sound source modelling, sound propa-
gation modelling, and spatial audio reproduction. Instead, most related
traffic noise auralisation studies focus on a single component within such
a framework (e.g. road-tyre noise [312], engine sound [266, 335], etc.),
and use quantitative or qualitative studies for that specific component.
Notwithstanding, it can be extremely complicated and time-consuming
to find ‘perfect’ solutions for every component in a complete auralisation
framework. In this thesis, the novelty leans on developing a complete
auralisation framework for pass-by vehicles from a more holistic perspec-
tive, which focuses on the plausibility of traffic flow for a ‘micro-scopic’
urban scene as a whole, rather than the plausibility of a specific sound
component for a single vehicle. The results from the listening tests in
Chapter 7 reveal that the auralisation of traffic flow can be still plausible
even when there are significant perceived differences to certain aspects
or sub-components developed within the auralisation framework.
 Validation of the plausibility of the proposed auralisation frame-
work for traffic flow by subjective evaluation. Prior to this thesis,
there had been no published study on the subjective evaluation of plau-
sibility for traffic flow auralisation. Some relevant studies on the eval-
uation of auralised single vehicle pass-bys [311, 313] or sub-components
(e.g. road-tyre noise [312], engine sound [266, 335], etc.) in a moving
car can be found, but their results and conclusions cannot be directly
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applied into traffic flow scenes because sounds emitted from multiple ve-
hicles interact with each other, and with the surroundings, which may
have an impact on the audible perception of both the sound event, and
the sound environment. In this thesis, an ABX listening test has been de-
signed and implemented for validating the plausibility of auralised single
vehicle pass-bys, and a MUSHRA listening test has been designed and
implemented for evaluating the plausibility of the proposed traffic flow
auralisation model. The methodologies used in the experimental design
and the results obtained from these subjective evaluation data can be
taken as reference for other studies on evaluating or validating other
auralisation work for traffic flow scenes.
 Combination of different platforms for the implementation of
auralisation with flexible and interactive features. This brings
together some existing techniques as used in different platforms and takes
advantage of them selectively. This combination includes using Unity3D
as the hosting platform for the sound event rendering, Pure Data as the
procedural audio tool for source modelling, and Wwise and Matlab as
the sound propagation effects simulation. The parameter transmission
between different platforms is achieved by open-source middleware or
plug-ins. Prior to this thesis, the combination of these audio-related tools
has not yet been attempted in this application area, and what could be
achieved was as yet unknown. The procedural audio auralisation tools
and methods developed in this thesis for the first time show that these
platforms can be combined for multi-disciplinary and complex tasks, such
as rendering plausible auralisation of traffic flow in a micro-scopic urban
scene with flexible and interactive features.
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8.4 Future Work
There are many areas for future research on the basis of the findings and con-
tributions in this thesis, particularly in the fields of auralisation, environmental
sound evaluation, and procedural audio. The following suggestions on future
steps are quite broad, depending on the purpose of any follow on study and
how it relates to different areas.
Evaluating the auralisation model by comparison with in-situ record-
ings
In this thesis, the plausibility of the developed traffic flow auralisation frame-
work has been evaluated by comparison with a granular synthesis model. Al-
though granular synthesis is a recording-based audio technique and has been
widely used in the game audio and music production industries, it is still a
sound synthesis technique that is not physically identical to in-situ record-
ings. A possible future step could be conducting subjective listening tests to
compare the developed auralisation model to in-situ recordings in terms of
plausibility. An open question would be how to acquire appropriate data for
in-situ recordings. On one hand, it might be not easy or possible to record
pure traffic flow sounds without contamination by other sound events (e.g.
natural sounds, human sounds) in an outdoor environment. For instance, it is
difficult to record pure traffic flow sounds along a busy street in a city centre
because sounds emitted from human activities may always be detectable in the
background. On the other hand, there might be limitations to building up and
running a procedural audio model for every single vehicle within a traffic flow
scenario due to the lack of data related to the structure, configurations, and
driving patterns for all of the vehicle models. Therefore, it is worth exploring
how to take appropriate traffic flow recordings and collect data for developing
better defined procedural audio models for auralising such sound events for
different purposes.
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Evaluating traffic flow auralisation with visual cues
Audiovisual cross-modal perception has been proved to be crucial for an un-
derstanding of an environment’s soundscape according to a series of relevant
studies [140, 141, 336–339], and it is reported that when audio-visual percep-
tions are coupled, attention paid to the visual cues may change the conscious
perception of sound, and vice versa [174]. For example, the impact of the
perception of a sound event may be influenced by visibly presenting vegeta-
tion (e.g. trees, grass) although they may have very little influence on the
acoustic properties of the sound (e.g. SPL) [338, 340], or even by changing
the colour of a visual component, with no associated change in any related
acoustic property [141]. As discussed in Chapter 6, a visual scene has been
implemented in Unity3D in this study but has not been used for listening tests
in the evaluation stage. In future research, it is worth exploring to what extent
the presence of visual features can affect the perception of the auralised traffic
flow, and how to integrate the audiovisual tools for rendering more realistic
traffic flow scenes.
Based on the validation of plausibility of the proposed traffic flow aural-
isation framework, this auralisation method may be used to render acoustic
scenes for lab-based audio-visual perception experiments of soundscape stud-
ies regarding road traffic noise. It would be convenient to create a series of
traffic flow sounds according to a variety of vehicle driving conditions by tun-
ing such a procedural audio model. As the visual scene is modelled via the
game engine Unity3D, it is also convenient to modify the landscape compo-
nents and features (e.g. naturalness, brightness, tranquility, etc.) by changing
the game objects and graphical rendering methods. By combining the visual
modelling techniques in a game engine and the traffic flow auralisation based
on procedural audio approaches, a highly flexible and interactive platform for
audio-visual perception of traffic noise can be established, which provides more
flexible experimental settings for soundscape studies. Such a flexible platform
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would contribute to soundscape studies in many ways. For instance, it has been
reported that VR with 360degree field-of-view photographic images are more
apt for evaluating existing environments, whereas VR models are more suitable
for evaluating modified environments [341]. With such a flexible audio-visual
rendering tool, it would be feasible to design qualitative and quantitative ex-
periments to explore the differences between the recording-based methods (VR
photographs for visual rendering with in-situ recordings for acoustic render-
ing) and the model-based methods (VR models in a game engine for visual
rendering with procedural audio approaches for acoustic rendering), in terms
of road traffic noise in soundscape studies.
Investigating the real-time performance of the auralisation model
As discussed in Chapter 4, a procedural audio model should have the charac-
teristic of real-time performance, which supports its suitability for interactive
usage, e.g. rendering acoustic scenes for VR/AR applications. Real-time per-
formance has not been investigated in this thesis, as plausibility was the main
area to be investigated rather than latency. Potential future research would
be investigating the computation time for rendering more complex traffic flow
scenes, e.g. a larger number of pass-by vehicles in a traffic flow scene, or
testing the latency caused by different sound synthesis or sound propagation
algorithms used for the auralisation framework. For example, in this study,
only 1st-order image sources have been implemented for the early reflections
at the sound propagation modelling stage. It is worth exploring some higher
orders of reflections in terms of the trade-off between the real-time perfor-
mance and the plausibility of the auralised sounds. Some algorithms and data
structures might be considered to improve the efficiency of the image source
algorithm, such as the binary space partitioning method proposed in [72].
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Exploring objective metrics for the evaluation of plausibility in traffic
flow soundscapes
In this study, the plausibility of the developed auralisation model has been
evaluated using subjective listening tests. Although subjective evaluation has
been widely used in most auralisation studies, it is worth exploring objective
metrics representing the plausibility of auralised sounds to some extent. On
one hand, it would be time-saving and cost-effective to evaluate the plausibility
of auralisation by calculating metrics, without resorting the use of listening
tests. On the other hand, it would be convenient to compare the plausibility
of the output sounds rendered by different auralisation models. Some studies
on soundscape indices [234, 342, 343] and sound quality metrics [29, 152, 233]
can be taken for reference as a start for future research in this area.
Integrating the auralisation model into other areas for acoustic ren-
dering
There are many potential application scenes for traffic flow auralisation with
procedural audio methods. The auralisation model should be further tailored
based on the purposes of auralisation in different applications, with a variety
of improvements and modifications to be conducted. For example, when used
for urban planning, the sound propagation model may be improved to be more
appropriate for rendering complex urban scenes for urban design. For traffic
planning, it is worth considering a more effective way for rendering far-field
traffic noise in addition to the developed auralisation model for single vehicle
pass-bys because when a vast number of vehicles are involved, the far-field
pass-by sounds may be perceived as background noise to some extent [122].
For sound design in video games, it is important to take advantage of the
flexibility and variable computational cost of procedural audio methods in this
auralisation framework to create a variety of traffic flow scenes corresponding
to the game context with as little storage space as possible.
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In this study, traffic noise has been chosen as the sound scene to be au-
ralised using procedural audio methods. As discussed in Chapter 6, this is
mainly because it is not feasible to get a large number of required record-
ings corresponding to different vehicle driving patterns using conventional
recording-based auralisation methods. An interesting topic worth exploring is
whether such an auralisation framework based on procedural audio approaches
is suitable for other environmental sound sources, such as bird sounds, insect
sounds, etc. In theory, every sound can be auralised following the principles of
auralisation by doing sound source modelling, sound propagation modelling,
and spatial audio reproduction. However, there are two important issues to be
considered: 1) whether procedural audio is suitable for modelling the target
sound source, and 2) how accurate the auralisation should be for the target
sound scene. As discussed in Chapter 4, the advantages of procedural au-
dio are its variety and flexibility, while aesthetic issues might be an inherent
drawback that should be treated carefully. Therefore, when modelling a sound
source, it is crucial to explore what the extent of the sound source model’s
variety and flexibility should be. If a high level of flexibility is required, it is
then worth considering if recording-based approaches are suitable for the con-
text to be auralised. For example, for bird sounds, when a variety of different
types of bird sounds are required and needed to be controlled for interactive
auralisation, procedural audio approaches, such as the physical-based models
proposed in [13], can be viewed as an alternative because it is difficult to take
all the required recordings to reach a high level of variety and flexibility. As
there are numerous kinds of environmental sound sources and sound scenes
to be auralised, the suitability and feasibility of procedural audio should be
judged case by case. In terms of the accuracy of the auralisation, there is
still a lack of research on the relationship between the physical accuracy of
acoustics and the perceived realism. As human perception is multisensory,
the perceived realism of an auralisation may vary according to the changes
of attention on the audible cues, varying from peripheral attention to central
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attention [24, 142, 334]. Therefore, subjective listening tests are indispensable
for evaluating the perceived accuracy of the auralisation, by which useful cues
may be obtained to simplify the models in the auralisation framework.
The procedural audio based auralisation approach proposed in this thesis
can be potentially tailored for some interactive VR/AR applications. As the
available computation time is quite limited for VR/AR demonstrating (the la-
tency between visual and audio cues should be typically below 60ms [7]), some
improvements in the complexity of the algorithms used in this auralisation
framework are worth considering, so as to achieve a ‘smooth’ user experience.
It is also necessary to have a more holistic understanding of what might be
considered as an acceptable compromise on the plausibility of the final results,
according to the specific context of the VR/AR demonstration.
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Appendix B
Introduction and Consent
Statement for the listening tests
Figure B.1: Introduction and Consent Statement for the ABX listening test.
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Figure B.2: Introduction and Consent Statement for the MUSHRA listening test.
Appendix C
Listening test Data
C.1 Listening Test Data – ABX test
Table C.1: The count number for the correct selection of ‘X’ from ‘A’ or ‘B’ for
every participant
Subject Number
Count of correct ‘X’ pick-up (20 trials for each test case)
Case 1: Engine Sound Case 2: Engine+Tyre Sound Case 3: Pass-by Sound
Subject 1 20 14 11
Subject 2 19 13 10
Subject 3 20 12 11
Subject 4 20 16 12
Subject 5 20 18 14
Subject 6 19 13 11
Subject 7 19 15 12
Subject 8 20 16 13
Subject 9 20 12 12
Subject 10 20 13 12
Subject 11 20 13 10
Subject 12 20 15 12
Subject 13 19 15 14
Subject 14 20 14 14
Subject 15 20 13 13
Subject 16 20 15 13
Subject 17 20 16 16
Subject 18 19 18 15
Subject 19 20 14 12
Subject 20 20 15 10
Subject 21 20 19 13
Subject 22 20 18 12
Subject 23 20 17 10
Subject 24 20 13 11
Subject 25 20 16 14
Subject 26 20 17 16
Subject 27 20 16 14
Total Count 535 406 337
Mean Count 19.81 15.04 12.48
Mean Rate 99.1% 75.2% 62.4%
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Table C.2: Probability that a subject is guessing
Subject Number
Probability that a subject is guessing
Case 1: Engine Sound Case 2: Engine+Tyre Sound Case 3: Pass-by Sound
Subject 1 9.54× 10−7 0.037 0.16
Subject 2 1.91× 10−5 0.074 0.18
Subject 3 9.54× 10−7 0.12 0.16
Subject 4 9.54× 10−7 4.62× 10−3 0.12
Subject 5 9.54× 10−7 1.81× 10−4 0.037
Subject 6 1.91× 10−5 0.074 0.16
Subject 7 1.91× 10−5 0.015 0.12
Subject 8 9.54× 10−7 4.62× 10−3 0.074
Subject 9 9.54× 10−7 0.12 0.12
Subject 10 9.54× 10−7 0.074 0.12
Subject 11 9.54× 10−7 0.074 0.18
Subject 12 9.54× 10−7 0.015 0.12
Subject 13 1.91× 10−5 0.015 0.037
Subject 14 9.54× 10−7 0.037 0.037
Subject 15 9.54× 10−7 0.074 0.074
Subject 16 9.54× 10−7 0.015 0.074
Subject 17 9.54× 10−7 4.62× 10−3 4.62× 10−3
Subject 18 1.91× 10−5 1.81× 10−4 0.015
Subject 19 9.54× 10−7 0.037 0.12
Subject 20 9.54× 10−7 0.015 0.18
Subject 21 9.54× 10−7 1.91× 10−5 0.074
Subject 22 9.54× 10−7 1.81× 10−4 0.12
Subject 23 9.54× 10−7 1.09× 10−3 0.18
Subject 24 9.54× 10−7 0.074 0.16
Subject 25 9.54× 10−7 4.62× 10−3 0.037
Subject 26 9.54× 10−7 1.09× 10−3 4.62× 10−3
Subject 27 9.54× 10−7 4.62× 10−3 0.037
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Table C.3: The total points of ‘plausibility to expectation’ given by the participants
Subject Number
The total points of ‘plausibility to expectation’
Procedural Audio Granular synthesis
Subject 1 62 58
Subject 2 59 61
Subject 3 56 64
Subject 4 58 62
Subject 5 54 66
Subject 6 57 63
Subject 7 64 56
Subject 8 62 58
Subject 9 62 58
Subject 10 57 63
Subject 11 53 67
Subject 12 63 57
Subject 13 64 56
Subject 14 57 63
Subject 15 58 62
Subject 16 60 60
Subject 17 56 64
Subject 18 58 62
Subject 19 58 62
Subject 20 59 61
Subject 21 57 63
Subject 22 54 66
Subject 23 62 58
Subject 24 63 57
Subject 25 57 63
Subject 26 58 62
Subject 27 63 57
Mean Score 58.93 61.07
Standard Deviation 3.18 3.18
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C.2 Listening Test Data – MUSHRA test
Table C.4: The rating of stimuli in MUSHRA test Case 1
Subject Number
Stimuli
P6 G1P5 G2P4 G3P3 G4P2 G5P1 G6 (HR) Anchor
Subjective 1 62.00 61.00 68.00 63.00 57.00 73.00 86.00 33.00
Subjective 2 64.00 67.00 66.00 66.00 64.00 63.00 78.00 2.00
Subjective 3 80.00 81.00 82.00 78.00 80.00 84.00 95.00 18.00
Subjective 4 50.00 58.00 50.00 58.00 57.00 62.00 80.00 10.00
Subjective 5 52.00 53.00 50.00 56.00 59.00 55.00 79.00 12.00
Subjective 6 60.00 40.00 49.00 51.00 42.00 43.00 90.00 3.00
Subjective 7 60.00 60.00 55.00 62.00 63.00 62.00 89.00 2.00
Subjective 8 42.00 51.00 48.00 63.00 67.00 69.00 80.00 20.00
Subjective 9 74.00 69.00 79.00 76.00 72.00 74.00 82.00 5.00
Subjective 10 40.00 39.00 32.00 35.00 36.00 34.00 79.00 18.00
Subjective 11 58.00 60.00 57.00 65.00 59.00 67.00 75.00 10.00
Subjective 12 76.00 71.00 66.00 59.00 59.00 73.00 82.00 30.00
Subjective 13 69.00 62.00 74.00 67.00 57.00 55.00 84.00 9.00
Subjective 14 40.00 47.00 40.00 49.00 48.00 44.00 68.00 2.00
Subjective 15 69.00 61.00 57.00 62.00 63.00 70.00 98.00 18.00
Subjective 16 60.00 70.00 65.00 65.00 59.00 67.00 80.00 10.00
Subjective 17 73.00 77.00 76.00 75.00 69.00 74.00 99.00 30.00
Subjective 18 61.00 52.00 59.00 53.00 54.00 59.00 81.00 9.00
Subjective 19 35.00 53.00 40.00 39.00 44.00 39.00 99.00 2.00
Subjective 20 22.00 24.00 30.00 25.00 24.00 23.00 31.0 11.00
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Table C.5: The rating of stimuli in MUSHRA test Case 2
Subject Number
Stimuli
P6 G1P5 G2P4 G3P3 (HR) G4P2 G5P1 G6 Anchor
Subjective 1 59.00 67.00 68.00 77.00 62.00 69.00 70.00 20.00
Subjective 2 58.00 65.00 66.00 80.00 63.00 63.00 64.00 3.00
Subjective 3 82.00 74.00 80.00 95.00 75.00 77.00 75.00 25.00
Subjective 4 53.00 57.00 59.00 88.00 54.00 51.00 47.00 13.00
Subjective 5 54.00 56.00 51.00 90.00 57.00 56.00 55.00 15.00
Subjective 6 48.00 36.00 39.00 85.00 43.00 37.00 45.00 5.00
Subjective 7 62.00 63.00 64.00 86.00 57.00 56.00 60.00 1.00
Subjective 8 48.00 42.00 43.00 79.00 39.00 45.00 50.00 12.00
Subjective 9 73.00 70.00 64.00 84.00 70.00 66.00 65.00 3.00
Subjective 10 35.00 40.00 32.00 92.00 38.00 37.00 39.00 12.00
Subjective 11 59.00 56.00 55.00 86.00 58.00 67.00 65.00 11.00
Subjective 12 73.00 73.00 72.00 90.00 69.00 66.00 72.00 25.00
Subjective 13 61.00 68.00 70.00 95.00 59.00 55.00 60.00 15.00
Subjective 14 52.00 54.00 55.00 89.00 47.00 49.00 50.00 3.00
Subjective 15 59.00 67.00 63.00 77.00 58.00 51.00 60.00 23.00
Subjective 16 65.00 77.00 66.00 83.00 61.00 61.00 62.00 11.00
Subjective 17 75.00 72.00 69.00 98.00 70.00 73.00 74.00 29.00
Subjective 18 54.00 51.00 55.00 79.00 49.00 50.00 54.00 12.00
Subjective 19 40.00 43.00 43.00 90.00 44.00 37.00 42.00 5.00
Subjective 20 26.00 29.00 25.00 34.00 22.00 29.00 23.00 9.00
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Table C.6: The rating of stimuli in MUSHRA test Case 3
Subject Number
Stimuli
P6 (HR) G1P5 G2P4 G3P3 G4P2 G5P1 G6 Anchor
Subjective 1 88.00 68.00 66.00 59.00 52.00 61.00 62.00 19.00
Subjective 2 79.00 70.00 76.00 77.00 70.00 69.00 75.00 4.00
Subjective 3 90.00 72.00 79.00 69.00 65.00 74.00 76.00 20.00
Subjective 4 87.00 50.00 56.00 62.00 76.00 70.00 69.00 11.00
Subjective 5 86.00 47.00 49.00 50.00 65.00 67.00 54.00 16.00
Subjective 6 81.00 28.00 31.00 29.00 48.00 35.00 36.00 7.00
Subjective 7 79.00 53.00 59.00 62.00 61.00 67.00 65.00 3.00
Subjective 8 80.00 39.00 44.00 35.00 28.00 40.00 41.00 11.00
Subjective 9 89.00 68.00 66.00 59.00 60.00 61.00 69.00 5.00
Subjective 10 79.00 36.00 29.00 45.00 51.00 35.00 33.00 11.00
Subjective 11 75.00 55.00 54.00 52.00 59.00 57.00 69.00 10.00
Subjective 12 91.00 76.00 70.00 69.00 75.00 73.00 71.00 22.00
Subjective 13 98.00 62.00 70.00 65.00 55.00 59.00 63.00 14.00
Subjective 14 76.00 48.00 44.00 59.00 55.00 56.00 53.00 4.00
Subjective 15 80.00 69.00 72.00 70.00 57.00 59.00 61.00 20.00
Subjective 16 79.00 59.00 56.00 55.00 61.00 63.00 65.00 16.00
Subjective 17 92.00 57.00 59.00 44.00 60.00 55.00 49.00 22.00
Subjective 18 91.00 57.00 59.00 44.00 60.00 55.00 49.00 22.00
Subjective 19 90.00 39.00 35.00 44.00 46.00 39.00 43.00 9.00
Subjective 19 54.00 28.00 26.00 37.00 36.00 33.00 29.00 16.00
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Table C.7: The rating of stimuli in MUSHRA test Case 4
Subject Number
Stimuli
P6 G1P5 G2P4 G3P3 (HR) G4P2 G5P1 G6 Anchor
Subjective 1 47.00 57.00 58.00 81.00 67.00 72.00 71.00 25.00
Subjective 2 38.00 45.00 46.00 72.00 49.00 47.00 53.00 13.00
Subjective 3 75.00 74.00 71.00 98.00 75.00 77.00 75.00 14.00
Subjective 4 55.00 59.00 58.00 86.00 62.00 60.00 69.00 13.00
Subjective 5 53.00 46.00 43.00 76.00 61.00 58.00 57.00 16.00
Subjective 6 59.00 56.00 49.00 89.00 62.00 67.00 64.00 15.00
Subjective 7 71.00 68.00 69.00 65.00 67.00 66.00 65.00 13.00
Subjective 8 38.00 42.00 44.00 79.00 59.00 65.00 58.00 22.00
Subjective 9 79.00 77.00 76.00 88.00 74.00 76.00 77.00 9.00
Subjective 10 59.00 60.00 55.00 76.00 74.00 77.00 76.00 16.00
Subjective 11 54.00 47.00 49.00 86.00 58.00 57.00 64.00 18.00
Subjective 12 71.00 76.00 77.00 92.00 69.00 74.00 74.00 21.00
Subjective 13 52.00 54.00 58.00 99.00 69.00 75.00 70.00 19.00
Subjective 14 64.00 62.00 69.00 69.00 55.00 57.00 58.00 7.00
Subjective 15 52.00 60.00 59.00 82.00 64.00 61.00 60.00 18.00
Subjective 16 71.00 69.00 66.00 89.00 73.00 71.00 70.00 13.00
Subjective 17 79.00 81.00 80.00 94.00 77.00 79.00 71.00 17.00
Subjective 18 43.00 41.00 49.00 69.00 58.00 59.00 64.00 17.00
Subjective 19 53.00 55.00 52.00 92.00 64.00 67.00 67.00 16.00
Subjective 20 38.00 43.00 36.00 40.00 41.00 43.00 40.00 18.00
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Table C.8: The rating of stimuli in MUSHRA test Case 5
Subject Number
Stimuli
P6 G1P5 G2P4 G3P3 (HR) G4P2 G5P1 G6 Anchor
Subjective 1 56.00 51.00 52.00 84.00 57.00 52.00 61.00 27.00
Subjective 2 49.00 55.00 56.00 89.00 49.00 51.00 52.00 23.00
Subjective 3 62.00 64.00 61.00 97.00 62.00 67.00 65.00 13.00
Subjective 4 45.00 37.00 50.00 91.00 52.00 48.00 44.00 6.00
Subjective 5 59.00 48.00 51.00 84.00 61.00 70.00 70.00 12.00
Subjective 6 65.00 66.00 54.00 83.00 62.00 64.00 65.00 8.00
Subjective 7 70.00 70.00 65.00 75.00 71.00 66.00 69.00 17.00
Subjective 8 58.00 49.00 57.00 86.00 59.00 53.00 55.00 14.00
Subjective 9 78.00 74.00 75.00 84.00 76.00 76.00 73.00 10.00
Subjective 10 56.00 57.00 52.00 88.00 52.00 49.00 53.00 20.00
Subjective 11 67.00 62.00 60.00 79.00 68.00 63.00 65.00 17.00
Subjective 12 71.00 76.00 77.00 92.00 69.00 74.00 74.00 19.00
Subjective 13 66.00 64.00 67.00 97.00 59.00 61.00 55.00 20.00
Subjective 14 64.00 69.00 68.00 67.00 65.00 62.00 59.00 8.00
Subjective 15 63.00 62.00 57.00 84.00 58.00 66.00 68.00 6.00
Subjective 16 74.00 79.00 76.00 87.00 73.00 74.00 75.00 2.00
Subjective 17 59.00 70.00 80.00 96.00 79.00 76.00 72.00 18.00
Subjective 18 52.00 50.00 49.00 77.00 53.00 55.00 58.00 9.00
Subjective 19 51.00 47.00 55.00 97.00 58.00 60.00 57.00 4.00
Subjective 20 40.00 51.00 56.00 55.00 53.00 54.00 41.00 8.00
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Table C.9: The rating of stimuli in MUSHRA test Case 6
Subject Number
Stimuli
P6 G1P5 G2P4 G3P3 (HR) G4P2 G5P1 G6 Anchor
Subjective 1 53.00 48.00 55.00 93.00 56.00 59.00 62.00 14.00
Subjective 2 37.00 44.00 39.00 87.00 35.00 39.00 38.00 13.00
Subjective 3 72.00 68.00 65.00 96.00 63.00 75.00 74.00 19.00
Subjective 4 49.00 45.00 49.00 92.00 45.00 42.00 48.00 18.00
Subjective 5 49.00 50.00 57.00 88.00 49.00 43.00 42.00 2.00
Subjective 6 69.00 65.00 61.00 76.00 61.00 58.00 60.00 7.00
Subjective 7 58.00 66.00 60.00 79.00 61.00 66.00 63.00 9.00
Subjective 8 57.00 49.00 50.00 92.00 54.00 52.00 58.00 17.00
Subjective 9 75.00 68.00 67.00 91.00 70.00 66.00 61.00 6.00
Subjective 10 59.00 47.00 61.00 79.00 55.00 49.00 58.00 11.00
Subjective 11 69.00 73.00 72.00 76.00 70.00 65.00 64.00 10.00
Subjective 12 68.00 66.00 75.00 80.00 70.00 71.00 69.00 8.00
Subjective 13 63.00 62.00 65.00 72.00 69.00 68.00 64.00 23.00
Subjective 14 61.00 60.00 70.00 85.00 78.00 79.00 84.00 12.00
Subjective 15 63.00 72.00 67.00 94.00 68.00 66.00 59.00 17.00
Subjective 16 74.00 79.00 76.00 92.00 73.00 74.00 75.00 16.00
Subjective 17 45.00 49.00 70.00 95.00 53.00 62.00 68.00 10.00
Subjective 18 52.00 50.00 49.00 91.00 53.00 55.00 58.00 9.00
Subjective 19 52.00 67.00 65.00 90.00 68.00 71.00 67.00 6.00
Subjective 20 56.00 59.00 56.00 70.00 59.00 49.00 54.00 3.00
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Table C.10: The rating of stimuli in MUSHRA test Case 7
Subject Number
Stimuli
P6 G1P5 G2P4 G3P3 G4P2 G5P1 G6 (HR) Anchor
Subjective 1 68.00 74.00 75.00 88.00 77.00 70.00 62.00 7.00
Subjective 2 49.00 44.00 62.00 84.00 60.00 61.00 70.00 11.00
Subjective 3 52.00 59.00 62.00 86.00 69.00 77.00 73.00 10.00
Subjective 4 63.00 39.00 48.00 93.00 46.00 50.00 68.00 6.00
Subjective 5 52.00 57.00 55.00 85.00 49.00 48.00 44.00 6.00
Subjective 6 61.00 62.00 59.00 98.00 60.00 48.00 55.00 8.00
Subjective 7 50.00 56.00 49.00 76.00 53.00 57.00 59.00 11.00
Subjective 8 57.00 69.00 72.00 98.00 80.00 73.00 77.00 2.00
Subjective 9 77.00 74.00 62.00 80.00 60.00 67.00 75.00 3.00
Subjective 10 69.00 70.00 63.00 74.00 61.00 68.00 58.00 14.00
Subjective 11 63.00 70.00 71.00 92.00 67.00 64.00 59.00 12.00
Subjective 12 59.00 60.00 77.00 89.00 73.00 70.00 69.00 21.00
Subjective 13 60.00 66.00 69.00 76.00 68.00 70.00 79.00 12.00
Subjective 14 79.00 68.00 70.00 81.00 77.00 76.00 69.00 13.00
Subjective 15 52.00 61.00 70.00 88.00 56.00 68.00 66.00 13.00
Subjective 16 77.00 74.00 53.00 87.00 71.00 76.00 54.00 11.00
Subjective 17 77.00 74.00 53.00 87.00 71.00 49.00 58.00 8.00
Subjective 18 21.00 29.00 37.00 80.00 35.00 40.00 28.00 6.00
Subjective 19 66.00 69.00 59.00 86.00 48.00 65.00 62.00 6.00
Subjective 20 29.00 34.00 40.00 61.00 35.00 36.00 48.00 7.00
Appendix D
Digital Assets
The following items are presented as supplementary materials for this thesis.
Audio Files
This folder contains all stimuli for the listening tests conducted in this study.
1) ABX Listening Test Material This folder contains the stimuli used
for the ABX listening test. Three sub-folders are included, corresponding to
the stimuli in test Case 1–3.
2) MUSHRA Listening Test Material This folder contains the stimuli
used for the MUSHRA listening test. Seven sub-folders are included, corre-
sponding to the stimuli in test Case 1–7.
Computer Code
This folder contains the main codes for the implementation of the auralisation
framework for traffic flow sounds proposed in this thesis.
1) Simulation of engine sound synthesis This folder contains the
engine sound synthesis algorithm developed in this thesis. The simulation of
this algorithm is presented as a PD patch, with the engine sound synthesizer
written in C programming language and used as PD objects. The code is
developed based on [264, 274] following the open-source license (GPLv3).
2) Simulation of tyre sound synthesis This folder contains the Matlab
scripts for the tyre sound synthesis algorithm developed in this thesis.
3) Simulation of sound propagation effects This folder contains the
the Matlab scripts for the distance attenuation and the Doppler shift algo-
rithms developed in this thesis.
4) Simulation of low frequency correction for HRTFs This folder
contains the Matlab scripts for the low frequency correction algorithm for the
KEMAR HRTFs dataset developed in this thesis.
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